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PREFACE

This resource guide rerresents, partially, the results of approximaiely four yehrs work by a group of
Dearborn junior high s,:hool social studies teachers, librarians, and members of the Dearborn Public
School's Division of Instruction staff. The project vas beguh by a small group of teachers from three of
the achool system's nine junior high schools. Their eojective vas to devise a different kind of social
studies program for their seventh and eighth grade students. The programs' content and the activities to
be engsged in by the students would be based upon the needs and interests of young adolescents in today's
society.

For more than a year the group worked diligently, outlining the program, spelling out the program
objectives, and planning learning activities. The latter they tried out in their classes. Although
granted some released time and some surer workshop time for their cork, they were handicapped by limited
gm,* membership and, the difficulty of ottaining learning materials suited both to the abilities of the
students and to the Project goals. In an effort to obtain sume additional help, an application was made
to the United States Office of Education for a "mini-grant".

In June, 1969, a grant was approved in the Small Research Program of the Office of Education. With the
help of this grant and with increased support from the Division of Instruction, Dearborn Public Schools,
the work of the group vas accelerated. The number of participating members was increased and additional
funds were provided to obtain needed learning materials. The number of released time an.. summer workshop
group sessigns were increased substantially.

With this encouragement it was possible to develop and use this seventh grade course on an acticn-research
bast! during ;ht school year 1969-70. This resource guide is an expanded and revised version of the work
copy used at that time.

The Project group also developed a work copy of the resource guide for the eighth grade course, The Nature
of the Individual and His Poles In Society". It is being used on an a:tion-research basis during this
1970-71 school year. Based upon this experience a revised and expanded version of the guide will be pub-
lished following the close of school in Juno, 1971.

C'



GRADE SEVEN
THE NATURE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS CONFLICTS

FOREWORD

This is the first of a two year sequence of social studies courses for the junior high school. The develop-
ment of the program and the teacher's resource guides for it was largely the work of a group of Dearborn
junior high school social studies teachers. The Project was jointly sponsored by the Office of Education,
United States Deferment of Health, Education, Ind Welfare and the Division of Instruction, Desrborn Public
Schools. A teacher's resource guide for the eighth grade course, "The Nature of the Individual and lis
Roles in Society," is a separate publication.

This Resource Guide consists of: An INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE AND THE COURSE OBJECTIVES
An INTRODUCTION TO OURSELVES
Unit I - MAN'S PLACE IN HIS GROUP
Unit II - THE ORIGIN AND PHYSICAL DEVTILOPMDIT OF MAN
Unit IIT - MAN AND HIS CONFLICTS

The last part of each unit consists of a STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY. This should be reproduced and distributed to
the students as the unit is studied.

Befo-e beginning the course the teacher should read carefully the "Introdlction to the Course" and the "Course
Objectives". This will acquaint him with the general nature of the course content; with the kinds of behavior.
changes that the student should experience; and what should be expected of the student who achieves the desire
change in behavior.

The "Introduction to Ourselves" is suggested as a we of introducing the members of the class to one another.
This is desirable since the usual seventh grade class is composed of students who have previously attended a
number of different elementary schools and so are not acquainted with one another. It will also serve to
alert the group to the nature of the studies to be carried on during the year.

While the units "Pan's Place in His Group" and "The Origin and Physical Development of Man" are numbered re-
spectively I and II, they do not necessarily need to be studied in this sequence. Both are designed to develo:
the basic understanding of man the social being. In Unit I the empha.kis is upon the psychological and socio-
logical aspects of men while in Unit II it is upon the physiological. The two units reinforce each other
and so, depending upon class interest and the availability of materials, Unit II could be studied first and
Unit I second. Unit III should always be the culminating unit.

Before beginning the study of the units the teacher should exercise his judgement of determining how much
time should be allotted to each. While each unit has a number of suggested initiatory, developmental, and
culminating activities numbered sequentially, and which, in most cases, should probably be used in sequence,
the teacher should use his own judgement in determining the sequence to be followed and the number of
activities to be used.
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GRADE SEVEN
THE NATURE OF THE INDIVIDUAL AND HIS CONFLICTS

INTROP!.1TION TO COURSE

In grade seven, this course is designed to focus on the individual and the kinds of conflicts with which he
is confronted. The individual will develop an understanding of his physical self and of the nature and
qualities of appropriate human behavior in a social context. He will understand that each individual, because
of his unique biological psychological - sociological configuration conceives ideas differently because he
perceives his environment differently. At the same time he will understand that such perceptual differences
are a major cause of conflicts and that the resolution of these conflicts must be accommodated by means
acceptable to the dynamic society of which he is a part.

An inductive method of studying man and his conflicts from the immediate to the remote through time and
around the wcrld will be employed.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

UNDERSTANDINGS

1. UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF SELF AND ONE'S INTERACTION WITH OTHERS.

The student who has this understanding can:

explain the basic physiological characteristics of man;
1.2 explain the basic psychological characteristics of man;
1.3 discuss the uniqueness of man;
1.4 explain the concept of "race";
1.5 explain the conflicts whicn exist in man.

2. UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF GROUP LIVING.

The student who has this understanding cant

2.1 explain the basic needs of an (survival, security, growth, recognition, response);
?.2 explain the need for group living;
2.3 discuss the uniqueness of groups;
2.4 discuss the conflicts which derive from group living.
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3. UNDERSTAND THE ORIGIN, EXPRESSION, AND RESOLUTION OF CONFLICT.

The student who has this understanding can:

3.1 explain the origins of conflict;
3.2 discuss the explessiens of conflict;
3.3 cite examples of the re::olutions of conflict.

4. UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF REFLECTIVE AND CRITICAL THINKING IN THE AREA OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL MOBLIES.

The student who has this understanding, can:

4.1 explain and discuss the process of critical thinking in its application of the solution of
personal and social problems;

4.2 discuss the difficulty of using this process in the solution of personal and social problems.

SKILLS OR ABILITIES

1. SKILL IN TOCATING, APPRAISING, AND INTERPRETING DATA CONCERNING MAN AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS.

The student who has this ability cant

1.1 use the bibliographical resources of the library to locate sources of information;
1.2 extract desired information from standard reference works using tables of contents, glossar.,eo,

and indexes;
1.3 read and interpret graIhic wesentations in the form of maps, graphs, charts, and pictures:
1.4 distinguish between fact and fiction, fact and opinion;
1.5 compare information from diverse sources and select that which is more acceptable.

2. ABILITY TO ORGANIZE DATA OBTAINED THRqUGH RESEARCH, LISTENING, AND OBSERVING.

The student who has this ability can:

2.1 take notes on material read, record source by author, title, page;
2.2 make simple outlines of materiel read, using correct outline form;
2.3 prepare a bibliography and glossary;
2.4 listen attentively and take notes on pertinent details.

9
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3. ABILITY TO EXPRESS HIMSELF ORATLY, IN WRITL1G, AND GRAPHICALLY.

The student who has this ability can:

3.1 write with clarity and exactness using standard English;
3.2 speak witii accuracy and poise, use notes in oral reports, and speak in sentences;
3.3 prepare or select suitable graphic materials to support or clarify an oral or written

presentation.

4. ABILITY TO PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY IN GROUPS.

The student who has this ability can:

4.1 use democratic procedures in planning and working;
4.2 accept the role of leader or follower as the situation requires;
4.3 work independently when necessary in support of group goals;
4.4 use the rules of parliamentary procedure when needed.

5. ABILITY TO USE CRITICAL AND REFLE"ITIVE THINKING IN PROBLEMS INVOLVING SOCIAL ISSUES.

The student who has this ability can:

5.1 recognize and state the problem or issue under consideration;
5.2 plan the procedure to be followed in attacking the problem or issue;
5.3 locate, gather, evaluate, and organize pertinent information;
5.4 summarise and draw tentative conclusions based on evidence;
5.5 recognise the necessity for changing conclusions reached wher new evidence warrants.

ATTITUDES

1. ATTITUDE OF PYsPECT FOR THE WORTH AND DIGNITY OF EVERY monnam, AS A HUMAN BEING.

The student who has this attitude will:

1.1 be courteous, considerin3 the opinions of others even when in disagreement;
1.2 display empathy toward others;
1.3 evaluate human achievement on criteria other than merely materialistic or curetitive success;
1.4 refrain from using epithets and other derogatory terms in referring to other races and people.

10
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2. ATTITUDE OF SOCIAL AND CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY.

The student who has this attitude will

2.1 assume responsibility for his conduct in and around the school with a minimum of supervision;
2.2 volun:wily participate in non-c:rricular school activities;
2.3 contribute his services to projects for the betterment of his school and community.

3. ATTITUDE OF RESPECT FOR LAW AND LEGAL PROCESS.

The student who has this attitude will:

3.1 obey school laws and ru:se, using democratic procedures when change seems desirable, and
encouraging others to do the same;

3.2 recognize the differing corcepts of authority and legal process.

11
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INTRODUCTION TO OURSELVES

PURPOSE

This course should begin vith an examination of tho ethnology of the class through a series of activities
designed to introduce the members to one another. Snese activities vill also help to develop the under-
standing that human beings have some basic similarities as veil as many individual differences. They vill
Jso serve to alert the group to the nature of the studies they vill be engaged in during the year.

INITIATORY ACTIVITY

Who Am Is

1. After calling role, the teacher should introduce himself and explain the basic materials required
for the course.

2. Allow each studert 5 minutes to interviev a classmate seated teside him. Have him look fcr the
folloving Information:

2.1 Names - firs, and last
2.2 Last school attended
2.3 Interests and activities
2.4 Nicknames
2.5 Number of brothers and sisters
2.6 Travels
2.7 Anything interesting about his family or himself

Have the students understand before they begin their intervievs that they vill be asked to introduce
the person whom they have intervieved to the class.

3. Have each student stand and introduce to the class the person vhom he has intervieved. He should
tell the class the things vhich he found out about that pe;son as a part of the introduction.

Have the students understand before the introductions begin that they will be asked to remember
and name as many of their cleosmates :s possible.

13
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4. Select a student and have him maw. as many people as he can. When a student's name is missed, have
his name reconfirmed. Once a student has named as mcny as he can, select another student to do the
same thing. This activity should be repeated each day for a few days until the students know all
names.

5. Have each student place on the board his preferred first name and his last name for the purpose of
a class spelling list.

DEVELOPMERIAL ACTIVITIES

1. Class discussion - the purpose f,f which is :,c) lay the groundwork for understanding ethnology,
nationality, and race, by examining the physical traits and national origins of the members of
the class.

1.1 Questions for stimulating discussion:

1.11 Are all people In this room the same?
1.:2 What are some of the similarities? (Look for such thing as sex, race, general

colorations, and physical shapes and organs of the body.)
1.13 What are some of the differences? (Look for such things as size, shape, mentalities,

interests, fingerprints, hair texture, etc.)
1.'4 Can you account for these differences? (In all protF'lility the students cannot answer

this question. For this reason, it should be left olen with the understanding that
one of the purposes of this course is to explore answers to this question.)

1.2 Conclude the discussion with an explanation that the purpose of the course is to study plysical,
man in order to better understand how and why we have many similarities, yet each of us is
unique.

(Elicit from the class meanings of unique differences and similaritie'a.)

2. Assign a bulletin board map showing locations of the nationality backgrounds of the students in
the class. Have each student research his own nationality background. Also, have him find the
national origin of his family fume (patrilineel).

3. Conduct a class ceaeus in crder to find out ,-.ow many people have: blue eyes, blond hair, black
hair, etc



3.1 Review the similalitie7 and differentes of class members.

3.2 Raise the question: Does this class represent a fair cross section of all people through-
out the world? (Illustrate meaning of cross section, using the United Nations as an example.)

4. For the purpose of identifying both social and physical differences among people throughout the
world, have the students read pp. 1-3 in Accepting the Selves cf Others by Leonard S. Kenworthy.1

4.1 From the article have the students make a li3t of the 6 major reasons given as to why
we (the class) are not representative of a cross section of the world's population.

4.2 Assign a bar graph to show comparative populations of tl'e United States and the rest of the
world.

4.3 Have each student make a world map showing the placement and extent of the primary racial
groups in the world.

4.4 Elicit from the class tie main idea that Mr. Kenworthy is trying to develop in the section
dealing with lace. ("Most of um in the United Staten are going to have to learn to live
as a white minority in a nonwhite world.")

4.5 Based upon the preceding discussion, have each student individually title and caption
his own map.

4.6 iriscuss the remainder of the article highlighting the ideas we need to understand which are
brought out in each of the 6 headings.

i.e., urbanization versus village life
poverty versus affluence
Christian versus Nen-Christian
capitalism versus socialism

3

Warning! The nature of any one of these
subjects could allow the pur-
pose of tne activity to become
lost if dealt with too exten-
sively at this time".

I - Chilanga Education reprint. World Affairs Materials, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York 11210



CULMINATING ACTIVITY

Summarize for the class the following:

We have now established that people are different in many vat's, both physically and socially.
We have also found that there are some similarities. The purpose, from this point on, is to
examine in some depth the reasons for man's physical similarities and differences smd his
capabilities vhich make him superior to other forms of animal life.

ReadirAg for Teachers:

INTRODUCING CHILDREN TO THE WORLD IN ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Kcnvorthy, L. S. - Harper and Rov. Evanston, Illinois, 1956

7hapters: 8 - Interdependent World
9 - Many Countries and Culture,
10 - World of Poverty and Plenty
11 - Mrm/ forms of :.,ternment
12 - Religion and Vdue System
13 - World of Conflict and Cooperation

16
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UNIT I - MAN'S PLACE IN HIS GROUP

UNIT PURPOSE

This unit seeks to make each individual aware that man is a social being who seeks a place in his group.
It will help him understand the nature of his emotions, attitudes, and abilities. It is important that
be knows how these factors affect his relations in the group and the ways in 'which he learns. These under-
standings are essential to the final unit on conflict and to the achievement of the course objectives.

UNIT OB. MC/IVES

UNDFRSTANDINGS

1. THE NATURE OF THE FACTORS WHICH AFFECT THE WAY THE TNDIVIDUAL RELATES TO HIS GROUP.

The student who has this understandinicanl

1.1 explain the nays in which an individual's attitude determines his role in his group.
1.2 discuss emotions and the importance of their effect on the individual in group living.
1.3 discuss the importance of communication in ralating effectively to others.

2. THE WAYS I'( WHICH AN INDIVIDUAL LEARNS ABOUT HIMSELF AND OTHERS.

The student who has this understan:

2.1 discuss the nature of the learning process.
2.2 illustrate the influence of emotions, attitudes, and abilities upon the individual's

reactions to stimuli and upon his perception of it.
2.3 explain the reasons why individuals differ in their development of concepts and inter-

pretation in reaction to stimuli, i.e., different values, beliefs, interests, knovleige,
experiences.

ABILITIF

1. TO LOCATE AND USE SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND GROUP PROCESSES.

The student who has this ability can:

1.1 use the library card catalogue, the Reader's Guide, bibliographies and similar aids in locating
sources of information.

1.2 use such basic sources of information as almanacs, atlases, and encyclopedias.
1.3 use the table of contents, glossary, and index of reference works.

8
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2. TO USE CRITICAL AND REFLECTIVE THINKING IN THE AREA OF PERSC AL AND GROUP RELATIONS.

The student who has this ability can:

2.1 recognize and state a problem existing in personal and group relations.
2.2 analyze the factors which cause the problem to exist in personal and group relations.
2.3 present a solution, or alternate solutions, to such problems.

3. TO PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY IN GROUP srmmrIoNs.

The student who has this ability can:

3.1 use democratic procedures when planning and working in group situations.
3.2 assume responsibility as a group member for his share in the attainment of ,The group goals.
3.3 in group discussions, formal or informal, follow the rule of order or of politeness indicated

by the nature of the discussion.

4. PREPARE WELL ORGANIZED ORAL OR WRITTEN PRESENTATIONS.

Tne student who has this ability can:

4.1 prepare an outline of the presentation he plans to make based on Vv. materials he has collected
and evaluated.

4.2 select and use graphic materials and statistics vhea needed to clarify his presentation.
4.3 use standard English in making his presentation.
4.4 base his conclusions on evidence.

ATTITUDES

1. OF WILLINGNESS TO ANALYZE HIS PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MODIFY THOSE WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECT HIS
RELATIOIZ WITH THE GROUP.

The student who has this attitude will:

1.1 recognize that his personal attitudes toward himself and others influences his role in a group.
1.2 recognize emotional behavior as a factor in determining his personality.
1.3 recognize the importance of communication in his relationships with others.
1.4 display empathy toward others.

19
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2. OF WILLINGNESS TO EXPLORE THE WAYS MAN LEARNS.

The student who has this attitvde will:

2.1 recognize that learning is a tota7, life experience.
2.2 examine his own learning habits awl attempt to modify them.
2.3 respect the value of learning in his life.
2.4 accept learning as an important factor in the development of his personality and

the motivation of his behavior.

3. OF RESPECT FOR THE WORTH AND DIGNITY OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL AS A HUMAN BEING.

The student who has this attitude wills

3.1 accept differences in others arising out of racial backgrounds without labeling them inferior
or backward.

3.2 be courteous in his relations with his peers, particularly during discussions.
3.3 refrain from using epithets and other derogatory

terms in referring to other races and people.
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MAN'S PLACE IN HIS GROUP

UNIT OUTLINE

I. Ways To Get Along II. Ways to Learn

A. Attitudes A. Conroversial theories

1. Toward himself 1. 'extinct
2. Toward others 2. Ineritance
3. Behavioral attitudes 3. Conditioning

a. Verbal Expressions
b. Physical Expressions

4. Experience

B. Emotions

1. Most Common Types
a. Fear
b. Hate
c. Love (affection)
4. Anxiety
e. Jealousy

2. Role
a. Personality
b. Physiological responses
c. Varying Responses from society to society
d. Acceptable ways to deal with emotions in

each society.

C. Communication

1. Language
2. Common background

21

B. One Theory of Learning

1. Sensation or experience (Stimula-
tion as received)
a. Sight
b. Hearing
c. Taste
4. Tou.A
e. Smell

2. Perception - greatest area of
difficulty (Stimulation as
organized)

3. Concept de.4elopment (Stimula-
tion as integrated)

4. Interpretation (Stimulation
as associated and meaning
transformed)



UNIT I - INITIATORY ACTIVITIES

BASIC REEDING - STUDENT BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS
Mc Bain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES.
Froman, Robert, THE CRF.AT REACHING OUT KNOWLEDGE
HOW LIVING BEINGS COMMUNICATE.

SUMEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Ginott, Haim G., BETWEEN PARENT
AND TEENAGER.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: STEPS TOWARD MATURITY AND

HEALTH, 12 minutes. Disney,
Color.

1. There are many factors which affect
the way man sets along in his group.

2. There are different ways in which
an individual learns.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Note taking
2. Book reviewing

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to accept factors which
affect his role in a group.

2. Willingness to exp]lre the ways man
learns.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

9

1. Give each student a Self-Evaluation Form (see page 11). Instruct the class to follow the directions
explicitly. Inform them that each is to keep his copy in his notebook and that no one else will see
it It will be used by the student at the end of the unit (See Evaluating A.tivity, page 43,)

2. Teacher should introduce "Student 'Bibliography" calling attention to purpose and arrangement. This
is a unit on theories and learning; therefore, the teacher should introduce at this time the work
on "selecting, previewing and reviewing" a book (see pages 13 and 14). These three ideas should
give their user the ability to find books which they may enjoy; easily and quickly to keep track of
the main characters and places; and to recall information.

3. Using the inductive mettods (inquiry approach) place the following questions on the board. (These
questions represent the goals of the unit, and they should function to stimulate thinking af.d
orclintnary discussion.) Be sure to have the student place the questions in his notebook, since
they will serve as long term goals for the unit.

92
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3.1 What clues in a person's behavior let you know whether or not you are accepted by others?
ws..k away, do not talk with, facial expressions, tone of voice)

3.2 How do you learn? (instinct, inheritance, experience)
3.3 What social science deals with the study of human and animal behavior? (psychology: develop

the origih of the word from Greek Mythology the story of Psyche and Cupid ()logy).

3.4 Read and discuss McBain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapter 10.

4. Show the film: STEPS TOWARDS MATURITY AND HEALTH. Before viewing the film place on the board the
following questions and have the student record them in his notebook.

4.1 What is Mr. Disney's main idea in this film? (accepting responsibility for yourself).
4.2 How does he support his idea? (He shows the physical, emotional, and social factors which

affect man's relationships with others.)
4.3 Does every individual develop physically, emotionally arrt socially at the same rate? (ho)
4.4 How do people know that you are grown up? (Your ability to assume responsibility for your

own life and acts).

'; Have the students select words which they feel should becore a part of a glossary. (ex. social
growth)

6. Read page 141 in THE GREAT REACHING OUT, and discuss the following ideas:

6.1 reading always a good way to communicate? (All people do not read well)
6.2 How can learning b.. exciting? (teaching machines, animated drawings, field trips, experiences)
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SELF-EVALUATION FORM

BOY

CLASS

DATE

TEACHER

If the statement describes how you usually feel, put a cheek in the column
"LIKE ME". If the statement does not describe how you usually feel, put a cheek
in the column "UNLIKE ME".

n right n

EXAMPLE: I'm a hard worker.
LIKE ME

X
UNLIKE ME

1. I spend a lot of time day-dreaming.

2. I'm pretty sure of myself.
i

Note to teacher: complete the chart with the following statements:

3. I onto wish I were somone else.
4. I'm easy to like.
5. My parents and I have a lot or fun together.
6. I never worry about anything.
7. I find it very hard to talk in front of the class.
8. I wish I were! younger.
9. There are lots of things about myself I'd change if I could.

10. I can make up my mind without too much trouble.
11. I'm a lot of fun to be with.
22. I get upset easily at home.
13. I always do the right thing.
14. I'm proud of my school work.
15. Someone always has to tell me what to do.
16. It takes me a long time to get used to anything new.
17. I'm often sorry for things I do.
18. I'm popular with kids my own age.
19. My parents usually consider my feelings.
20. re, never unhappy.
21. I give in very easily.
22. I'm doing the best work I can.
23. I can usually take care of myself.
24. I'm pretty happy.

i) 1
r. '1
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25. I would rather play with children younger than I.
26. My parents expect too much of me.
C7. I like everyone I know.
28. I like to be called on in class.
29. I understand myself.
30. It's pretty tough to be me.
31. Things are all mixed up in my life.
32. Kids usually follow my ideas.
33. No one pays much attention to me at home.

34. I never get scolded.
35. I'm not doing as well in scilool as I'd like to.

36. I can make up my mind and stick to it.
37. I don't really like my sex.
38. I have a low opinion of myself.
39. I don't like to be with other people.
40. There are many times when I'd like to leave home.
41. I'm never shy.
42. I often feel upset in school.
43. I often feel ashamed of myself.
44. I'm not as nice looking as most ieople.
45. If I have something to say, I usually say it.
46. My parents understand me.
47. Kids pick on me very often.
48. t always tell the truth.
49. my teacher makes me feel I'm not good enough.
50. I don't care what happens to me.
51. I'm a failure.
52. I &A upset easily when I'm scolded.
53. Most people are better liked than I em.
54. I usually feel as though my parents are pushing me.
55. I always know what to do to people.

56. I often get discouraged in school.
57. Things usually don't bother me.
58. I can't be depended upon.

2
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The following three outlines for Selecting, Previewing, and Revieving a book should be reproduced
separately. Each should have at the top, spaces for Name. Grade, and Date.

SELECTING A BOOK

I. Take &out three books to a library table for examination instead of examining them at the shelves.

A. Select novels by author or from a source list.
1. Best seller lists.
2. Lists from teacher.
3. Suggestions from librarian:

a. of resource lists.
b. of a particular book or books.

B. Select Biographies and other non-fiction books by topic and author. (When in doubt, ask.)

II. Examine each book briefly, d'i't rush.

A. Read the book jacket.
B. Read the preface.
C. Choose some pages at random and read them.

1. reading three consecutive pages at the beginning of the book,
2. chcraing and reading three consecutive pages in the middle of the book,
3. reading three consecutive pages in the last third of the book but not the last three pages.

II. Make your decision.

A. Select one book and return the others, or
B. return all three and select three more to examine.

°REVIEWING THE SELECTED BOOK

I. Hake a list of proper names by scanning pages.

A. Scanning is just looking, not reading.
2. Write names of people and places on a sheet of paper.

II. On your list, star names which reappear throughout the book. These will be major characters.

A. Spend about ten or fifteen minutes in preview for every tvo hundred pages in the book.
B. Avoi.:1 reading the last chapter of a novel.

r.) 6



REVIEWING THE SELECTED BOOK

I. Read the first chapter slowly and carefully.

II. Proceed through the rest of the book as rapidly as you can without feeling pressured.

A. Don't stop to take notes.
B. Reap as much as you can at one sitting.
C. If you can't finish at one sitting, attempt to identify some names on preview

sheet before continuing again.
1. Try to continue ugain within 24 hours if possible.
2. A week is the maximum for any book.

Write general impression in brief, note-form when you finish the book.

A. Sometimes a single comment about a point to remember will recall further information later.
B. Write notes on a sheet or sheets of paper, not cards. Leave ample space between comments.

C. About 24 hours later, re-examine notes. You'll usually iind core detail recalled at this time.
D. Add to notes.

IV. Re-examine any chapters that were not easily urierstood.

A. Examine for specific information.
B. Clarify points in plot if a novel.
C. Add notes tc those taken.

1-1111411H1-11-41-114

(Optional)

V. Organize notes to fit a report or critique plan. (Novel)

A. Use note cards.
B. Write, expending with quotations, opinions or other specifics.

(Alternate)
A. Give report orally from cards.

E. Organize notes on cards to be included with comments from other books on same subject (Non-Fiction).

*-114H1-11-1141-1HFIF

Note:"E" is optional to emhasize that it presumes a class assignment. The other steps should he followed

in reading any book that yol with to enjoy, if it is above an elementary school reading level. The decree

of difficuAy determines the degree of preview necessary for satisfying results in reading.

2f
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UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY Al

BASIC READING - ETUDENT
McBala, W. N., THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapter 9
Goldschmidt, Walter, WAYS OF MANKIND
Smiley, Marjorie, WHO AM I
Smiley, Marjorie, REBEYS AND REGULARS
Weitsman, Ellis, GROWING UP SOCIALLY

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACifn

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING
Film: I WONDER WHY? McGraw Hill, Black/White
Film: A ROCK IN THE ROAD, P.A., 6 minutes
Recording: WAYS OF MANKIND, "When Greek

Meets Greek", Sinclair
Posters: YOUR ATTITUDE IS SHOWING, S.P.A.,

set of 12

S

BASIC UNDERSTATING

KNOWLEDGE

1. The attitudes ehuvn by an individual
determines his role in his group.

2. The individual's attitudes toward himself
are revealed in his behavior.

3. An individual's attitudes toward others will
determine the degree of his acceptance in
the group.

L. Behavioral attitudes ere shown through
verbal and physical expressions.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Paragraph writing
2. Critical thinking

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to see that your attitude toward
yourself determines your behavior.

2. Willinp.ess to see that your expressed
opinion of yourself often influences others
opinions of you.

3. Willingness to see tint your attitude
toward others will determine the degree of
your acceptance by the group.

4. Willingness to recognise that your behavioral
attitudes are shown through verbal and physic::

expressions.
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SUGGESTED STUDENT ACT/VITIFS

1. Give sentence completion form to students. (In this completion form the students must respond to a
word or group of words to make a complete sentence. The stimulus words are general to allow the
students to be free with their answers.) Iaform the class that they are not to sign their nam*s on
the form (page 19).

1.1 Response to this test will make the teacher vividly aware of a student's attitude.
1.2 Teacher should use the item analysis form to ine.c pret overall class response. (See rage 20.)
1.3 After the teacher has an idea of individual and class attitudes he can develop plans and

discussions to expose improper attitudes and present more favorable attitudes.

2. Place SRA posters on bulletin board, and ask the questions.

2.1 What attitude is shown here?
2.2 What does this reveal about this person's attitude toward himself?
2.3 Will this person be accepted in his group?
2.4 Choose one poster and write_a_paragraph describing an incident vhich this poster might depict.

3. Show film I WONDER WHY? Ask these questions.

3.1 After seeing this film what vas your first thought.?
3.2 Write a paragraph explaining what the movie meant to you.

4. Show film A ROCK IN THE ROAD. Suggested discussion questions:

4.1 What does the road represent? (Your path in life.)
4.2 What does the rock represent? (Any obstacle in life.)
4.3 What attitude was displayed by the first three people? (You like to see the other fellow

suffer as you have suffered.)
4.4 Why was there crovd noise in the film? (Eaphaeite group reactions.)
4.5 What attitude vas displayed by the fourth person coming down the road? (Did not like what

happened to him, so he was considerate of others in his action.)
4.6 Which kind of person are you? (Considerate or inconsiderate.)
4.7 Jo 'ou think lolur attitudes may change later in life?

5. Assign parts and read aloud the play "The Tro'ble With Johnny", from WHO AM I? (page 97). Have each
student record in his notebook the following questions as they will serve as a pattern for analysis
of several readings. NT, read the play and discuss the questions, then have each student write his
ovn answer to the questiun.

5.1 In_your readings Who is having a_problem? (Johnny)
5.2 What attitudes does this individual shot? (rudeness, disorderliness, contempt for authority,

bitterness)

29



5.21 How do they reflect his opinion of himself? (very high opinion of himself)

5.22 How do they show his attitude toward others? (to Johnny they're snobs and prejudiced)
5.23 What are some examples of verbal and physical expressioLs of these attitudes?

Tvripping George, criticising George, bragging, temper tantrums, breaking windows)

5.3 Hoy do his attitudes determine his role in the group? (the group rejects him because they

consider him to be rude and a loud mouth. He projects this image because he feels they reject
him because of hie clothes, which indicate a lover income family and foreigners)

5.4 Does he show a willingness to change? (Yes, and group does also: through mediation with

principal, Johnny and the group)
5.5 How do his attitudes toward himself and others chan e? (Johnny is determined to maintafn his

high standrrds in spite of the group. He will join in school activities because the group
realizes its role in making Johnny an outsider by rejecting him.)

5.6 What would you have done if you had been Johnny?
5.7 If you aroup. have treated Johnny,

5.8 How could you resolve a problem such as this one?

6. Read silently "Juen Gonzales," p. 61 in REPELS AND REGULARS, and have each student answer the above
questions on attitudes. Discuss aloud in class.

7. Divide class into groups (no more than 4 to a group), each group read any one of he following reed -
inga, develop group answers to the attitude questions and hand in their analysis.

WHO AM I? "The Powerless Ones"
"The Wise and the Weak", p. 12
"A Game of Catch", p. 73

17

"Letter from Birmingham", REBELS AND REGULARS, p. 47
"You Want to be Somebody Odd?", p. 64
"Out of Order", p. 69

8. lit\e groups of students each demonstrate in a series of skits how their bodies and their voices
show that they have

1. a positive attitude toward the classroom
2. a positive attitude toward home
3. a positive attitude toward friends
4. a positive attitude toward a sports event
5. a negative attitude toward the classroom
6. a negative attitude toward he
7. a negative attitude toward friends
8. a negative attitude toward a sports event
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Have the audience observe the following ideas:

1. Tone of voice - pitch and timbre
2. Body movements - posture, facial expressions, gestures
3. Dress

Discus: each presentation in viev of:

1. Clarity
2. Other ways to express the attitude

9. The teacher should play the recording "When Greek Meets Creek" from WAYS OF MANKIND and have students
follow along 1!. book pp. 67-76. After recording is over elicit answers to these questions from class.

3.1 Uow do the two fathers view their new sons? (Both have pride but in different ways)
9.2 Why do the fathers view their eons in ti ried yews? (Showing emotions are universal but can

result in varing responses in different societies.)
9.3 Hoy is Rallias taught to be _Patriotic?
9.4 How is DeoarchustauAt to be patriotic?
9.5 How are ynu taught .o be patriotic?

10. Without using ntwee select one person V) observe for one week. Without using names, observe his
attitudes and behavior.

10.1 Cite specific examples in which his behavior vas influenced b his attitude.
10.2 In your opinion, what did his behavior accom lish and could it have been banned in a better way?
10.3 If you found this attitude undesirable what could this person do to correct 11S.s attitude?

(talk with adults whom be respects about his attitude or find sources to read about this
particular attitude so that he vill develop fi better understanding of acceptable attitudel for
the society in which he lives)

11. Use S.R.A. phamphlet "Growing Up Socially" as supplemental reading. Point out the meaning of the
vord "mature" (a person's ability to asume responsibility for his words and actions)

22. Read 1'e Bain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapter 9, and ask questions such as:

12.1 What are some ways people are different?
12.2 What is normal?
12.3 nx10 is a bad word?
12.4 What is the difference between instinctive and natural behavior?

31
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SENTENCE COMPLETION FORM

1.

2.

The future

I suffer

Note to teacher: Expand form with the followings

3. Friends 21. I envy
4. My mother 22. My best friend
5. There are times 23. When I
6. My greatest longing 24. My father usually
7. MY imagination 25. Children
8. Most boys 26. Girls usually
9. My clothes 27. My greatest ambition

10. Social clubs 28. Teachers
11. I fear 29. My habits
12. My greatest trouble 30. My sister(s)
13. Love in my life 31. I try to get
14. Many of my dreams 32. I feel hurt
15. MY brothers 33. Cod is
16. Secretly 34, Often I think
17. I cannot understand what makes me 35. No one
18. Most people 36. My family
19. School 37. I am ashamed
20. I am very 38. I hate

32
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TEACHER ITEM ANALYSIS FOR COMPLETION FORM

ITEM POSITIVE NEUTRAL NEGATIVE :OMMENTS

1. Future

2. Suffer

NOTE TO TEACHER - Ccaplete chart with the following:

3. Friends 21. Envy
4. Mother 22. Friend
5. Times 23. When
6. Longing 2h. Father
7. Imagination 25. Children
8. Boys 26. Girls
9. Clothes 27. Ambition

10. Clubs 28. Teachers

11. ?ear 29. Bsbits
12. Trouble 30. Sisters
13. Love 31. Try to get
14. Dreams 32. Feet hurt
15. Brothers 33. God
16. Secretly 34. Often
IT. Understand 35. No one
18. People 36. Family
19. School 37. Ashamed
20. Very 38. Rate

3 3



UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY 02

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Goldschmidt, Walter, WAYS OF 'WOUND
Smiley, Marjorie B., REBELS AND REGULARS
Smiley, Marjorie B., WHO AN I?

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEAChER
Nidetch, Jean, TEE STORY OF WEIGHT WATCHERS

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

Recording: WAYS OF MANKIND, Series, "Case of
Sea Lion Flippers", Sinclair,
"World As People", Weeks

Films BARBARA, Interlude, Color, 7 minutes.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Emotions are universal.
2. The most common types of emotions are:

ferr, love, hate, anxiety, and jealousy.
3. The role of emotions is extremely importnt

in human behavior.

SKILLS AND ABILITUS

1. Rote taking
2. Observation

ATTITUDES

1, Willingness to recognise that his enc.;
behavior is a factor in determining t;.
sonality.

2. Willingness to us. restraint in his c
behavior.

3. Willingness to seek emotional outlets
acceptatle to the society in which h,

21
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SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Write the word "EMOTIONS" on the board and instruct the student to record in his no,ebook a d,r n for
this word after the discussion. Elicit answers to questions such as:

1.1 What are emotions? (Mental and bodily reactions marked by strong feeling and physiolog]

1.2 Eszalwettmilale (Yea)
1.3 Does eve one in the world have emotions? (Yes, universal)
1.4 Whet are some of the emotions? Five most common - fear, love, hate. anxiety, and Seal,
1.5 How does your body respond to these emotions? (FMotions prepare the body for action...

heart beat, crying, gasping, cold sweat, nausea)
1.6 Have each student place in hit notebook definitions f9r tie most common tvIss of emotic.

FEAR - an unpleasant feeling caused by the expectation or awareness of danger.
HATE - to feel an intense hostility or aversion toward something or someone.
LOVE - strong affection based upon admiration or benevolence.
ANXIETY - painful or apirehensive uneasiness over an impending or anticipated ill.
JEALOUSY - feeling of spiteful envy toward rival D. tovard someone more successful than oneself.
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2. Select any of the emotions, such as "jealousy" and elicit answers to questions such as:

2.1 Is theme someone who has something you want? (looks, grades, girlfriend, boyfriend, money,
friends, home, clothes)

2.2 How does your body react to this emotion? (blood pressure, heart beat, etc.)
2.3 What is the name of this emotion? (jealousy)
2.4 How do usresolve this situation?
2.5 Can you resolve this in a better vim? How?

3. Play the record TEE WORLD AS PEOPLE and ask questions such as:

3.1 Mr. Weeks appeals to which emotions in this record? (Hate and love)

3.2 What dces he hate? WM? (War)

3.3 What dces he love? 'the man in mankind)

4. Elicit answers from the class to questions such as:

4.1 Nov it an individual feel if he vere the shortest person in his group? (anxious & fearful)

4.2 How does an individual act if he is the shortest person in his group? (pals with tallest or
talks loud, or accepts hie growth rate

4.3 How dots the group feel about him?
4.4 What onuses the differences in height? (variable growth rate of individuals)
4.5 Can a aloft person do anything_to become taller? (Bo, shoes perhaps)

4.6 Now midst a short person react to being short? (:nsecure)
4.7 How dots his group feel about overweight? (the ideal is to be thin)
4.8 What causes a person ty be overweight? (eats too much, glands or both)
4.9 What emotions might the fat person be experiencing? (anxiety - fear)
4.10 Can a fat person ,do anything about being fat? see a doctor and eat wisely)
4.11 Is it cagy to eat wisely? (No) Do thin people eat wisely? (Not necessarily)
4.12 How might a fat person react to being fat? (Lucy Johnson Nugent, daughter of

President Lyndon B. Johnson, vent from a site 11 dress to a site 3 dress; when asked
how she did it, she replied, "Ills mire vain than hungry.")

5. Without usirg names choose one person vhom you will observe. Observe his emotions cn a daily

basis for ore week. Write a summary of your observations. In your summary:

5.1 Cite saillkEmas in which his behavior wss influenced by his emottms.
5.2 In your opinion, what did his behavior accomplish and could it have been handled in it better way?
5.3 11292_found this emotion undesirabler what other outlets for this emotion are available

5.4 After the observation is written. discuss with the class the impcktance of emotional outlets.
Emotional outlets must be consciously developed by en individual and acceptable in the society in

which he lives)

3
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6> Play recording WAYS OF MANKIND "The Case of the Sea-Lion Flippers" (Chaptsr 8). Let students read
silently as it plays. After recording is over ell these questions and emphasise that emotions
are universal but responses differ from society to society.

6.1 Rov did the Yurok Society respond to the emotions of hate anxiet and jealousy?
Hate - kill them all. Mutilate body of loved one. Killed by others.

Anxiety - worried about the settlement over flipper rights and death.
Jealousy - regret of loss of youth by Minot.

6.2 Row do these responses differ from our society's responses?

7. Show film BARBARA. Ask questions such as:

7.1 Of what did Barbara become avare? (She is most distinguished when she is herself)
7.2 Why did Barbara take her problems to her tougbLold uncle, (She needed someone vith whom

she could talk cver her problems)
7.3 With whom do you talk over your problems? (parents, friends, religious leader, doctor,

teacher, counselor, social worker)



UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #3

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Froman, Robert, THE GREAT REACHING OUT: HOW
LIVING BEINGS COMMUNICATE

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: DEBT TO THE PAST: LANGUAGE AND

COMMUNICATION, Moody, 17 minutes
Film: BERFUNKLE, Portarilm, Color, 11 minutes
Recording: WAYS OF MANKIND, Series, "A Word

in Your Ear", Sinclair

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Communication is the ability to relate
to others effectively.

2. Language is any means of expressing thoughts
or feelings.

3. A common background of knowledge and
experience enhances man's ability to relate
with others.

SKILLS AID ABILITIES

1. Note taking
2. Group work

ATTITUDES

1. Realises that understanding one another
requires effective communication.

2. Accepts the fact that one communicates
through verbal and nonverbal language
according to the society in which he lives.

3. Realises the contusion which arises from
the misuse and multiple meanings of words.

4. Willingness to use proper language to
effectively express himself.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Elicit from the students answers to questions such as: (Have the student record the questions and
answers in his notebook; oral discussion should follow)

1.1 What was your lest misunderstanding?
1.2 Why did it occur?
1.3 Hov was it resolved!
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2. Direct the class to write down as many slang terms as each can think of in ten minutes. Have same
of the lists read aloud or written on the chalkboard. Discuss these terms with questions such as:

2.1 Why do you use these terms?
2.2 Are there some slang terms you would not use?
2.3 Why wouldn't you use these terms? (Image. Each individual uses language to project an

image of himself.)
2.4 Who would not understand them? (People outside of the group)

3. Ask the class "How many languages do you speak"? List some responses on the chalkboard. (Examples;
classroom, locker room, church, home, club)

3.1 How doca the group respond to an individual who mixes his setting? (The group will reject you.)
3.2 What generaliration or conclusion can lyomake about the great variety of languages you speak?

(people of common background speak the same kind of language.)

4. Show film BERFUNKLE and discuss the following question:

4.1 What is the meaning of this film? (Words have many meanings)
4.2 Have you been "berfunkled"?

5. Show film DEBT TO THE PAST: LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION. Place following questions on the board
before showing the film.

5.1 How did language, evolve, or grow? (Pictograph, ideograph, phonetic)
5.2 Why did this change come about? (Need to express complicated ideas more quickly.)
5.3 For whom were the following statements made? Which style or jargon would you use to

reach the most people?

a. Today a high front and a low front are going to come into contact. (Weatherman)

b. Today we are going to experience a storm. (Gtneral public, for most in our society)
c. "It's raiang, its pouring, the old man is snoring".(Little Kid)
d. "Urgent& the rain God has arrived". (Primative Society)

5.4 Take the same event and use three different types of jargon to describe it.

6. Have volunteers present a situation without the use of words.

6.1 For example: "There's a herd approaching, get your weapons."
1My house is burning, get some water."
"I just drank poison, get me a doctor."

6.2 How well can you commulicate with each other in this manner?
6.3 Why vne_14118PARe develu?

35
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7. In what ways do we communicate with one another? (Verbal-language; nonverbal, touch, odor, sound,
sight and taste.) Read TEE GREAT REACHIN1 OUT, "Wordless Human Communication," p. 108-112. Ask
queetions such as:

7.1 How do the honeyguide bird and black tears communicate with man? (p. 108-109)

7.2 Why was the case of Clever Hans so important in ehovinghow man communicates with animals? (p. 110)
7.3 To what human communications did Hans really respond? Cp. 111)

7.4 Whet are the foul. forme of man a nonverbal communications? (p.112)
7.5 What are same examples of each form?

8. Put words or idioms on the board.

B.1 For example: "Kill the ump"
"Peace"
"Lay and Order"
"Out of Sight"
"Out to lunch"

Ask questions such as:

8.2 What do these terms mean to you?
8.3 What do these wan to yourztrents7
8.4 From your travels have you learned different meanings for words familiar to you? For

instance the word "spider means ron frying pen ci-Wrigiw-to some people.

9. Play the recording "A Word in Your Ear" from the series WAYS OF MANKIND. Allow students,to read
while listning.

9.1 When the recording is over, cite and list examples from it that language is a function of place,
time, age, sea and occasion.

PLACE - street car in U.S. and England
TIME - Lords Prayer
AGE - College professor and child
SEX - Carayah Indian men find women speak different langus.ges
OCCASION - Siamese King

9.2 After maples from the recording are listed, elicit examples in our society that show language
is a function of place. time, age. sex and occasion. ExampliiiIpage 27)

9
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PLACE - Shrimp(East and Midwest) Prawns (South and West Coast
TIME - "Heavy" ten yearP ,go meeat a great weight or a bad guy in a movie.

TWay to some "h!.v/H means a person who is knowledgeable
AGE - College professor end child--generation gap
SEX - Men talk about sports and cars, women talk about fashions
OCCASION - Political speeches to different gro.ps

10. GREAT REACHING OUT, "Words and Beyond", p. 124. With the group read this chapter and ask questions
such as:

10.1 What does the title of this chapter mean to you?
10.2 How is ma:. unigce in his achievement of the capacity to communicate with one another with words?
10.3 What are the three primary advantages which our use of verbal s bols gives us? (p. 127)
10.4 What is the importance of the H= es and Gardiner e eriments? p. 125

11. GREAT REACHING OUT, chapters 1-4 should be used as a base for research. Have a student or a group
of students prepare oral reports on these and other readings.
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UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #4

BASIC READING - STUDENT
McBain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapters 5 and 6.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Lindgren, Henry Clay, EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
IN THE CLASSROOM, "Psychological Concepts of
the Learning Theory", Chapter 8.

rACKGROUND Llt:TERIKG AND VIEWING

Filmstrip: FUNDAMENTALS OF THINKING, 9 in series.

Filmstrip: SCHOOL SKILLS FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW,
6 in series.

Film: THINKING MACHINES - HORIZONS OF SCIENCE,
20 minutes.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. There are several theories for the way
man learns. (instinct, inheritance,
conditioning, experience)

2, A theory is an idea based upon evidence
which t.ey or may not be acceptable.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Graphing
2. Charting
3. Analyzing Social Studies Material

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to try and to accept varying
ways of learning.

2. Willingness to challenge theories.

SUGGESTED STUDENT EXPERIENCES

1. Using the inquiry approach, discuss questions such as the following: (they all serve as a long term
goal for this part of the unit, and they should be recorded in each student's notebook).

1.1 Why does the United States believe in free public education from Kindergarten through the
12th grade? (It wishes its citizens to become competent and effective individuals.)

1,2 When does a person begin to learn? (The learning process is initiated when an individual
perceives events in his environment - or within himself - that are new and different from
those previously experienced.

1,3 When does an individual stop learning? (Learning is a continuous, life long process.)

The above three questions are assumptions about learning. Show the filmstrip: "Assumptions" from
FUNDAMENTALS OF THINKING SERIES, licit answers to questions such as:

1,4 What assumption have you made recently?
1,5 Nhy did you mike it?

41
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1.6 Was it a good assumption?
1.7 Hoy do you know?

Follow this discussion with some assumption making. Ask questions such as:

1.8 Hoy does an individual learn? (instinct, inheritance, conditioning, experience - four theories)

2. Read McBain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapter 5.

The teacher should help the students define and understand a fey theories of learning and ask
questions under each heading.

2.1 Instinct - The person learns through instincts.
Example - birds fly south.

Question - What do we mean by instinctive behavior?

2.2 Inherltsnce - Parents who lean something will pass it on to their child through genes.
Example - Planaria. Young react same way parents did to electric shock.

Question - What are trumpisms or taxis? (Inherited behavior)

2.3 Conditioning A person makes a specific response to a specific stimulus (usually done
through repetition)
Example - Thinking Machine - Rat in Maze

Question - How can you condition your friends? (p. 61-63)

2.h Experience - A person perceives or is affected by event° that are new and different from those
previously experienced.
Example - Thinking Machine
Perform experiment on page 6h.

2.5 Shay the film THINNING MACHINES. Discussion questions:

2.51 What did you learn about learning from the mouse in the maA?
Trial and error or conditioning is the basis fir learning.)

2.52 What can you learn about thinking from chess? (Look ahead, examine your possible moves;
make your choice, alcording to your beliefs and ideals; accept the results of your
decision.)

2.53 What does a pattern recognizer do? (Recognizes the pattern) What does this mean to you as
a learner? (Look for patterns In your York)

2.5h What are the differences in the function of the human brain and the cow ter?
IThe Wieiuter processes information; the brain creates, and

five senses to depend on)
2.55 In what way is human brain like a computer? (Both process information)

imagines; a human being has
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3. Read McBain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapter 6. Ask these questions.

3.1 How are animals taught to do tricks? (p. 74)
3.2 What are some things a pet cannot learnt (p. 77)
3.3 What type of learning advantage do humans have over most animals? (insight)

4. Elicit answers to questions such as:

4.1 What is a theory? (An idea based on evidence.)
4.2 Why do we need theories? (To make sense out of the universe and to give man a feeling of security.)
4.3 What is the danger of only one theory? (Limits the mind of man. For example: theoretically,

the bumble bee cannot fly....his wings are too small for the size of his body; always ask the
"why" and "why not" about a theory)

4.4 What do you think are some of the theories about how an individual learns? "Learning is a
continuous, life-long conditioning experience."

5. Filmstrips such as "Why Study" and "Preparing to Study" from the series "School Skills for Today
and Tomorrow ", could be ehovn at this time as examples of theory and assumption. Ask questions such as:

5.1 What is the theory in this filmstrip?
5.2 What assumptions are being made in this filmstrip?

6. The purpose of this activity is to show a method the student may use to examine a textbook. Do an
analysis of THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES. Find out what the book has to offer by checking the following
points given on the Textbook Analysis form. This check list is a theory. What is it about?
(To find out what a book can do for a reader and how the book does it.) (See page 32 for Textbook
Analysis form)

6.1 Experience - What experience did you just have? (analysed a book)
6.2 fercentim - What did you perceive (see) about this analysis? (The reader should know what

the book can do and cannot do for him)
6.3 Concept - What part of this book would you enjoy the most?

Which section would be of the least benefit?
Did you see any new words?
Can you pronounce them?

6.4 jnterpretatiog - Would this book be a good reference for you to use? Why?

4 3



7. Place on the chalkboard the following:

Hay We Learn

Through Taste Through Hearing

31

Through Touch Through Smell Through Sight

In groups of four have the students discuss and decide vhich of the senses they vould rather be
vithout. Then list in order of greatest importance the senses. Have each group present their
decisions to the class.

When the discussions are complete fill in the chart as follovs:

Hov We Learn

1% - Through Taste
14 - Through Touch
34 - Through Smell
11% - Through Hearing
83% Through Sight

(place this chart on the chalkboard)

METHODS OF
INSTRUCTION

RECALL
3 HOURS LATER

RECALL
3 DAYS LATER

A. Telling When Used Alone 70% 10%

B. Shoving When Used Alone 72% 20%

C. When A Blend of Telling 85% 65%
And Shoving Is Used

7.1 What is the best vay to learn? (talking about an idea and reading about it)
7.2 Nov could you practice this in everyday school situations? (Read about subject; listen

to someone talk about it and ask questions; then find one or tvo people to study vith)

4 4
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TEXTBOOK ANALYSIS

NAME

DATE GRADE HOUR

In using a textbook the intelligent reader will begin by surveying and analyzing the book he is
about to use. Find out what the followtag items do for the reader in using this book. Explain
in one or two sentences.

Check these mints

I. ORGANIZATION

A. General plan
1. Contents
2. Indexes

3. Glossary
4. Bibliography

B. Unit plan
1. Titles.
2. Subtitles
3. Introductions
4. Conclusions or summaries

5. Flotnotes

II. SPECIAL HELPS

A. Reviews
B. Illustrations
C. Value as reference

1. Other classes
2. Personal use

III. VARIATIONS IN PRINT

A. Size
B. Colors
C. Position

(If the reader blows the scope and limitations of his textbook he will be a better craftsaar.)

4
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UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY d5

BASIC READING - STUDENT BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER KNOWLEDGE
Bilenker, Ruth M. "Hand Them A Frobish",
NEA JOURNAL, October, 1967. 1. Sensation, the initial step in learning,
Branca, Albert A., PSYCHOLOGY: THE SCIENCE is merely the awareness of a stimulation when
OF BEHAVIOR, Chapter 8. received by one or more of the senses (stim-

ulation as received).
2. perception, is the immediate mental image that

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING one forms from a stimulus. The sensation takes
on shape or form (stimulation as organised).

3. Concept, development refers to the thought that
is formed in the mind as a result of the
stimulus (stimulation as integrated).

4. Interpretation, is the personal understanding
that one has according t, one's own beliefs,
value judgements, interests, knowledge, and
experiences (stimulation as associated and
meaning transformed).

"C" is a good grade
"C" is a poor grade
"C" is an initial
"C" is a century note ($100.00)

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Listening and observing
2. Reacting and interpreting

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to view all life's experiences
as a part of his continuing educational process.

2. Realisation that an individual's learning may
vary according to different perceptions and
concepts, and interpretations.

4
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SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Have the student record the following questions in his notebook. Elicit answers to these questions
in class discussion.

1.1 Where do you learn? (in all life's experiences)
1.2 Do ali_people learn the swum things? Explain.
1.3 11102you share your lea-ning?
1.4 How do you learn?

2. The purpose of this exercise is to make the student aware that he must involve all of his senses
(sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell) in an experiences in order to have a complete experience,
and thereby have complete communication.

2.1 Show a picture of a ball of clay and say this is a "frobish". Will each of you bring a frobic.h

to class tomorrow?
2.2 On the following day after everyone has presented his frobish ask, "Why are there so Iglu

different articles here? ( incomplete communication because you had an incomplete experience)
2.3 Now hand each student a frobish, a real ball of clay, and encourage him to look at it, touch it,

squeeze it, smell it, and drop it, on the desk to hear the thud.
2.4 What was the difference betweenjour two experiences? (First, sight only: Second, multi - sensory)

2.5 What happened to your concept (thought- formation of frobish? (changed as you had this multi-
sensory experience)

2.6 Write this statement on the board:

Aa a human being grove, he begins to talk and later to write; and at this very early age,
he assigns his own meaning to a word. The only meaning he can bring to a word is that
which he first learns through experience. If his experiences are limited and he has no
one to help him put labels on them, he is disadvantaged.

Elicit from the class answers to questions such as:

2.61 What does it mean to be "disadvantaged", (a person with few experiences and no one to
help him label his experiences)

2.62 Areyou disadvantaged? Explain your answer. (Frckubly "yes" for everyone)
2.63 If Nno" is the mover to the last question then ask, "Who is disadvantaged?"
2.64 Are there any other meanings for the word "disadvantaged?" (Yes)

2.65 What are some of them? (1. lacking in basic resources or conditions such as standard
housing, medical and educational facilities, and civil rights believed to be necessary
for an equal position in society. 2. affect unfavorably. 3. loss or damage especiany
to reputation, credit or finances. 4. handicap)

2.7 Have the class break into groups of four; using a multi-sensory experience, each group is to
develop its own frobish with the class. Each must remember that its presentation to the class
must includes (see next page)

4 i



EXPERIENCE
(SENSATION)

INCREASING DETAIL
(PERCEPTION)

FUNCTION
(CONCEPT)

Ibis chart should be reproduced or placed
on the chalkboard as en example of the vay

each groups' presentation is to be made.

MEASURE

CONTROL

STEER

PROPEL

35

TRANSFER TO OTHER
SITUATIONS

(INTERPRETATION)

Clocks
--Meters

.

T. V.

Washing Machine

Tractors
Cars

. .

Bikes

Motorcycles
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3. The teacher should display some money to the class. The students can see the object (sensation),
recognise it as round or flat and paper or metal (perception), and recognise it as "Money"
(concept). This concept will be interpreted according to the individual's beliefs, values,
interests, knovledge, and experience.

3.1 Have the students pretend they are the following people or agencies. (see chart)

3.2 What interpretation vill each aim to the concePtof money?

3.3 Why do they have this interpretation?

?sample for teacher use Gclusto 1 should be completed. Columns 2 and 3 can be completed as

3.2 and 3.3 are discussed.

1 INTERPRETER 2 INTERPRETATION 3 REASON

'teenager . . . free spending

*Aber . . . .

rather . . . .

Successful Businessman

Smell Businessman.

LoGn Company . . .

Advertisers . . .

selfish desires
didn't earn it
never vithout it

budget family responsibility

doesn't grov on trees has to earn it and
family responsibility

to be invested experience shows profits

to be saved experience ahova dwindling

ve want to help you profit motive

money waiting to be spent it pays to advertise

6 9
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UNIT I - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #6

BASIC FEADING - STUDENT
McBain, W. N. and Johnson, B.C.
THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES,
Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

SUPPLEMENTARY 'READING - TEACHER
Mueller, C. G. and Rudolph, M.
LIGHT AND VISION, p. 161,

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING
Film: VISUAL-.70PEITCEPTION, EIS, Color,

20 minutes.
Film: EYr OF THE BEHOLDER, Reynolds,

24 minutes.
Filmstrip: FUNDAMENTALS OF THINKING SERIES,

"Comparisons".

BASIC UNDERSTANDING

KNOWLEDGE

1. We learn from stimuli received by our
senses of sight, hearing, touch, taste,
and smell.

2. Perception is the result of stimulation
of the senses.
Perception varies according to individual
beliefs, values, interests, knowledge, and
experience.

4. Differences in concepts and perception can
lead to different interpretations in the
learning process.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Critical thinking

ATTITULES

1. Willingness to accept the possibility of
varying individual perceptions.

2. Willingness to examine personal perceptions.
3. Willingness to accept the role of personality

in perception and learning.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

To insure that the vtudent understands the importance of his senses ard hts perceptions of life, perform
the experiments in RcBain, THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES, Chapters 2-4. If this book is not available perform
the exercises numbered 1.1 through 1.3.

1. To arouse interest about learning, use the following to demonstrate hov individual perceptions through
the senses vary. This will also show the necessity of using all the senses.

1.1 Taste and Smell - Send several students out of the room. Have ready chopped up apples, potatoes,

5p
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carrots. Make sure the pieces are the same size ani the same quality of hardness. Blindfold each
student as he enters and put cotton in his nose so that he can't smell. Don't tell him what he
is tesling. There should be between a 25% or 50% glance of error.

1.2 Hearing - Blindfold a student and use a clicker or ,scissors sound (metal cricket). Have the student
decide where the sound came from, what height etc, Another exercise is to take common items like
keys, pencil sharpeners, window blinds, chalk and erasing sounts, and have the students identify them.

1.3 Touch - Blindfold a student and hand him a 3-dimensional item then have him draw the item. Cross
your forefinger (index finger) with your second finger. Put pencil between two fingers and draw it
back and forth.

1.14 Have some students put on a dramatic skit without the class knowing beforehand. The skit should
include odd dress, distinct actions, physical and verbal. When it's over ask theee questions:

1.141 What were they wearing, sayingoloingL, etc.?
1.42 Why did some notice different aspects of the skit?
1.43 How did you interpret the event? hhzy

1.5 Show large pictures to the class and ask questions. Students will have spotted different things
shoving how their perception varies. Vary the questions so they are not conditioned to look for
certain things. Show pictures from LIGHT AND VISION, p. 161.

1.6 Show film VISUAL PERCEPTION.

1.61 Why were thepeople in the film fooled? (Ve melte assumptions from past experience, knowledge
and beliefs.)

1.62 Why were we fooled in looking at the room and the window? (We see what we want to see,
vhat we've been conditioned to see.)

1.7 Show filmstrip COMPARISONS. Discuss the reasons why one must rely on the mind as well as the senses.
Point out that all perceptions depend on many factor:.: emotions, knowledge, thinking ability,
values, beliefs, interests.

Review previous experiences and apply them to the learning process. Elicit answers to questions such as:

2.1 Why did, our sTeceptions vary? (faulty senses or individual differences or both.)
2.2 What is the value in different perceptions? (individuality, insight)
2.3 When can varying perceptions cause problems?

School - student might not perceive an assignment correctly.
Home - Mother gives an order and the child miiinterprets it.
Job Boss gives an order and the worker perceives it differently.
World - Governments do not perceive the action of other governments the same.
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2.4 In what occupations would faulty sensual perceptions cause problems for the individual?
(Students will see that most occupations demand an interrelationship of the senses

Examples: sight - doctor
sound - musician
touch - teacher of braille

smell - perfume sniffer
taste - wine taster

2.5 In the classroom. how do we_provide for maximum sensory leariling conditions? (ventilation,

lighting, accoustics, furniture, design, chalkboards)

3. Show the film: THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER. Ask questions such as:

3.1 Stop film in midpoint and begin discussion and ask "What do you think of Michael? (Draw from

kids that more information is needed to make a judgement)

3.2 Why did each person see Michael differently? (Each saw what his own experiences allowed him
to see)

3.3 In what ways_did Michael reinforce the cabdriver's plruption that he was a hood? (clothes,

hurried manner, bulge under his arm, refusal to talk
3.4 Who Jess the hood? (The cabdriver, he saw himself in Michael.)
3.5 When observing human relationships of what should you be aware (snap judgements, projection,

prejudice, predisposition, preoccupation, lack of appreciation for other people's dreams and
ideas)

52
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UNIT I - CULMINATING ACTIVITY

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Smiley, Marjorie B., REBELS AND REGULARS, p. 194

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGRCUrD VIEWING AND LISTENIN'

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. Factors which show how an individual gets

along in his group are attitudes, emotions
and communication.

2. An individual learns about himself and
others through experience, perception and
interpretation.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES
1. Paragraph writing
2. Reflective thinking

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to accept factors which affect

his role in a group.
2. Willingness to explore the ways man learns.

1. Read

1.1

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

"Cyclists' Raid", p. 194, REBELS AND REGULARS. Ask questions such as:

What are some examples of the five most common emotions? What setting in the story and what
actions of the charters involved exemplify each?

ANXIETY: 1.

2.

JEALOUSY: 1.

Mr. Bleeker sending daughter to room.
Mr. Bleeker trying to identify daughter's murderer.

Timmons, a man 30, loves a girl 17 and is jealous of boys her own age.

FEAR: 1. Mr. Bleeker's fear for own safety when chased by a cycle.
2. Mr. Bleeker's fear for daughter's life when she is hit.

3. Simpson's payment of money somehow compensates any damage.

LOVE: 1. Mr. Bleeker of daughter Cathy.
2. Tizamobs love for girl Cathy.

3. Cathy's love of life.

RATE: 1. Timmon's desire to shoot gang. 53
2. Bleeker and crowd beat returning cyclist.



1.2 From_your description of emotions and actions in the preceding activity, what attitudes were
shown by the characters involved?

Mr. Bleeker (Anxiety)

Mr. Timnons (Jealousy)

Mr. Bleeker (Fear)

Mr. Bleeker (Love)

Mr. Timmons (Hate)

Mr. Bleeker (Hate)

1. Father is protector of family.
2. !Ugh respect for womanhood.
3. Only the guilty should be punished.

1. Grown men do not show affection for young girls.

1. Personal safety is secondary to family safety.

1. Children and family complete.
2. Void in a man's life.

1. Law and order must be preserved even if some
innocents suffer.

2. There are times when a man may take law into
his own hands.

1. The emotions that lead to mob violence are often
stronger than the ideals of "turn other cheek".

1.3 If you were Mr. Bleeker and another group of cyclists visited your town a year later, how
would you handle the situation?

2. Have the students break up into groups of three or four and assign each group a different national
news program (ABC,CBS,NEC) to view. You should have three groups watching each program (students
may watch program In a group or individually). Tell the students that when they come back tomorrow
they will report and comrAre their answers to these questions.

2.1 What attitudes were expressed about certain news stories by the newscaster? By_your relatives?
By your friends

2.2 What emotions came from these same people?
2.3 What types of communication wore used to express these attitudes end emotions? (Gestures and

sounds)

2.4 Why were these attitudes and emotions different for some news stories? (ex. Vietnam) The 'ame
for others. (ex. flood relief)

2.5 After viewing a newscast do many people do some physical act to correct a situation the think
is wrong? (Write letters for and against Vietnam, give money for flood relief

2.6 Could an attitude be changed from a news story? How? Why not?
2.7 Did you learn anything about how attitudes and emotions are formed?
2.8 Without our varioustypes of communication, except speech, would this program have been as

interesting?

5 .
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UNIT I - EVALUATING ACTIVITY

BASIC READING - STUDENT
MCBain, W. N., THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES,
Chapter 8, p. 115

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TRACKER
Kelner, B., LEARN HOW TO STUDY
Scriptographic, HOW TO STUDY
(Junior High School)

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Attitudes, emotions and communications are
factors vhich shoe how an individual gets
along in his group.

2. An individual learns about himself and
others through experience, perception
and interpretation.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Paragraph writing.
2. Reflective thinking.

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to examine and improve his
personality according to the society in
which he lives.

2. Willingness to respect learning and its
role in the development of a human being.

1.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Nave the students read TEE SCIENCE OF OURSILVPS, Chapter 8, p. 115.

1.1 They are to jot dove the good learning techniques in a check list fashion. This can be done
by headings. For example:

ITEM SELDOM USUALLY ALMOST ALWAYS

Where To Study
Distractions
Comfort

Proper Lighting__
Proper Temperature

55
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1.2 In groups of four have students discuss their personal checklists and be ready to report back
to the class the group's ideas. From this class discussion direct each student to make any
changes in his checklist that he feels are necessary for his own personal success.

1.3 Each student is to keep his checklist in his notebook and use it to check on his learning
habits. Elicit answers to questions such as:

1.31 Row can you,make a checklist which viii allow space for shoving isprovement ve_tUt
for four weeks?

1.32 With stria do ou want to evaluate our pro, est (teacher, friend, parents)
1.33 After coosultatice write a paragraph pinpointing your major weakness for that week,

and what you intend to do about it.

2. Give the "self-evaluation form" test (page 11) for the second time. Have each student analyse or
compare his two tests and write a paragraph explaining in what ways and why he changed. Be sure
that the student understands the three parts of the structure of a paragraph:

topic.sentence a one sentence generalization
supporting evidence . . . three to six sentences in support of the topic sentence
clincher one sentence as a closing or sign off
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UNIT I - BIBLIOGRAPHY

BOOKS_,_PERIODICALS AHD PAMPHLETS

Bilenker, hcah M. "HUD THIN A MODISH", NEA Journal, Vol. 56, (October, 1967) p. 31. This
article explains how the child's five senses can be engaged to help him associate words with
concrete objects, thereby enabling him to read and understood what he is reading.

Branca. Albert A. PSYCHOLOGY: THE SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1968.
This book presents a well rounded treatment of general psychology. Materials of historical
importance are included to show the logical development of psychology. Where possible,
applications of psychological principles are discussed and highlighted by examples. Includes
a teacher's manual.

Frorn, Robert. THE GREAT REACHING OUT: HOW LIVING BEINGS COMMUNICATE. Cleveland: The World Pub-
lishing Co., 1968. The author tells the fascinating story of how an and the other animals
communicate with one another as well as with others of their own species. More thsn fifty
detailed repot drawings supplement the author's up-to-date end informative text.

Ginott. Haim G. BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD. New York: Macmillan, 1965. This book aims to make
life between pailmt and child less irritating and more rewarding. It offers concrete suggestiors
for dealing with daily situations and problems faced by all parents. It presents a new approach
to conversation with children, praise and criticism, expression of anger, achievement of
independence, and assumption of responsibility in all m4tters of importance in a child's life.

Ooldschmit Walter, ed. WAYS OF MANKIND: THIRTEEN DRAMAS OF PEOPLES OF THE WOPLD AND HOW THEY
LIVE. Boston: Beacon Press, 1954. Out of print. Originally used as scripts for radio,
each drama has an introduction and complete script. The focus: cultural anthropology.
Although this book is out of print, copies may be examined in Dearborn, Michigan. An album
of recordings adapted from the book is available. See entry , nder Recordings.

Holt. John. HOW CHILDREN LEARN, New York: Pitman Publishing (orp., 1961. This book is a follow-up
to the author's earlier botk, HOW CHILDREN FAIL. In HOW CHILDREN LEARN he proves that this
failure can be eliminated. Molt says that children have a natural style of learning which is warpe,1
or destroyed by later training. Vivid examples of this innate drive to learn and comprehend
overwhelmingly prove his case.

HOW TO STUDY. Greenfield, Massachusetts. Channing L. Bete Co., Inc. (Cat. IA 403). Scriptographic
booklet which "combines key words and graphics wherever possible to increase understandings
and speed communication". This booklet covers: note taking, using reference sources, how to
write a report, test taking, keeping in good physical shape.
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Kelner, Bernard G. LEARN HOW TO STUDY. Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1961. A workbook
of information and exercises io increase a student's learning efficiency. Includes suggestions
for reading text000k material more efficiently, writing reports, memorizing facts and preparing
for tests.

Lindgren, Henry Clay. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM. New York: John Wiley, 1967. This
textbook attempts to reflect the major dimensions of experimental programs in behavioral sciences,
incorporating theory, research, and techniques from personality, social, clinical, and developmental
psychology.

McBain. W. N. and R. C. Johnson. THE SCIENCE OF OURSELVES. New York: Harper & Row, 1962. A book of
psychology written for the young student. Explains behavior patterns of people and animals.

Mueller, Conrad G., Mae Rudolph and Editors of Life. LIGHT AND VISION. Life Science Library Series.
New York: Time-Life, 1966. "This book tells what science has learned through the ages about
light and vision, describes the vital findings and charts the areas still to be explored. Each
chapter has a supplementary picture essay that may be read independently."

NicletsN,Yean. THE STORY OF WEIGHT WATCHERS. New York: W/W Twenty -first Corp., 1970.

This is an intriguing story of how a fat Brooklyn girl, who grew up to be an even fatter Queens
housewife, developed the first internationally proven ayatem of weight reduction.

Smiley, Marjorie B. John J. Marcatante and Jacqueline Tilles. REBELS AND REGULARS. Macmillan Gateway
English Series. New York: Macmillan, 1967. Short stories about people who must decide whether to
go along with the majority or to stand alone with the minority. Identification with the situations
is easy for students because they have faced aimilar decisions and will continue to face them through-
out life.

Smiley._ Marjoria21,Enmerlicnplaterno and Betsy Kaufhan ei. WHO AM I? Macmillan Gateway English Series.
New York: Macmillan, 1966. Short stories, Poems and a play about young people in search of their
identity. Students reading these stories draw their own conclusion as to what each character is like
through clues to their feelings, actions and personality.

Weitzman Ellis. GROWING UP SOCIALLY. Chicago, Illinois: Science Research Associates, 1949. SRA
pamphlet 05-510 from Guidance Series Booklets. Discusses social maturity, living in a social vorld,
facing up to life squarely and contrasts maturity and immaturity.
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FILMS

BARBARA - Interlude
Newenhouse, 1925
Illinois, Color.
"Story of a girl
individualism is
fortuity. A film

Films. Distributed by Hank
Willow Road, North Brooks,

7 minutes.
rho learns that extreme
as foolish as is blind con-
treatment on conformity."

BERFUNKLE - Northfield, Illinois. Hemk
Newenhouse, Inc. Color. 16 minutes.
"Berfunkle" is a word which doesn't exist,
of course. It is the only word used in the
film. It is shouted and whispered and
pleaded ani growled. It is interpreted in
so many different ways in the film that
communicator and communicants are completely
frustrated.

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER - Everly Hills, California.
Stuart Reynolds Production. Color. 24 e.n-
utes. A dramatization which develops the
theme that no two people see the same thing
or situation in the same way.

I WONDER WHY? - Contemporary Films. 6 minutes.
Short photographic essay of the love and
life of m young negro girl who "wonders why
some people don't like me". A prize-
winning film.

59

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION - (Debt to the Past
Series) Whittier, California: Moody Insti-
tutes of Science. Color. 17 minutes.
"Depicts such varied means of communication
as spoken, unspoken and written language.
Presents three stages in the development of
written language; pictogrcphic, ideographic
and phonetic. Discusses phonemes and the
history of the alphabet. Demonstrates the
power of language for good and evil, and
stresses the need for man to use the great
gift of language for worthy and constructive
purposes."

ROCK IN THE ROAD - Film Associates. 6 minutes.
A film on moral and ethical values. When a
an stumbles and falls in a hole, do you

help him or laugh at him and set the rock
again so another man will do the same?

STEPS TOWARD MATURNY AND HEALTH - Clendale,
California: Disney Films. Color. 12
minutes.
"Discusses the physical, mental, and social
aspects of health from fetus to maturity."

THINKING MACHINES - (Horizons of Science Series)
Princeton, N.J. Produced in Assocation with
Educational Testing Service. Color. 20 minutes.
With Claude Shannon of MIT, Alex Berstein of
IBM, and Leon Hsrmon of Bell Laboratories,
approach and experiment in making 'intelligence'.
A mectanical mouse that learns by trial and error,
a chess game against a giant computer, and a
machine that recognizes visual patterns ars high-
lights."



VISUAL PERCEPTION. (Horizons of Science Series)
Princeton, Na. Produced in Association
with Educational Te3ting Service. Color.
20 minutes.
"With Dr. Hadley Cantril of Princeton- -
distortions which result from faulty
assumptions are demonstrated with spec-
tacular results by a prominent psycho-
logist; the importance of sound assumptions
to the euccess of scientific metbod is
emphasized."

FILMSTRIPS:

FUNDAMENTALS OF THINKING. (Series) Jamaica,
N.Y.; !ye Gate Muse, Inc. Color.

"Learning concept is outlined in nine
filmstrips devoted to nine basic thinking
skills."
1. Comparisons
2. Assumptions
3. Classifying
4. Critical Thinking
5. Problem Solving
6. Interpreting

7. Summarizing
8. Observing

9. Analyzing

SCHOOL SKILLS FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW. (Series)

Chicago: Society for Visual Education,
Inc. Color.
Titles of filmstrip, in this eerier: are
as follow.:
1. Why Studyl

2. Preparing to Study.

3. Listening and Reading Skilla.
4. Whet to Ask, How and Where ti; Find

the Answers - Part I.

C 0

5. What to Ask, and Where to Find the
Answers - Part II.

6. How to Take a Test.
These filmstrips help the students understau
the need for study and learning. They
explain how to plan and make the beet use of
study time, where to look for information,
bow to prepare for tests, bow to take notes
that are meaningfUl.



RECORDINGS:

WAYS OF MANKIND: THIRTEEN DRAMAS OF PEOEM3 cr
THE WORLD AND HOW THEY LIVE,, Ed. by Walter
Goldechmidt. National. Association of Educa-
tional Broadcasters. University of Illinois.
Urbana, Illinois.
Album of seven, double-sided, LP records.
From a series of radio broadcasts on social
anthropology. Scripts with introduction
are found in Goldschnidt, WAYS OF MANKIND.
See Bibliography "Books, Periodtcals, and
Pamphlets."

THE WORLD AS PEOPLE. Dudley Weeks. Detroit:
Charles Nairn Production.
Words and music by Dudley Weeks, a talented
singer, composer, and a remarkable young
man who has chosen to dedicate his life to
bringing help sad understanding to people
in various corners of the world.

POSTERS:

YOUR ATTITUDE IS SHOWING. Science Research Ass,,c-
ietes, Inc. Chicago, Ill., 1970.
Sot of twelve posters illustrating various
attitudes.
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STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR UNIT I

I am ME. I am an individual. I am different from everyone else. I want to be popular and have people
like me. But, it is sometimes hard to make friends and get along with others. A great Greek philosopher
answered this dilemma. He said, "know thyself". These two words contain the key to happiness and harmony.

This bibliography has been compiled to broaden your awareness and knowledge of yourself, your world and
people with whom you want to live and must live. Included are biographies, prose and fiction. Read and
begin to "know thyself".

FICTION

Arthur, Ruth. PORTRAIT OF MARGARITA. Atheneum
Publishers, 1968.

Baker, Laura. SOMEBODY, SOMEWHERE. Knapf, 1968.
Bell, Margaret. FLIGHT FROM LOVE. Morrom, 1968.
Soler, Paul. A MILLION (MARS AND OTHER STORIES.

Little, 1968.
Burford, Sheila. THE INCREDIBLE JCURNEY. Little,

1961.

Carson, John F. THE 23rd STREET CRUSADERS.
Farrar, 1958.

Cavanna, Betty. GOING ON SIXTEEN. Westminster,
1946.

Clay, Catherine. SEASON OF LOVE. Atheneum,1968.
Cleary, Beverly. JEAN AND JOHNNY. Morrow, 1959.
Colman, Hila. MIXED MARRIAGE. Morrow, 1968.
Dahl, Borghild. THE DAUGHTER. Dutton, 1956.
Daly, Maureen. SEVENTEENTH SUMMER. Dodd, 1956.
Emery, Anne. THE POPULAR CROWD. Westminster,

1961.

Evasts, Hal G. SMUGGLER'S ROAD. Scribner, 1962.
Forks, Esther. JOHNNY TREMAIN. Houghton, 1943.
Garfield, Leon. SMITH. Pantheon Bks., 1967.
Gault, William C. THE OVAL PLAYGROUND. Dutton,

1968.
George, Jean. MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN.

Dutton, 1959.
Hughes, Langston. AN AFRICAN TREASURY. Crown

Publishers, Inc., 1960.
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Jarunkiva, Klara. DON'T CRY FOR ME. Tr. from
the SLOVAK by George Theiner. Four Winds,
1968.

Keith, Harold. RIFLES FOR WATIE. Crowell, 1957
Kramgold, Jemeph. AND NOW MIGUEL. Crowell, 1953
L'Engle, Madeleine. MEET THE AUSTINS. Vanguard,

1959.

Lewis, Elizabeth. TO BEAT A TIGER. Winston, 1956
Lawrence, Mildred. INSIDE THE GATE, Harcourt, 1968
Marshall, Catherine. JULIE'S HERITAGE.

Longmans, 1957.
Maule, Tex. THE RECEIVER. McKay, 1968.
McCord, Jean. DEEP WHERE THE OCTOPI LIE.

Atheneum Publishers, 1968.
McGraw, Eloise. GRIENSLEEVES. Harcourt, 1968.
Means, Florence. BORROWED BROTHER. Houghton, 1958
Means, Florence. THE MOVED-OUTERS.

Houghton, 1945.
Nevell, Emily. IT'S LIKE THIS CAT. Harper & Row,

1963.

O'Hara, Mary. MY FRIEND FLICKA. Lippencott, 1941.
Olson, Gene. TIN GOOSE. Westminster, 1962.
Platt, Kim. ThS BOY WHO COULD MAKE HIMSELF

DISAPPEAR. Chilton, 1968.
Sherburne, Zoa. ALMOST APRIL. Marrow, 1956.
Sherburne, Zoa. JENNIFER. Morrow, 1959.
Tarshis, Elizabeth. THE VILLAGE THAT LEARNED TO

READ. Houghton, 1941.
Tomerlin, John. THE FLEDGING. Dulton, 1968.
Tunis, John R. HIGHPOCKETS, Morrow, 1948.

Turgen, Ellen. LISTEN MY HEART. Longmans, 1956.
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Wersba, Barbara. THE DREAM WATCHER. Anthe-
neum Publishers, 1968.

Whitney, Phyllis. THE FIRE AND THE GOLD.
Crowell, 1956.

Young, Bob. WHERE TOMORROW. Abelard - Schuman,
1968.

Zindel, Paul. PIGMAN. Harper, 1968.

NONFICTION

Ansley, Delight. THE GOOD WAYS. Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1959.

Bach, Marcus. HAD YOU BEEN BORN IN ANOTHER
FAITH. Prentice-Hall, 1961.

Ballard, Virginia. WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR
PERSONALITY. McGraw Hill, 1951.

Batchelor, Julie F. COMMUNICATION.
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1953.

Batchelor, Julie F. SUPERSTITIONS? HERE'S WAY:
Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1954.

Beckhard, Arthur and Crone, William. CANCER,
COCAINE, AND COURAGE. Messner, 1960.

Black, Algernon D. THE FIRST BOOK OF ETHICS.
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1965.

Sockner, Ruth. GROWING YOUR OWN WAY.
Abelard-Schuman, 1959.

Boer, Friedrich. IGLOOS, YURTS, AND TOTEM
POLES: LIFE AND CUSTOMS OF THIRTEEN
PEOPLES AROUND THE GLOBE. Pantheon, ]957.

Boyd, William. RACES AND PEOPLE. Abelard-
Schuman, 1955.

Chase, Stuart. GUIDES TO STRAIGHT THINKING.
Harper, 1956.

Daly, Maureen. WHAT'S YOUR P.Q. (PERSONALITY
QUOTIENT) ? Dodd, Mead and Co., 1966.

Daly, Sheila J. QUESTIONS TEEN-AGERS ASK.
Dodd, Feed and Co., 1963.

Denison, Carol. PASSWORDS TO PEOPLE. Dodd,
Mead and Co., 1956
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Evans, Eva Knox. PEOPLE ARE IMPORTANT.
Capitol Pub. Co., 1951.

Fedder, Ruth. A GIRL GROWS UP. 4th ed. McGraw-
Hill, 1967.

Fitch, Florence M. ALLAH, THE GOD OF /SUN.
Lothrop, Lee, and Shepard Co., 1550.

Felsen, Henry G. LETTERS TO A TEEN-AGE SON.
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1962.

Fromon, Robert. THE GREAT REACHING OUT. World
Publishing Co., 1968.

Funk, Charles E. A HOG ON ICE (AND OTHER CURIOUS
EXPRESSIONS). Harper and Bros., 1948.

Gaer, Joseph. WHAT THE GREAT RELIGIONS BELIEVE.
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1963.

Giles, Nell. TEENAGE LIVING. Houghton Mifflin Co.
1960.

Gregor, aAr=S. TIME OUT FOR YOUTH. Macmillan

Landis, Judson T. BUILDING YOUR LIFE. Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1964.

Landis, Judson T. TEEN-AGERS GUIDE FOR LIVING.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957.

Lerner, Marguerite R. WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963.

Ludovici, L.J. ORIGINS OF LANGUAGE. G.P.
Putman's Sons, 1965.

Nida, Eugene A. CUSTOMS AND CULTURES. Harper
and Row, 1954.

Nikhilananda, Swami. HINDUISM: ITS MEANING FOR
THE LIBERATION OF THE SPIRIT. Harper, 1958.

Ogg, Oscar. THE 26 LETTERS. Thomas Y. Crowell
Co., 1961.

Osborne, ErtPst G. UNDERSTANDING YOUR PARENTS.
Association Press, 1962.

Osmond, Edward. FROM DRUMBEAT TO TICKERTAPE.
Hall, 1960.

Pei, Mario. ALL ABOUT LANGUAGE. Lippincott, 1954.
Pei, Mario. THE MANY HUES OF ENGLISH. Alfmd

A. Knapf, 1967.
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Peters, Donald. STORIES FOR THINKING TEENS.
Richards Rosen Press, 1967.

Ruchlia, Hyman. CLEAR THINKING. Harper and Row,
1962.

Schimel, John L. HOW TO BEAN ADOLESCENT AND
SURVIVE. Richards Rosen Press, Inc., 1969.

Scott, Joseph. EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHS FOR EVERYONE.
Funk, 1969.

Selsam, Millicent E. THE LANGUAGE OF ANIMALS.
William Morrow and Co., 1962.

Smaridge, Norah. LOOKING AT ICU. Abingdon Press,
1962.

Smith, Sally L. NOBODY SAID IT'S EASY. Macmillan,
1965.

Turnbull, Colin M. THE FOREST PEOPLE. Simon and
Simon and Schuster, 1961.

Underhill, Ruth N. FIRST CAME THE FAMILY. William
Morrow and Co., 1958.

West, Fred. BREAKING TUE LANGUAGE BARRIER.
Conrad, 1961.

Zim, Herbert S. CODES AND SECRET WRITING. William
Morrow and Co., 1948.

BIOGRAPHY

Baker, Louise. CUT ON A LIMB. McGraw -Hili, 1946.
Brown, Marion Marsh. THE SILENT STORM. Abington

Press, 1963.
Campanella, Roy. IT'S GOOD TO BE ALIVE. Little,

Brown and Co., 1959.
DeGering, Etta. GALLAUDET: FRIEND OF THE DEAF.

David McKay Co., 1964.
Frank, Acne. DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL. Doubleday, 1952.
Keller, Helen. THE STORY OF MY LIFE. Doubleday,

1954.
Kennedy, John F. PROFILES IN COURAGE. Harper, 1956.
Roosevelt, Eleanor. THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELEANOR

ROOSEVELT. Harper, 1961.
Mehta, Ved. FACE TO FACE: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

Little, Brown and Co., 1957.



UNIT TWO

THE ORIGIN AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MAN
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UNIT II - THE ORIGIN AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MAN

UNIT PURPOSE

This unit is designed to increase the student's understanding of the essential sameness of all men and of
the qualities which mae every individual unique. By study?ng the origin and physical development of man;
the nature of race and of the human attributes common to all men; and of the unique qualities each indi-
vidual possesses, the major course purposes will be furthered. In the culminating unit, these understand-
ings will be applied to human relations through a study of conflict, its causes, nature, and techniques of
resolution.

UNIT OBJECTIVES

UNDERSTANDINGS

1. THAT THE EARTH IS VERY OLD IN COMPARISON TO THE AGE OF MAN.

The student who has this understanding can:

1.1 compare the age of the earth with that of man; the age of early an (prehistoric man)
with that civilized or historic man;

1.2 compare religious explanations with sci,mtific theory about the origins of the earth;
1.3 describe the methods used by scientists to determine the age of the earth and of artifacts;
1.4 explain the ways in which scientists recons4 at life of the past.

2. THAT THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION PROVIDES A SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION FOR MAN'S DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS.

The student who has this understanding can:

2.1 discuss the meaning of evolution and cite examples of its application;
2.2 trace the major steps in the evolutionary scale from the earliest life of man;
2.3 discuss the differences between reptiles and mammals;
2.4 describe had an differs from most other mammals;
2.5 explain similarities between man and the great apes;
2.6 discuss and give examples of changes which have occurred in man's physical make-up;
2.7 discuss man's ability to adept to his environment.
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3. THAT DESPITE EXTERNAL DIFFERENCES, ALL MEN ARE BASICALLY ALIKE.

The student who has this understanding can:

3.1 describe the basis on which the three major races are classified;
3.2 discuss the difficulties in classifying an in races;
3.3 cite some explanations for apparent racial differences;
3.4 describe the human attributes of all men, regardless of race;
3.5 discuss the irrationality of ascribing particular physical and emotional

characteristics to race;
3.6 compare culture with race as a determinant of human behavior;
3.7 discuss the causes and nature of prejudice in human relations.

SKILLS OR ABILITIES

1. TO READ AND INTERPRET MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHS, STATISTICAL TABLES AND SIMILAR DATA USED BY THE
SOCIAL SCIENTIST.

The student who has this ability can:

1.1 read a map using the legend, scale, and other devices used ty cartographers;
1.2 extract pertinent information from graphs, charts, and statistical tables

containing data about the origins and development of tho earth, of man, and of races.

2. TO LOCATE AND USE OTHER SOURCES OF INFOEMATION ABOUT THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARTH,
OF MAN, OF RACES.

The student who has this ability can:

2.1 use the library card catalozUes, the Reederte Guide, bibliographies, and similar aides
in locating sources of information;

2.2 use such basic sources of information as almanacs, atlases, and encycoopedias;
2.3 use the table of contents, glossary, and index of reference works.

3. TO INTERPRET, EVALUATE, AND OPOANIZE DATA ABOUT THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARTH,
OF MAN, AID OF RACES.

The student who has this ability can;

3.1 prepare an outline or statement concerning the nature of the information needed;
3.2 collect, organise, and evaluate data obtained in reseanh, selecting that which is pertinent.
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4. TO PREPARE WELL ORGANIZED ORAL OR WRITTEN PRESENTATIONS.

The student who has this ability can:

4.1 prepare an outline of the presentation ha plans to make based on the materials he h7s
vallected and evaluated;

4.2 select and use graphic materials and statistics when needed to clarify his presentatics;
4.3 use standard Etglish in making his presentation;
4.4 be his conclusions on evidence.

5. TO PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY IN GROUP SITUATIONS,

The student Who has this ability can

5.1 uae democratic procedure ten planning and working in grip situations;
5.2 assume responsibility as a group member for his share in the attainment of group goals;

5.3 in group discussions, furms1 or informal, follow the rule of order or of politeness as
indicated by the nature of discussion.

ATTITUDE

1. OF RESPECT AND APPRECIATION FOR THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACh TO THE ORIGIN OF THE EARTH AND LIVING ORGANISMS.

The student who has this attitude

1.1 see uses relationship in Use to the earth and to other animals objectively;
1.2 appreciate scientific explanations for man's mental and physical development;
1.3 use critical thinking in examining man's past and future development and prOlers.

2. OF RESPECT FOR THE WRTH AND DIGNITY OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL AS A HUMAN BEING.

The student vho has this attitude will:

2.1 examine and appreciate our physical and mental strengths and weaknesses;
2.2 appreciate and tolerate physical and mental similarities and differences in man;
2.3 view man's achievement as a combinatiL.0 .t the genetic and environmental factors

regardless of "rcce";
2.4 examine and be critical of hie personal prejudice;
2.5 in his personal relationships, evaluate each person on individual merits;
2.6 exhibit his underataniing of the uniqueness and brotherhood of man in his daily

thinking and actions.
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UNIT II - THE CBIGIN AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MAN

UNIT OUTLINE

I. Origin and Development of Life 2. Minor Races

A. Age of the World

B. Beginning of Life

C. Source of Information

1. Diggings for Relics and Artifacts
2. Carbon Dating
3. Charles Darwin

D. How Evolution Works

1. Genes
2. Mutations
3. Natural Selection

a. Ainu
b. Australoid
c. Bushman
d. Polynesian

B. Basis of Racial Classification

1. Skin Color
2. Hair Texture

3. Skull and Skeletal Structure

C. Explanaticns for Racial Differences

1. Climate
2. Geographical Location

E. Evolution and the bible D. Racial Fallacies

II. Man's Place in Animal Kingdom 1. "Pure" Races
2. Blood Differences

A. Classifying Life 3. Intellectual Differences

B. Mammals E. Racial Prejudice

C. Primates 1. Causes

D. Evolution of Homo Sapiens a. Ignorance
b. Cultural Influences

III. The Races of Mankind
2. Results

A. Racial Classification
a. Injustice

1. Major Races b. Cultural Disharmony

a. Caucasian
b. Mongoloid
c. Negroid
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UNIT II - INITIATORY ACTIVITIES

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Gregor, A. S. THE ADVENTURE OF MAN,
Introduction: "A Sense of Time".
Nurry, B. E., DAWN OF MAN, p. 4-6.
Vlahos, 0.,RMWAN BEGINNINGS,
"Nan in Time", Ch. 6, p. 88-111.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND LISTENING DIVINING
Film: A WORLD 13 BORN, Disney,

20 minutes.
Film: HISTORY LAYER BY LATER, McGraw

Hill, 23 minutes.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Age is relative. The earth is old.
Man is young. Man is old; civilized
man is young.

2. The age of civilized man as compared
with the age of the earth is infinitesimal.

SKILIS AND ABILITIES

1. Participating in group discussion.
2. Interpreting chart....

3. Using a glossary

ATTITUDES

Willingness to see man's relationship
in time to the earth objectively.

1.

SUGGEbizO STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Using the inquiry approach place the following questions on the board. (These questions represent the
goals of the unit, and they should function to stimulate thinking and preliminary discussion. Be sure
to here each student place the questions in his notebook, since they will serve as long term goals for
the unit.

1.1 What is Man? (opinion)
1.2 Where did man come from?
1.3 How old is man?
1.4 Now can we account for individual physical differences?
1.5 What asocial sciences dm/ with the origin and development of man?

Elicit answers from the class as to what they think the possible an...wers are to the above four questions.
After discussion, in order to demonstrate growth in understandings, have students jot down what they
think the possible answers are.
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2. Show film: A WORLD IS BORN. (Film is lacking in scientific authenticity but shows baste concepts.)
Ask questions such as:

2.1 What is Br. Disney trying to tell us in this film? (Earth and life are ever changing.)
2.2 Whet two kinds of changes are demonstrated in this film? (Involuntary: earthquakes

ani volcanoes.r
2.3 Teacher might vent two into research work on the orian of the earth.

3. The ADVENTURE OF MAN, Introduction: "Sense of Tine". Have students Identify fly: torpose of
liedley Atkins chart. (Civilised man has been on earth an oxtremely short period of time
compared to the earth's age.) Ask the following questions, but dc not allow the students to
answer the question with a question.

3.1 What is the mostAmportant idea that Mrtaver the author wants nu to understand?
Length of time that man has been on earth.)

3.2 How does he support or illustrate his ides? (a) Count your ancestors for 200 generations,
and you will arrive at a point in time before man kept recorde, (b) We are heirs of the
caveman. (c) No one knows the Whole truth; slowly, ve are finding bits and pieces of
rants past.

3.3 Are there an secondary ideas in this article? If so, what are they? (a) The varieties
of mankind are many. b Man lived 1.1 several locations. (c) Anthropologists use
many methods to study the history of man.

h. Begin a gloomy of terms to be continued throughout the unit. Elicit from the class words new
to them which they believe should be recorded as a glossary.

5. Read to class: At 3:17 p.m., E.S.T., July 20, 1969, Veil Armstrong stepped from the Apollo 11
Eagle onto the moon. Be said, "That's one small step for man, one gime, leap for mankind."
Ask for answers to questions, such as:

5.1 What did he mean?
5.2 Whet will be the nee, step for man? (Space platform where the crew nen remain for two

to four months.)
5.3 What problems will he havetosolveford (A new type of power; bath

sot toilet facilities; exercises for the crew; compatibility of the crew; change of
clothing.)

5.e In What ways will We benefit sanki,d? (study storm patterns and learn how to lessen
strength of the storm.)

5.5 Nov would you desipA the living quarters for spsee platform?
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UNIT II - DEVELOKIFSTAL ACTIVITY #1

BASIC READING - STUDENT
THE BIBLE, *BOOK OF GENESIS ", Ch. 1-2.
Freed, Stanley and Ruth, MAN FROM THE BEGINNING,
"A Wsrli Before Man ", Introduction and Ch. 1.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Amith, Ruth, ed., THE TREE OF LIFE.
Hertzberg, Hazel, THE GREAT TREE AND THE
LONGECUSE.
Leach, Maria, TEE BEGINNING: CREATION
MYTHS AROUND THE WORLD.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Recordings: GOD'S TPOMBONE AND OTHER

SPIRITUALS, Fred Waring and
his Pennsylvanians, Dacca

(33 1/3 RPM)
Vila: DR. LEAKS! AND THE DAWN OF MAN, ELC

27 minutes.
Filmstrip: THE SUN'S AWESOME IMPACT, New

Portrait of Our Planets, Series,
NIT.

Tape: THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE, EMC, Track 1-2.

BASIC UNDERSMINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. According to anthropologists lifa was
created from one cell.

2. There are different ways by which ve
are able to learn about early life.

3. Man attempts to explain the urexplain
able: the religions of the world
present varying answers.

h. A theory is an idea based upon evidence
Which may or nay not be reliable.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Listening
2. Discussing
3. Paragraphing

ATITIUDE

Willingness to examine and respect
vtrious interpretations of creation,
religious and scientific.

Before starting suggested student activities introduce and discuss the purpose and the use of the student
bibliography found at the end tf Unit II.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Have students begin background reading.

1. First have each student vrite his idea of the creation of nan. Then have him research other versions
of this significant question.
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2. Use the recording, GOD'S TRGMBONE (This is a Negro Spiritual versior of the story of Creation.)
:rlat is the Negro Version of the Creation?

3. Show the film DR. LEAKEY AND THE DAWN OF MAN.
What is Dr. Leakey's version of the creation of man?

4. Reed from the BIBLE, "BOOK OF GENESIS", Ch. 1-2.
:chat is the version of Creetion according to the Jews and the Christians?

5. Play the tape THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE: Track 1. The Creation of Adam and Eve.
Track 2. The Story of Noah.

6. From Leach, Maria. THE BEGINNING: CREATION MYTHS AR0110) THE WORLD, read such selected versions as:

6.1 American Indian. Jicarilla Apache, Mexico. "Fit to Live", p. 72-74.
6,2 Africa, Belgian Congo. "From Sumba", p. 145-147.
6.3 Oceania. Babopo: Philippine Islands, Indoneria. "First Noses", p. 164-165 (this is a marplot).
6.4 China. "Something :ror Nothing", p. 224-226.

7. Design a creation story for the people on the moon.

8. Continue the glossary.

9. Begin a discussion of "The Sun's Awesome Impact" from NEW PORTRAIT OF OUR PLANETS with a question
such es: 1/12:,L2-2212he sun is the source of life?

10. In your epinionwny did Frank Borman choose to read from the Bible. "In the beginning Go@ . . ."

when the Apollo 8 spacecraft made the first lunar orbit on flcember 24. 19682
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #2

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Gregor, A. S. ADVENTURE OF MAN, "Fossils and
Refuse Heaps". Ch. 10, p. 69-',4, "Tools of
Stone", Ch. 11, p. 75 -81.
Nurry, B. E. TEE DAWN OF MAN, p. 2-15.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Cornwall, I. W. THE MAKING OF MAN, "Dating",
Ch. 1, p. 13.
Michener, J. THE SOURCE.
Payne, Melvin M., "Family in Search of Pre-
historic Man, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE
February, 1965, V. 12(, 02 p. 194-231.
Payne, Melvin M. "Preserving the Treasures
of Olduvai Gorge", NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
MAGAZINE, November, 1966, V. 130, #5
p. 701-709.
Rhodes, Frank N. T. FOSSILS.
Stokes, W. ESSENTIALS OF EARTH HISTORY.
"The Measurement of Time", Ch. 2, p. 2-15.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: Archeology: PURSU.T OF MAN'S

PAST, Stanton, 16 minutes.
Film: CAVE DWELLERS OF THE OLD STONE AGE,

18 Minutes.BC
Filmstrip: THE EPIC OF MAN Series, Life,

8 strips.

Filmstrip: PUTTING FOSSILS TO WORK, EBC,

5 strips.
Kit: FOSSILS OF MICHIGAN, 18 fossils,

Rock-hound Club.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Fossils and artifacts show change.
2. The past can shed light on the

present.

3. There are methods by vtlich scientists
can determine with reasonable accuracy
when and how life existed.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Oral reporting
2. Organizing and classifying
3. Using charts
4. Note taking
5. Using READER'S GUIDE

ATTITUDES

Willingness to employ scientific
methods in investigations.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Show film PURSUIT OF MAN'S FiST or pictures from the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, on Dr. Leakey's

finds. Bring in fossils and artifacts (arrowheads, antiques, and collector's items to stimulate

interest.) Keep these questions in your notet.:,oks
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1.1 What's the importance of these archeological digsl
1.2 Why do we look at fossils and artifacts? What will tbsy tell us?
1.3 Could the ast be a clue to the resent? How?
1.4 How do ve know the age of these fossils and artifacts?

2. Assign the basic reading. Have each student take notes on the different methods of dating
fossils and vhere to look for them. Make a chronological listing of tools. Show filmstrips:
"Hoy Fossils are Formed" and "Fossils and the Felative Ages of Rocks" from PUTTING FOSSILS TO
WORK. Discuss how fossils are male anJ where to look for them. Suggested questions:

2.1 What's missing?
2.2 What do ve know?
2.3 What's the controversy?

3. Do research from nevspapers and magazines for ilformation on current digs. Try to get informs-
tion on digs locally near home. Be able to report on the findings, and haw they relate to us.
What do these findings indicate about that particular period?

4. Using items commonly found in the classroom and examples of fossils and artifacts direct the
class to look at the past the way future anthropologists vill look at us.

4.1 show filmstrips: "Man Inherits the Earth" and "Stone Age People Today", EPIC OF MAR series.
4.2 Using class TO items ask these Questions: (chair, pencil, pencil sharpener)

4.2.1 Could future man determine much about our use of this item and of our society in
general?

4.2.2 Whet would these items tell them about us?
4.2.3 How would a an emalyze these items: taste, touch, weight, hardness, durability,

dating)?

4.3 Using fossils, artifacts or collectors items:

4.3.1 What was the use of artifacts?
4.3.2 What vas the stage of development of the fossilized plant or animal, or

of the man who used the artifact?
4.3.3 Can we place these items in an approximate tine period from available evidence?

5. Take the class on a field trip to find fossils. Classify the finds according to a fossil guide.
Find out what era or period they're from.

5.1 Sampler

5.1.1 Find a site where fossils are plentiful.
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5.1.2 Usually there is a release and indemnity agreement required if the site is a
commercial operation.

5.1.3 Send information sheet and permission slips to parents. The information sheet
should inform the students and parents about what equipment will be needed, such as
old clothes, dress as veather indicates, packed lunch, something to drink, hammer
or small pick, chisel, basket or box for fossils, heavy shoes, gloves.

5.1.4 Find out what type of lavatory facilities exist.
5.1.5 Before going discuss with students vhat types of fossils vill be found and how to

remove them without breakage.
5.1.6 Take a first aid kit.

5.1.7 For those in the Michigan, Ohio and Indiana the quarry of theltedusa Port1Lad Cement Co.
near Toledo, Ohio permits fossil hunting but requires a release and indemnity
agreement.

5.2 Show FOSSILS OF MICHIGAN KIT and explain what they can look for on the trip. These suggestions
can be a help in their classification.

5.3 Use Golden Nature GuiGe book, FOSSILS, for classification of finds.
5.4 ESSENTIALS OF EARTH SIMPLY, p. 64, for another guide.

6. Write a paragraph summarizing the following:

6.1 What would you have anthropologists know about us?
6.2 If you were to llereuesent day items. anAhles and everything we use, for.future unerations,

vhat vould au choose s most imkortmnt?
6.3 1211110111V4IItell about our way of life. our alvancement and our social problems?

7. Continue the glossary.

8. Assign a paper based on the following situation: You are a scientIst rtfpresenting some country. You
are to Le sent to an unexplored region (Africa). Your country will revard you if you find the beet
evidence of early sea.

8.1 In your paper state what country you represent and how you vill plan your expelition.
8.2 Using an atlas, locate a prolNable site and includi a description of it in your paper.
8.3 List the equipment you vill need to live and work at this location.
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY 03

BASIC READING - STUDENT BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS
Gregor, A. C., ADVENTURE OF MAN, "Man is a
Primate", Ch. 2, p. 7-9. KNOWLEDGE
Nurry, B. E., DAWN OF MAN, p. 7-9.
Vlahos, 0., HUMAN BEGINNINGS, "Man kmongst 1. Man is a member of the animal kingdom.
the Primates", Ch. 2, p. 29-37. 2. Man is a mammal of the primate order.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Howells, W., MANKIND IN THE MAKING, "The
Primates", Ch. h, p. 62-84. 1. Constructing charts and graphs
Lucas, J. M., MAN'S FIRST MILLION YEARS, 2. Classifying
"Man's Early Ancestors", p. 9. '. Note taking
Stokes, W., ESSENTIALS OF EARTH HISTORY, . Outlining
"The Coming of Man", Ch. 15., p. 353 355.

BACKGROUNn LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: WHAT IS A MAMMAL? EBC, 15 minutes.
Film: IIVING MAMMALS, IFM, 18 minutes.

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to see man's relationship
to other animals objectively.

2. Willingness to view man as a member
of the animal kingdom.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1, Develop the basic understandings to be covered it this unit by the use of pictures, discussion or a
question such as: Is an an animal? Record this quest'm in your notebook.

2. Direct the students to the assigned readings listed above to answer the following questions:

2.1 What are the characteristics of mammals?
2.2 What are the characteristics of rimates?
2.3 What makes an as primate unique amongst the mammals?

Direct a general discussion based on the assigned reading materials.

3. Construct a primate family tree (chart) showing hov an evolved from the by order of primates and
find other charts in other books. Use HUMAN BEGINNINGS, p. 37, as an example. Make additions to
this tree as we learn more. (This can be a bulletin board exercise)

4. Construct n chart or graph which would reveal man's classification in relation to simple organisms.
See ADVENTURE OF MAN.
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4. Construct a chart or graph which would reveal man's classification in relation to simple
organisms. See ADVENTURI OF MAN.

5. Place on the blackboard a list of new terms used in this reading lesson and add to the continuing
glossary,

6. Give a votNbulary quit based on the list of new terms used in this activity.

7. Teacher can have students take notes on or outline readings, depending on student's needs.
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY P4

BASIC BEADING - STUMNT
Gregor, A. S., THE ADVENTURE OF MAN, "The
Apes and Man", Ch. 5, P. 21-34.
Lucas, C., MARVELOUS MONKEYS OF JAPAN,
Reader's Digest, V. 93, November 1968,
p. 122-126.
Morris, Desmond, THE NAKED APE, condensed
in Reader's Digest, July 1968, V. 93,
No. 555, p. 61-65.
Burry, B. E., DAWN OF MAN, p. 20-24.
Vlahos, O. HUMAN BEGINNINGS, "Man Among
the Primates", Ch. 2, p. 37-43.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Howell., Marra. MANKIND IN THE AWING,
"Man and the Anthropoids", Ch. 5.
Janusch, John. ORIGIN OF MAN, "Pongidae",
Ch. 18.
Life, THE EPIC OF MAN, "Emergence of Man",
Ch. 1.
Pigget, Stuart. THE DAWN 0? CIVILIZATION,
"The First Half Million Years", Ch. 1.
Pfeiffer, John. THE JEARCH FOR EARLY MAN,
"Ape Men of Africa", Ch. 2.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: APE AND CHILD STUDY, Yale Univ.,

11 minutes.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Man bears a resemblance to the Great
Apes, but there are striking differences
as well,

2. Man is superior to the Great Apes be-
cause of certain physical end mental
abilities.

3. Anthropologists nelieve that men and
ape have a common ancestry. They do
not believe that man descended from the
ape.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Note taking
2. Charting
3. Paragraphing

ATTITUDES

Willingness to examine and appreciate
interpretations - man's lineage.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Devr.lop the basic understandings by pictures and discussion; start with a question such as:
man descend from the ape! This is to be recorded in his notebook.

Did

2. Assign the basic readings listed above. Have the class take cotes to answer the above question.

3. Continue the glossary of terms. Establish the meaning of terms used in biological classificatica.
Cee chart, THE ADVENTURE OF MAN, p. S.
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4. Use any or all of the following ideas:

4.1 Read "Marvelous Monkeys of Japan".
4.2 Read "The Naked Ape".
4.3 Make a chart comparing the "The Great Apes and Man".

5. Shov the film APE AND CHILD STUDY. Following the filming discuss the similarities of and differences
between the young child and the young ape.

6. Write a paragraph comparing the "The Great Apes and Man".
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMeNTAL ACTIVITY #5

BA:!IC READING - STUDENT

Campbell and Howell, EARLY MAN (kit form).
Gregor, A. R., THE ADVENTURE OF MAN. "The
First Man", Ch. 7.
Larry, B. E., rAl; OF nAN, p. 25-41.
Vlahos, 0., HUM: BEGII,rINGs, Ch. 1,
"Climbing C.:r Family Tr-c", p.
Ch. 5, "Man Among Men", r. 73-87.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1,EADING - TEACUP
Campbell, =ernard. HUMAN EVOLUTION, "The
Origin of :an", Ch. 11.
How:211z, William. MANIITD IN -.HE VKIN'],
"Man and the Anthropoids", Ch. 15.
Wendt, Herbert. IN SEARCH OF ADAM, "The
Origin of the Species", Ch. 9.

UNDEPSTANDINre

KNOWLEDGE

1. Anthropologists believe the earliest
forms of '.uman life began nearly two
million years ago.

2. There are :substantial differences be-
tween early forms of man and modern
ran (Homo-Sapiens).

3. There have teen many fLAT1 of man in
the last two million years.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING 1.

Multi-Media: EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCES: 2.
THE COLOR OF MAN. Random House. 3.

Map making
Charting
Paragraphing

ATTITUDES

Willingness to see that man's ability
to adapt to his environment makes hin
superior in the animal kingdom.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Develop the basic understandings by pictures, tapes and discussion. Start with questions such as:
How old is man? Vas man's physical appearance always like it is today? Have the student record
these questions in his notebook.

2. Assign the basic readings listed above. Have the student take notes to answer the questions raised
in the previous discussion.

3. Make a map shoving the location and time of man. Color code the map to show: Early Man, Early
Forms of Man and Modern Man. (see page 68)

4. Chart the physical characteristics of each form of men. Be sure to include the time of man's
appearance on earth.
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #5

1. Use a desk outline map of Eastern Hemisphere and an Atlas.

2. Color code each major heading.

3. Have students transfer key to map.

lanoq HOMO ERECTUSDROP THECINE AUSTRALOPITHECINE

1. Ramapithecus (India) 1. Australopithecus (Transvaal) 1. Pithecanthropus (Java)
2. Kenyap Thecus (Kenya) 2. Zinjanthropus (Tanzania) 2. Sinanthropus (Peking)

3. Homo Habilis (Tanzania) 3. Germany
4. Algeria

5. Tanaznia

PTA HOMO SAPIENS (Early) FuNaq HOMO SAPIENS HOMO SAPIENS FIRST
Neancertbal)

1. Steinheim (Germany) 1. Germany 1. Czech
2. SvanscoMbe (England) 2. Belgium 2. France (Cro-Magnon)

3. France 3. Italy
4. Italy 4. U.S.S.R.
5. Yugoslavia 5. Lebanon
6. u.s.s.R.

T. Iraq
8. Israel (Galilee)
9. Moroc'o

10. Zambia (Rhod.sian)
11. zava (Solo)
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5. Chart the brain sites of Chimp, Australopithecus, Homo Erectus and Neanderthal.
(See chart on page 70)

5.1. Give students the blank chart and the ran s in size of each s ecies and have them

complete the chart.
5.2 Do all members of the Chim s 1:cies have smaller brain capacitElhisn members of

the Australopithecus? No
5.3 Did all members of the Australopithecus species have a braiz capacity smaller then

all the members of the Homo Erectus species? (Yes)

5.4 Did all the members of the Neanderthal species have a larger brain capacity than all the
members of the Homo Erectus Emits? (No)

5.5 Teacher may want student to research other brain sizes of earls, man.

6. Choose one of the three categories of man and 'write a paragraph describing his physical environment.

7. Write a paragraph comparing early man and modern mu..

8. Continue the glossowy of terms.

9. THE COLOR OF MAN; EXPLORING HUNAN DIFFERENCES, kit can be used as a supplement in this area. This
kit is excellent but the teacher stould emphasize the goals that a social scientist would like to
reach not those that a phystcal scientist would vent. Use questiclnaires from this kit now and

save for evaluation later.
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EVOLUTION OF ME HUMAN BRAIN
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UNIT II

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Gregor, A., THE ADVENTURE OF L.LN,
p. 56-58 and 99.
Laurence, Gerone and Lee, Robert E.
INHERIT THE WIND (play).
Hurry, B., DAWN OF MAN, p. 16-18.
Vlahos, 0., HUMAN BEGINNINGS, "Man
Among Men", Ch. 5, p. 73.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Darwin, Charles. THE DESCENT OF MAN.
Freed, S. MAN FROM THE BEGINNING,
Ch. 1.
Janusch, J. ORIGINS OF MAN, Ch. 1.

DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #6

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Filmstrip: DARWIN'S WORLD 01 NATURE SERIES.

Life.

Recordings: Murrow, E. R., I CAN HEAR IT
NOW, Vol. 1, Columbia

71

1. The Theory of Evolution was formulated
by Charles Darwin.

2. Evolution is a process of continuous
and gradual change.

3. Evolution works by processes which
involve natural selection and mutations
caused by different combinations of
genes.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Note taking
2. Increased vocabulary
3. Writing short paragraphs

ATTITUDE

Willingness to see man's physical
development in a continual process
of change.

1.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

By queation, pictures, and discussion, develop the basic ideas to be covered in the unit. Example:

1.1 What is th.2 meaning of evolution?
1.2 Who was Charles Darwin?
1.3 How can we support the theory of evolution?

2. Show filmstrips: "Darwin Discovers Nature's Plan" and "Evolution Today". From the filmstrips, place
on the blackboard pertinent information in sentence form, to satisfy the above listed basic under-
standipgs. This will show the students a way to take notes.

3. Assign the student reading listed above. Direct them to take notes on the reading in sentence form,
underlining the nev words and looking up and writing down the meanings.
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4. As another interest source play the recording, "I can Hear It Nov ", Vol. 1, Edward R. Murrov.

5. Use the new terms: natural selection, mutations, genes, adaptation, and gradual change. Direct
the students to the basic reading assignment, review the meanings of these terms and then put
them into a short paragraph.

6. Continue the glossary in student notebooks.

7. Read excerpts from the, play, INHERIT THE WIND.
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #7

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Gregor, A. S., THE ADVENTURE OF MAN,
"The Fire Makers", Ch. 9.
Nurry, B., THE DAWN OF MAN, p. 26-29.
Vlahos, 0., HUNAN BEGINNINGS, "Tools
Weapons, and Fire Makers", Ch.
p. 123-124.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Cornvall, /, W., THE MAKING OF MAN, p. 41-42.
Life, ed., THE EPIC OF MAN, "Moments of
Decision: The Mastery of Fire, p. 17.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. The earliest forms of "Homo Erectus"
lived in different places.

2. Man's ability to discover and invent
made it possible for him to adapt to
his environment and to survive.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Interpreting pictures
2. Note taking and organizing
3. Map constructing

ATTITUDES

Willingness to appreciate man's
creative and adaptive ability.

73

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Develop the basic understandings to be covered in this unit by use of pictures, discussion, or a
question such as: What was man's first source of power that did not come from his own muscles?

2. Assign the 19sic readings to guide the scudents. Pose questions such as

2.1 What were the earliest forms of "Homo Erectus"?
2.2 In what parts of the world have they been found?
2.3 What are some possible explanations as to how in first learned to use fire?
2.4 What are some uses that man has made of firet

3. Use the colored illustration, THE EPIC OF MAN, Life ed. p. 16-17, to stimulate discussion on
question 2.3 as listed above.
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4. Direct a general discussion using the reading

5. Construct a map locating places where various

6. Make mock-up clay models showing similarities
Modern Man. See THE ADVENTURE OF MAN, p. 66.

7. Continue the glossary in notebooks.

material and notes as a basis for this discussion.

examples of "Homo Erectus" have been found.

between skulls of Peking Man, Heidelberg Man, and
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY 08

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Benedict, Ruth and Gene Weltfish. THE RACES
OF MANKIND, p. 1-14.
Cohen, Robert and Hegman. THE COLOR or MAN,
(use with multi-media kit - see below).
Mel, May. THE STORY OF PEOPLE, "Does Race
Make A Difference?", Ch. 12. p. 160-185.
Gregor, A. S., THE ADVENTURE OF MAN, "The
Races of Man", Ch. 16, p. 116-127.

SUPPLIMNTARY READING - TEACHER
Campbell, Bernard G., HUMAN EVOLUTION,
Ch. 1, p. 1-16.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. There are controversies over
ways of classifying races.

2. There are certain physical differ-
ences among primary races.

3. People are basically the same
despite external physical differences.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

Howells, William. MANKIND IN THE MAKING, 1.

"Races of Man", Ch. 18, p. 265. "Evolution", 2.

Cb. 1, p. 13. 3.

h.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Fill: YOU! McGraw-Hill,

15 minutes.
Film: PEOPLE ARE ALIKE AND DIFFERENT.

Coronet, 11 minutes.
Film: BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. IMF, 11 minutes.1F
Multi -Media Kit: EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCES:

THE COLOR OF MAN, Random
House.

Transparencies, Anthropology: DIFFERENCES
gpivEEN RACES. 3M Co,

Classifying
Note taking
Formulatims generalisations
Critical thinking

ATTITUDE

1.

2.

Willingness to examine scientific
explanations for man's physical
differences.
Willingness to view man's similarities
rather than his dissimilarities.

1.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Show film, WHAT COLOR ARE YOU?, to introduce lesson and begin a discusbion of physical differences.

2. Show transparencies, DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RACES or film PEOPLE ARE ALIKE AND DIFFERENT, to show
differences and similarities of men.

3. Assign readings in ADVENTURE OF MAN and RACES OF MANKIND. Show film, BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, based
on pamphlet, RACES OF MANKIND.
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3.1 Put new words in glossary.
3.2 Review mutation, hybridization natural selection isolation, migration.

3.3 Wby is it difficult to classify people in race categories? How many race categories

are there?
3.4 According to ADVENTURE OF MAN. what does "race" mean? In What ways is man c!.anging?

What is the relationship between skin and eye coloring and climate?

4. From the students' readings concentrate on the similarities of all men. Rave them list as many
similarities as they can recall.

5. To test the students' understanding of man changing and evolving (natural selection, etc.) have the
students describe an imaginary climate and the kind of an who would be most able to survive there.
They might also want to ine.lude a picture..

6. Use the kit, EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCES: THE COLOR OF MAN, section 1, "The First Facts" (biology)
and section 3, "All Men Are Brothera". (anthropology)
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UNIT II - DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #9

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Benedict, Ruth end Gene Weltfish. THE RACES
OF MANKIND, p. 14 -24.
Cohen, Robert. THE COLOR OF MAN, "The Idea
of Color", Ch. 7, p. 80-98.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Lambert, W. L., CHILDREN'S VIEWS OF FOREIGN PEOPLES.

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING
Film: PICTURES OF YOUR MIND, Coronet,

17 minutes.
Film: BOUNDARY LINES, IFF, 11 minutes.
Film: BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, 11 minutes.
Filmstrip: EXPLODING THE MYTHS OF PREJUDICE,

2 parts 10 minutes each with tape.
Warren- Schloat.

Multi-Media Kit: EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCES:
THE COLOR OF MAN. Random House.

77

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. Prejudice is found in all facets
of everyday life.

2. There are many causes of prejudice.
3. Race does not make one person

superior to another.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

1. Impromptu spec1.1:g
2. Critical thinking

ATTITUDE

1. Willingness to recognize and examine
oLle's own prejudices.

2. WillioLzese to accept achievement
as not the product only of environment,
opportunity, and education.

3. Willingness to recognise and examine
social stereotypes.

1.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Assign basic readings. Eltcit from the students their meaning of prejudice.
prejudice.

1.1 List on the blackboard all tht cliches the students have heard:
&ample: "Negroes are lazy", "Redheads have a temper".

1.2 Point out examples of social, economic, and political prejudices.

2. Show filmstrip, EXPLODING THE MYTHS OF PREJUDICE.

Define and discuss

3. Ftom their reading (or film) have them list causes of fear and suspicion that may lead to prejudices.

3.1 Show film, BOUNDARY LINES.

3.2 Show film, PICTURES OF YOUR MIND.
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4. Discuss ideas of superiority and inferiority. Is the basis of these racial or environmental? Use
the chart in THE RACES OF MANKIND, p. 18.

4.1 Point out historical incidents shoving the effects of "racial superiority" ideas. Hitler, KKK.
4.2 Show film BROTHERHOOD OF MAN or recall it from lesson 8.

5. Have the students write a theme on their personal prejudices. Do they know why they (causes)
hartetieseprelIdices? Can they overcome them? Shouldtheorshouldrorecogisne
them and understand them?

6. Have the students write down on a piece of paper, anonymously, one prejudice they believe in or
have heard. Collect these. Have each student draw one from a box. Alloy a fey minutes for reading
and mental organisation. In turn, have each student read his statement aloud and orally rebut or
criticize its fallacy or illogic.

7. Use the kit, THE COLOR OF MAX, EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCE: Sections: (4) The History of Color
and (5) Human Color Today.

2
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UNIT II - CULMINATING ACTIVITIES

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Students should locate and use their
own resoure materials

BACKGROUND LISTENING AND VIEWING

SUPPLEMENTARY FEADING - TEACHER

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. That Earth is very old in comparison
to the age of man.

2. That all life began in the sea, and
through the process of evolution man
became the caster of the earth.

3. That despite external differences,
all men are basically alike.

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to respect and appreciate
the scientific approach to the origin
of the earth and living organisms.

2. Willingness to recognise that through
self respect and self understanding a
person will respect the worth and dignity
of all men.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Oral readings by groups. Each individual within the group should select a different culture. The
group should present it's readings to the class.

Group 1 - The Creation of the World.
Group 2 - 'ihe Creation of Man.
Group 3 - Giving Thanks.
Group 4 - Similarities in the Treatment

of Babies from Birth to Five
Year:1.

Group 5 - Differences in the Treatment of
Babies from Birth to Five Years.

Group C - Similarities in the Treatment of
Teenagers.

Group 7 - Differences in the Treatment of
Teenagers.

Group 8 - Different Prejudices.

2. Using the comics or music, art, and religion, show the ways people are alike even though they have
basic external differences. Choose two different comics which illustrate this idea; cut them out
and mount them on paper. Check your own sets of comics which show the ways of people are similar.

Choose these ways from people living in Africa and your home town. Prepare an oral presentation.
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BASIC READING - STUDENT

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND T.ISTENING AND VIEWING

UNIT II - EVALUATING ACTIVITY

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE

1. The earth is very old in comparison
to the age of man.

2. All life began in the sea and through
the process of evolution man became
the master of the earth.

3. Despite exterLal differences, all ran
are basictAly alike.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS

ATTITUDES

1. Willingness to respect and appreciate
the scientific approach to the origin
of the earth and living organisms.

2. Willingness to recognise that through
self respect and self understanding a
person will respect the worth and dignity
of all men.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Create a display showing the origin and physical development of man. Prepare an :Tel Presentation for
the class.

2. Make a graph comparing the ege of the earth with that of early man, with modern man. Prepare an oral

presentation for the class. These may be individual or group activities. Students should be en-
couraged to show originality in their presentations.

3. Re-Use test from EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCLS, THE COLOR OF MAN for the second test. Discuss the changes
in attitude identified by student, in this questionnaire. (Previously used in Developmental Activity 15)

9
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UNIT II - BIBLIOGRAPHY

BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND PAMPHLETS

Benedict Ruth and Gene Weltfish. THE RACES OF MANKIND. Public Affairs Pamphlet, 65. New York:
Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 1961. 20 p. The authors, distinguished anthropologists,
make e case for "the brotherhood of men" by dispelling racial myths through the use ,)f
scientific evidence. Illustrations.

Bible. BOOK OF GENESIS. Story of Creation in the Old Testament.

Brace, Loring C. THE STAGES OF HUNAN EVOLUTION: HUMAN AND CULTURAL ORIGINS. Entlevood Cliffs, Nev
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1967. This comprehensive work is divided into two sections: Part
I traces the discovery of the evidence of man's evolution ; and Part II deals with the inter-
pretation of the evidence. Well illustrated; include, index and bibliography.

Buettner-Janusch, John. ORIGINS OF 4.11: PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Nev York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1966. 111 p. "Stresses recent researches and discoveries in the field and relates atvances in
genetics to the teaching of human evolution." Illustrated; extensive author and subject index;

glossary; bibliography.

Campbell. Bernard. HUMAN IVOLUTION. Chicago, Illinois: Aldine Publishing Co., 1966. 425 p.
An advanced work for students in anthropology and biology. Illustrated; includes bibliography
and maps.

Campbell, R. and Howell, F. C. EARLY MAN. New York: Life-Time, 1967. Distributed by Silver-Burdette
Co., Moristovn, N. J. One of the Life-Time "Nature Library" aeries. Illustrated. 192 p.

Chamberlin, Jo Hubbard. CAR'S FOR SOCIAL SCIENTISTS. New York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc., 1961. 108 p.
Especially Chapter 2, "Would You Like to be an Anthropologist?", p. 30-46. Surreys careers of
the sociologist, the historian, the economist, and the political scientist, too. Bibliography
and index included.

Cohen Robert and Ken Heyman. TUE COLOR ')F MAN. Nev York: Random House, 1968. 114 p. "'Color is net
a standard by Which to judge people. It is hiuply a fact.' A contemporary, photographic presen-
tation of people fror all over the vorld Which helps to dispel bias about color. The chemistry,
biology, and heredity of pigmentation arc explained in simple, accurate terms... the author discusses
the basic similarity of all men despite differeuces in color." Abundantly illtstrated with large
black and white photographs. Index.

CorovallA_I. W. and M. Maitland Hovard. THE MAKING OF MAN. Nev York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1961. 63 p.
---Tiiirreiiilto/ogics1 and zoological view of the physical evolution of an as a primate animal. Ex-

cellent illustration; delineating in color (red), the reconstructions of parts of fossils. Includes
en index.
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Darwin. Charles. THE DARWIN READER. Edited by Marston Bates and Philip S. Humnhrey. New York: Scribner,

1956. 470 p. A carefully edited one-volume reader containing selections from Darwin's best known
books...The Autobiography, The Voya ge of the Beagle, The Origin of the Species, The DeEcent of Man,
and The Expression of the Emotions. The excerpts were chosen for readability and to illustrate the
biologists most important ideas.Bibliography included.

DarwinaC,Igmjsa. THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION: OR, THE PRESERVATION OF FAVORED
RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE, AND THE DESCENT OF MAN AND SELECTION IN RELATION OF SEX. New York:
Modern Library, 1936. 1000 p. "First published in 1859." The great classic of biology and evolu-
tion." Illustrated; contains bibliography.

Edel Ma (Mandelbaum) THE STORY OF PEOPLE: ANTHROPOLOGY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. Boston, Mass. Little, Brown
& Co., 1953. 197 p. An introductory work on anthropology which "discusses methods and the basic
concepts". The cultures of three food gathering and hunting groups examined: Eskimos, Australian
Aborigines, Africa and the Pueblo Indiana; and the culture of "Man the Metal Worker". Bibliography
and an index are append^d.

Freed, Stanley A. and Ruth S. NAM FROM THE BEGINNING. Mankato, Minnesota: Creative Educational Society,

Inc., 1961. 1k4 p. A textbook on anthropology admirably suited to 7th graders with an abundance
of photographs, charts, illustrations, etc., "carry to read" typography and format, and simple language.
Contains index and documented photographs. Especially helpful, Chapter 10, "What We have Learned",
for summary.

Goldschmidt Walter. editor. WAYS OF MANKIND: THIRTEEN DRAMAS OF PEOPLES OF THE WORLD AND HOW THEY LIVE.
Boston, Mass. Beacon Press, 1954. 212 p. Out of print. Originally used as scripts for radio,
each drama has an introduction and complete script. The focus - cultural anthropology. Illustrated
and with an index. (Although boot is "out of print", copies may be examined in Dearborn, Michigan.
There is available an album of recordings adapted from the book. See entry under Recordings.)

Gregor. Arthur S. ADVENTURE OF MAN. Nev York: Macmillan, 1966. 164 p. An anthropological study of man
ranging from "Ibe Age of Reptiles" to the "Beginning of Civilisation". Chapter 10, "Fossils and
Refuse Heaps" introduces the reader to Paleontelogy. Well illustrated; contains a useful glossary,
bibliography, sad an index.

Hartebertgi THE GREAT TREE AND THE LONGHOUSE: THE CULTURE OF TAE IROQUOIS. Nev York: The Mac-

millan Co.. 1966. 122 p. One of a series of attractive, paperbound books prepared by the Anthro-
pology Curriculum Std Project, sponsored by the American Anthropological Association, for use
in the schools. A survey of the Iroquois culture from "The Creation Myth" of the people of the
Iroquois to the Iroquois in recent history. Illustrations in color; bibliography and index.
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Horizon Magazine, editors, and Pfeiffer, John. THE SEARCH FOR EARLY M.A.N. Eew York: American
Heritage Publishing Co., distribution by Harper & Roy, 1963. 153 p. "An account of the evolution
of prehistoric man which 'describes discoveries of artifacts and remains in the Dordogne area
of France and Olduvai Gorge in Africa." Well illustrated, some in color. Index and bibliography.

Howells, William. MANFIND IN THE MAKING: THE STORY OF HUMAN EVOLUTION. Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Co., Inc. 1959. 382 p. A detailed account of the biological evolution of physical
man, from the early vertebrates, the fishes, to modern an as he appears today. Especially
valuable, "a conspectus of the current races ard mankind". Exceptional drawings and excellent
glossary. Appendix contains two taxonomic outlines; "Primates among the Vertebrates" and "Man
among the Primates". Index and list of illustrations.

Lambert Wallace E. and Otto Klineberg. CHILDREN'S VIEWS OF FOREIGN PEOPLES: A CROSS-NATIONAL STUDY.
New York: Appleton-Centuri-Crofts, Division of Meredith Publishing Co., 1967. 319 p.

An international study of how children react iu their "culturally distinctive ways" to foreign
peoples i.e., a study of how children learn prejudices. "A large and complex study based on
information received from 330 children of tbree age levels from eleven parts of the world."
AppenCtces contain the interview schedules, methods employed for coding responses, information
tebles, etc. Includes an index.

Lavrence, Jerome and Lee. Robert E. INHERIT THE WIND. Paperbound, Pathfinder - Bantam ed. New York:
Bantam Books, Inc. 1964. 115 p. A dramatization of the famous Scopes trail in which Clarence
Darrow made a brilliant defense of the Darwinian theory of !volution.

Leach Maria. THE BEGINNING: CREATION MYTHS ARCM ThE WORLD. Illustration by Jan Bell Fairservis.
Few York: Funk and Wagualls Co., 1956. 253 p. An expert in folklore has compiled a collection
of myths about "Creation" from primitive and modern cultures in the world. "Introduction"
summarizes some of the major concepts of the "Creation of the World" which are reflected in the
stories in t'-ie book. The documentation and superb bibliography make it a scholarly wnrk.

Life Editors. THE EPIC OF MAN. New York: Time, Inc. 1961. 30T p. An account of man from ple-
history to the beginnings of recorded history. Section I. "'Its Emergence of Man" describes
prehistoric men; Section II: "The Coming of Civilizations" and Section III: "Living Sccieties
of the Past" describes primitive societies which have survived in the modern world...the
Aborigines of Australia, the Caribou Eskimos of Canada, the Berbers in Morocco, and the Newars
!If Nepal. Magnificent color plates are well documented, indexed and a bibliography.

Life Magazine, LIFE EDUCATIONAL REPRINT /26. Life editors. The Private Life of Primates", February
12, 1965. 14 p. A photographic essay in color of the "highlights of studies on the lowest
and highest of primates".

Lucas C. "Marvelous Monkeys of Japan: Macaca FUscata", Readers Digest, Vol. 93, Yo. 54 November
1968, p. 122-126. Reprints available. Some interesting observations made by behavioral
scientists in a longitudinal study of simian society which has implications for man.
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Mead. Margaret. ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND WHAT THEY DO. Watts, 1956.

Michener. James A. THE SOURCE. New York: Random House, 1965. 909 p. Out of print. Crest paperbound
edition. Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett World, 1967. An historical novel developed around an
archeological expedition in Western Galilee, Israel, which offers an account of history through
stories woven around the artifacts removed layer by layer from the "dig". LifJ in the country of
ancient Israel is made very vivid for the reader through this retrospective technique.

Morris. Desmcgd. THE NAKED APE: A ZOOLOGIST'S STUDY OF THE HUMAN ANIMAL. New York: McGrav-HiL., 1968.
Excerpted in Readers Digest, vol. 93, No. 555 (July, 1968), p. 61-65. Reprints available.
A zoologist views man as a primate and draws some interesting analogies between man and apes.
Written for a layman's understanding.

Bernard E. THE DAWN OF MAN. Illustrated by Helen Kennedy. New York. Saalfield Publishing Co.,
19 2. p. A colorful, profusely illustrated study of prehistoric roan that is "easy to read"
in a paperbound format. Contains a glossary. /5808 in the Saalfield Science Series.

Payne. Melvin M. "The Leakeya et African Family in Search of Prehistoric Man". NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, Vol.
127, No. 2 (February, 1965) p. 194-231. A biographical account of De. Leakey's work in Africa
leading up to his present day findings in Olduvai Gorge. Beautiful colored photographs.

Pt e Melvin. "Preserving the Treasures of Olduvai Gorge, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, Vol. 130, No. 5
Novevber, 1966) p. 700409. Dr. Leakey enlists the cooperation of the Masai in preserving the
site of the "dig" at Oldaval. The Tanzanian government is also cooperating and Olduvai Gorge
1.8 well on its oar to becoming a tourist attraction.

Piggott. Stuart. 3d. THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION: THE FIRST WORLD SURVEY OF HUMAN CULTURES IN EARLY TIMES.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 1961. 194 p. An encyclopedic work that presents the his-
tory of man from "The Hunters and Catherers of the Stone Age" through the early civilizations
in the East and the West, 5,000 B.C. Well illustrated with sketches, black and white - as well as
colored photographs charts, maps, etc. Index and bibliovaphy.

Rhodes. Frank H.. Zia. Herbert S. and Shaffer. Paul Ti. FOSSILS: A GUIDE TO PREH:STORIC LIFE. New York:
Golden Press, 1962. 16017181 illustrations in color make this a valuable handbook for identifying
specimens of invertebrate and bertebrate rose's as well as plants. A good introduction to
paleontology. Excellen° index.

Saunders Norris M. CLASSROOM QUESTIONS: WHAT KINDS? New York: Harper & Row, 1966. 176 p. "Good
questions recognize the wile possibilities of thought and are built around varying forms of thinking
The author seeks to develop competencies in teachers and directs their attention to the premises
"Good questions ale directed toward learning and evaluative thinking" rather than what has been
learned in a restrictive sense. A practical and applicable work. Cof.taine an index.
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Smith Ruth, ed. THE TREE OF LIFE: SELECTIONS FROM THE LITERATURE OF THE WORLD'S RELIGIONS.
Illustrated by Boris Artzybasheff. New York: Viking Press, 1942. 496 n. 'Selected
writings from religious faiths of all times, from tha simple legends and charts of the
American Indian to complexities of the Hindu and Buddhist sacred books. Contains 13
sections prefaced by introductory notes. Scholarly works, extensive documentation
in section "Sources of Texts" glossary, and index.

Stokes, William Lee. ESSENTIALS OF EARTH HISTORY. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall,
Inc. 1960. 502 p.

Advanced text on historical geology. Well illustrated. Contains a helpful glossary, documented
illustrations, and an.index,

Vlahos Olivia. HUMAN BEGINNINGS. New York: Viking, 1966. 255 p. An anthropological approach to

the study of man especially well suited for children at the junior high level. Well illus-

trated with numerous sketches and charts. Part One delineates the evolution of man; Part

Two focuses upon primitive man, his developing technology, and rudiments of culture. Well

researched, contains en index, bibliography, and documented sources for the illustrations.

IrtntE!Elm-I, IN SEARCH OF ADAM. Boston Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1956. 540 p.

eetory of man's quest for the truth about his earliest ancestors." Illustrated, contains

an index. Out of print.
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FILMS

APE AND CHILD STUDY - New Haven, Connecticut:
Yale University. 11 minutes. "Shows
the behavioral characteristics of a
human and a chimpanzee infant and some
of their general reactions after six
months in the same environment.

ARCHEOLOGY: PURSUIT OF MAN'S PAST - Los
Angeles, California: Stanton. 16 minutes.
An archeologist and his crew carefully
work on Indian excavation site from the
initial survey through to laboratory
analysis illustrating how findings
determine people's food, clothing and
shelter."

BOUWDARY LINES - New York: International
Film Foundation. Produced by Julien Bryan.
Color. 11 minutes. An animated treatment
of problems of intergroup relations illus-
trates how arbitrary lines of color, origin,
wealth, and poverty inspire fear, suspicion
and hostility in man, which leads to overt
conflict and ultimately to war.

BROTHNRHOOD OF MAN - Nev York: International
Films. Produced ty Julien Bryan. Color.
11 minutes. Follows the pamphlet "Races
of Mankind" by Benedict and Weltfish. A

cartoon treatment depecting man's inter-
relationships in the world and his con-
flict between the desire to be friendly
and/or hostile.

CAVE DWELLERS OF THE OLD STONE AGE - Chicago,
Illinois: Encyclopedia Britannica. Color.
1B minutes. Dramatization of the life of
Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon man.

HISTORY. LAYER BY LAYER - New York: McGraw
Rill. Color. 23 minutes. Shows how
scientists, using sedimentary cores from
the ocean's floor, date and trace the
earth's development.

THE LIVING MAMMAL - Chicago, Illincis:
International Film Bureau. 18 minutes.
Illustrates the characteristics common
to all mammals and the differences among
various species.

PICTJRES OF YOUR MIND - Chicago, Illinois
Coronet. 11 minutes. Illustrates the
development of prejudice within the
human race. Shows how education can
break dawn barriers of prejudice.

PRIEBTOSIC MAN IN NORTHERN EUROPE - Chicago,
Illinois-Encyclopedia BilgiUMES. 16
minutes. The change in ran's life from
early atone age to the end of the pre-
hiotoric age.

WHAT COLOR ARE YOU? - New York: McGraw-Hill.
Color. 17 minutes. A study of peoples;
their similarities; their differences,
and how they got that way.

WHAT IS A MAMMAL? - Chicago, illinois: Ency-
clopedia Britannica. Color. 15 minutes.
Helpful for understanding the mammalian
characteristics of man.

A WORLD IS BORN - Glenda'', California: Disney
Films. Color. 20 minutes. A very well done
film showing the teginDings of the earth.

DR. LEAKEY AND THE DAWN OF MA?. Chicago, illinois:
Encylopedia Britannica. Colc.r. 27 minutes. "Story
of Dr. Leskey's years of search in Olduvai in
Africa for the origins of man."
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FILMSTRIPS

DARWIN'S WORLD OF NATURE (SERIES) - New York:
Life Magazine filmstrips. A series explain-
ing Darwin's theory of evolution. Eight
filmstrips plus teaching guides: Tropic
Insects; South American Fossils; Living
Animals of South America; Tierra Del Fuego
and the Andes Mountains; Symbrosis; Evolution
Today; Darwin Discovers Nature's Plan; The
Enchanted Isles; and The Galapagus.

EXPLODING THE MYTHS OF PREJUDICE - Dr. Ethel
Alpenfels. Pleasantville, New York,
Warren Schloat Productions. Dispels the
myths of prejudice. Two filmstrips plus
recording, plus teacher's guide.

EPIC OF MAN. THE (Series) - New York:
Life Magazine filmstrips. A series of
filmstrips shoving man's earliest be-
ginnings and his physical and cultural
development throughout the different
ages of history. Eight filmstrips as
follows used with this unit:

Part IA. Man Inherits the Earth
Part IIA. The Dawn of Religion
Part IIIA. The Grow h of Society_
Part IVA. Discovery of Agriculture
Part IB. Stone Age People of Today
Part IIB. Stone Age FaitiLToday
Part IIIB. Mesolithic Age Today
Part IVB. Neolithic Folk Today

NEW PORTRAIT OF OUR PLANET (Series) - New
York: #7 filmstrip, 'The Sun's Awesome
Impact."
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PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT AND ALIKE - Chicago:
Coronet Films. Color. 10 minutes.
Points that it is easy to see differences
in people but that people are more alike
in the important ways. Shows that all
people need friendship and love, food
and a place to live, and that they want
an education, fun and happiness.

PUTTING FOSSILS TO WORK - (Series) Chicago,
Illinois: Encyclopedia Britannica. How
fossils help man to reconstruct his past.
Five filmstrips in series: How Fossils
and Prehistoric Environments; Fossils and

the Pelative main Rocks' Fossils as
Evidence of Organic Changes.

MULTI-MEDIA MATERIALS

EXPLORING HUMAN DIFFERENCES: THE COLOR OF MAN -
New York: Random House, 1970 (kit). This
program presents the historical and
sociological facts about man's color. The
program is intended to help students see
the concepts behind the facts and alloys
them to draw their ovn conclusions. Con-

sists of:

10 copies of the peperback edition
of The Color of Man.

1 full color filmstrip.
6 full color transparencies.
15 black and white photographs.
35 different individually programmed.
35 student questionnaires.
1 map (41 x 57) in color.
1 wall chart (30 x 40) in color.
1 comprehensive teacher's guide.
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RECORDINGS

GCD'S TROMBONE AND OTHER SPIRITUALS -
Fred Whring and his Pennsylvanians.
Decca. (13 1/3 stereo) Negro
version cf "The Story of Creation".

"I CAN HEAR IT NOW..." - l933-1945E.R, Murrow. COLUMBIA
A chronicle of the war and the years of
crisis, told in the authentic sounds and
voices of the men who made this history.

WAYS OF MANKIND: THIRTEEN PUMAS OF PEOPLES
OF THE WORLD AND HOW THEY LIVE - Ed. by

Walter Goldschmidt. National Association
of Educational Broadcasters. University
cf Illinois. Urbana, Illinois. From a
series of radio broadcasts on social an-
thropology, an album of seven, double
sided, LP recordings, WAYS OF MANKIND,
Goldschmidt. See books, periodicals, and
pamphlets (page 79).

REALIA

FOSSILS OF MICHIGAN - Rockhound Club of
Dearborn, Michigan. A kit containing
samples of fossils.
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TAPES

THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE SERIES - St. Paul,
Minnesota: Educational Materials
Division of Educational Materials Corp.
3 3/4 i.p.s. Track 1, The Creation
of Adam and Eve. Track 2, The Story of
Noah.

TRANSPARENCIES

ANTHROPOLOGY: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RACES -
Minnesota: 3M Co. A series of trans-
parencies depicting differences between
peoples of the earth.



STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR UNIT II

TO THE STUDENT:

89

How old is the earth? How did it come to be? lkw old is man? Was his
appearance at creation the same as it is now? What about evolution? Does this
Theory clash with the religious explanation for the creation of life? How are
people different? How are they alike? Man is different from other mammals; yet
he has similar charactr:ristics. What are the answers to these questions?

The purpose of this bibliography is to help you to find various answers
which explain man's existence and development. Through fiction, factual literature,
myths snd legends you will discover differences and similarities in races, and how
environment has helped to influence their behavior and even their appearance. By
reading biographies you will find that no race, country, or section of the world has
a monopoly on greatness.

FICTION

Arnold, :111ott. Broken Arrow. Meredith, 1954.
Arnold, 0.1iott. White Falcon. Knopf, 1955.
Arthur, Rutia M. MiDaughter, Nicola. Antheneum, 1965.
Arundel, Jocelyn. Simba of the White Mane. McGrew, 1958.
Baker, Betty. Killer of Death. Harper, 1963.
Balch, Glenn. The Brave Riders. Crowell, 1959.
Barbary, James. The Fort in the Wilderness. Norton, 1965
Benary-Isbert, Margot. The Ark. Harcourt, 1953.
Benary-Isbert, Margot. The Torgym Home. Harcourt, 1959.
Benary- Isbert, liargot. Rowan Farm. Harcourt, 1954
Bennett, Jack. Jamie. Little, 1963.
Bontemps, Arna. Sad-Faced j. Houghton, 1937.
Bro, Margueritte H. Sue-Mel's Golden year. Doubleday, 1950,
Butters, Dorothy G. Heartbreak Street. Macrae, 1958.
Carlson, Natalie. Family Under the Bridge. Harper, 1958.
Cavanna, Betty. Jenny Kimura. Morrow, 1964.
Clark, Ann. Santiago. 1955.
Clark, Ann. Secret of the Andes. Viking, 1952.
Conton, William. The Afri%sn. Humanities Press, 1966.
Dahl, Borghild. Karen. Dutton, 1958.
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Daveluy, Paule, Summer in Ville-Marie. Rinehart & Winston, 1962.
Davis, Russell. Stranger in Africa. McGraw, 1963.
Day, Veronique. Landllide. Coward, 1963.

DeJong, Meindert. Dirk's psgo Bello. Harper, 1939.
DeJong, Meindert. The House cf Sixty Fathers. Harper, 1956.
DeJong, Meindert. The Tower lathe Sea. Harper, 1950.
DeJong, Meindert. The Wheel on the School. Harper, 1954.

Emery, Ann. A Dream to Touch. Macrae, 1958.
Forbes, Kathryn. Mamma's Bank Account. Harcourt, 1949.
Forman, James. Ring the Judss Bell. Farrar, Straus Inc., 1965.
Galllco, Paul. The Small Miracle. Doubleday, 1952.

Gates, Doris. Blue Willow. Viking, 1940.
Graham, Lorenz. I, Momolu. Crowell, 1966.
Graham, Lorenz. North Town. Crowell, 1965.

Graham, Lorenz. South Town. Fol'ett, 1958.
Gray, Elizabeth. The Cheerful Heart. Viking, 1959.

Guareschi, Givovanni. Comrade Don Camillo. FarrEr, Steauss, 1964.
Guareschi, Giovanni. The Little World of Don Camillo. Pocket Books, Inc. (Pap)
Guillot, Rene. Sirqa, Queen of the African Bush. G. Phillips, 1959.
Guillot, Rene. Tom-Toms in Kotokro. S. C. Phillips, 1958.
Hamilton, Virginia. Zeely. Macmillan, 1967.
Heiderstadt, Dorothy. Marie anglfhair. McKay, 1965.
Howard, Elizabeth. Forth Wind Blows Free. Morrow, 1949.
Huggins, Alice. The RPd Chair Waits. Westminster, 1948.
Jackson, Jesse. Call Me Charley. Harper, 1945.
Kjelgaard, Jim. Wolf Brother. Hale, 1957.
Krumgold, Joseph. And Now Miguel. Crowell, 1953.
Lee, Harper. To Kill A Mockingbird. Lippincott, 1960.
Levis, Elizabeth. To Beat A Tiger. Holt, 1956.
Leviton, Mina. Elizabeth and the Young Stranger. Hale, 1961.
McKown, Robin. Janine. Messner, 1960.
Maddock, Reginald. The Lost horizon. Nelson, 1961.

Manzi, Alberto. White 1121.. Macmillan, 1963.

Means, Florence. The Moved Outers. Houghton, 1945.

Means, Florence. Shuttered Windows. Houghton, 1938.
Michailowskaia, Kira. ty. Name is Asya. McGraw, 1966.

Mireky, Reba. Thirty-One Brothers and Sisters. Follett, 1952.

Morris, Edita. The Flowers of Hiroshima. Viking, 1959.

Revell, Hope. A Cap for Mary Ellis. Harper, 1952.

O'Dell, Scott. The Black Pearl. Houghton, 1967.

Petry. Ann. Tituba of Salem Village. Crowell, 1964.

Price, Willard. African Adventure. Day, 1963.

Richter, Conrad. The Light in the Forest. Knopf, 1966.
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Saint-Marcoux, Jeanne. The Light. Vanguard, 1958.
Sperry, Armstrong. Call It Courage. Macmillan, 1900.
Stanford, Don. The Horsemasters. Funk & Wagnalls, 1957.

MYTHS, LEGENDS, FOLK TALES

Belting, Natalia, The Moon Is a Crystal Ball. Bats, 1952.
Bloch, Marie. Ukrainian Folk Tales. Coward, 1964.
Botkin, B. A. Treasum of American Folklore. Crovn, 1944.
Bulfinch. Mythology. Modern Library.
Carpenter, Frances. African Wonder Tales. Doubledny, 1963.
Deutsch, B. Heroes of the Kalevala. Messner, 1940.
Field, Rachel. American Folk and Fairy Tale.. Scribner, 1929.
Frazer, Sir James G. The Neu Golden Bough. S. G. Phillips, 1959.
Froat, Frances. Legends of the United Nations. McGraw, 1943.
Green, Roger L. Tales the MUs Told. Walck, 1965.
Hamilton, Edith. Mythology. Little, 1942.
Hatch, Mary C. Thirteen Danish Tales. Harcourt, 1947.
Hazeltine, Alice I. Hero Tales from Many Lands. Abington 1961.
Jacobs, Joseph. Indian Fairy Tales. Dover Pap.)
Leach, Maria. The Beginnim/. Funk & Wagnalls, 1956.
Levis Fichar. Out of the Earth I Sing. Norton, 1969.
Lon, Peter. Stars in our Heaven. Pantheon, 1948.
McAlpine, Helen. Japanese Tales and Legends. Walck, 1959.
Marks, John. Spanish Fairy Tales. Knopf, 1958.
iicard, Barbara L. German Hero-Sagas and Folk-Tales. Walck, 1958.
Foss, P. In Mexico ?hex ay.. Knopf, 1-g2.
Serraillier, Ian. The Clashing Rocks. Walck, 1964.
Euddeth, Ruth E. Tales of the Western World. Steck-Vaughn, 1954.
Wheeler, Psot. Russian Wonder Tales. Barnes, 1957.
Wilson, Barbara K. Scottish Fc1K-Tales and Legends. Walck, 1954.

NONFICTION

Baity, Elizabeth. America Before Man. Viking, 1953.
Brace, C. Loring. The Stages of Human Evolution. Prentice, 1967.
Braidvood, Robert J. Archeologists and What They Do. Watts, 1960.
Braithvaite, E. R. To Sir, With Love. Prentice, 1960.
Brindze, Ruth. The Rise and Call of the Seas. Harcourt, 1964.
Chapin, Henry. The Search for Atlantis. Crowell, 1968.
Christie, Trevor L. Legacy of a Pharoah. Lippincott, 1966.
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Clymer, Eleanor. The Case of the Missing Link. Basic Books, 1962.
Cornwall, I. W. The Making of Man. Duttoh, 1960.
DeBorhegyi, Suzanne. Ships, Shoals, and Amphoras. Holt, 1961.
Diole, Phillippe. 4.000 Years Under the Sea. Simon & Schuster, 1954.
Dobler, Lavinia. National H.:lieays Around the World. Fleet Press, 1968.
Fenton, Carroll L. Prehistoric World. Day, 193777--
Friedman, Estelle. Dimity. Into Yesterday. Hale, 1958.
Heyerdehl, Thor. Aku-Aku; The Secret of Easter Island. Rand McNally, 1958.
Hutchins, Carleen M. Life's Ea- DNA. Coward,-Yggr
Huxley, Julian. The Wonderful World of Life. Doubleday, 1969.
Jessup, Ronald. The Wonderful World of Archaeology. Doubleday, 1968.
Kubie, Nora. The First Book of Archaeology. Watts, 1957.
Lerner, Marguerite R. Who Do You Think You Are. Prentice, 1963.
Life (Periodical). Early Man. Time, 19Z37
Life (Periodical). Evolution. Time, 1962.
Ludovici, L. J. The Great Tree of Life. Putnam, 1963.
McNeel, John P. The Brain of Man. Putnam, 1968.
Mead, Margaret. People and Places. World, 1959.
Milne, Loras. Water and Life. Atheneum, 1964.
Ostrom, John. The Strange World of Dinosaurs. Putnam, 1964.
Petersen, Kai. Prehistoric Life on Earth. Dutton, 1961.
Pfeiffer, J. E. and Coon, C. S. The Search for Early Man. Harper, 1963.
Poole, Lynn. Carbon 14. McGraw, 1961.
Poole, Lynn. Volcanoes in Action. McGraw, 1962.
Ravielli, Anthony. From Fins to Hands. Viking, 1969.
Ravielli, Anthony. Wonders of tl,e Human RolL. Viking, 1954.
Riedman, Sarah. Water for People. Ablelard, 1961.
Scheele, William E. Prehistlric Animals. World, 1954.
Scheele, William E. Prehistoric Man and the Primates. World, 1957.
Thorarinsson, Siqurdur. Surtsey. Viking, 1957.
Torbert, Floyd. Policemen the World Over. Hastings House. 1965,
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UNIT III MAN AND HIS CONFLICTS

UNIT PURPOSE

This unit is designed to develop understanding of the nature of conflict.

THE CONCEPT OF CONFLICT . . . ITS ORIGIN, EXPRESSION, AND RESOLUTION

as developed by Price. Roy and Hickman, Warren and Smith Gerald. Ma :;or Concepts

for Social Studies, Social Studies Curriculum Center, Syracuse University, 1965.

-There is no period in the life of individuals, groups or nations which is enl'_rely free
of conflict. Conflici has been a basic and fundamental factor in civilization's groAh
and development. It has affected every individual and every institution in recorded
history. The influence of Mars, of judicial interpretations, of class strife, of poli-
tical campaigns, of religious differences and even of idealogical struggles cannot be
overestimated. It is a continuing battle, never ceasing, existing on all fronts and in all
geographic areas and constantly pressuring society to respond to the conflicting forces."

-To ignore conflict as a social force worthy of recognition in curricular revision is an
unrealistic view or how man's d^stinies have been shaped. Conflict has teen a powerful if
not the MOST powerful force in structuring the world of today. It is ever present and ever
operative in society. Whether the conflict is within one's individual self, or between
individuals in the same or different groups, or between groups is not the basic question.
Rather, it would seem that the emphasis in the social studies curriculum should be upon
examining conflicts, in better understanding how they originate, and exploring mechanisms
uhich society has for resolving those conflicts w'oich have impeded or are now impeding
man's progress."

"In order to do this, it iL-necessary for the individual to understand how conflict arises,
the effect it has upon his own personality and on the personalities of others, and their
probable reaction to the conflict as they are involved. To have today's youth examine these
problems as part of his social studies class in order to gain insight as the way in which
conflict affects individuals and society may be novel, but basic facts suggest the need for
such an innovation."
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Today's social forces -nuclear power, aut)mation, populati n explosion, racial integration,
urbanisation. to nr.7.:e lnly a fev - are greatly altering man's vay of Livih. Every social
force results in increased problems - problems which contain the conflicts that must be re-
solved by society. Hence, whether the conflict is reflected in a rumble between local groups
of hoods, or the increased unemployment resulting from automation, or the rising spirit of
nationalism as the symbol of an awakened Africa and Asia is not the important point. The
crucial point is that an must make every effor' to resolve each and every conflict. There-
fore, it is urged that the social studies not stress only knowledge of past conflicts, but
that teachers should provide youth with definitely planned opportunities to understand better
how the pressing conflicts of today arise, how individuals enA groups react to them c.nd what
mechanisms ere available for resolving then. In today's world such understanding is crucial
for continued progress."

UNIT OBJECTIVES

UNDERSTANDING:

1. THAT CONFLICT, A CONSTANT IN HUMAN RELATIONS, IS A PROCESS-SITUATION WICK DOES NOT NECESSARILY
INCLUDE FIGHTING, BUT ALWAYS INVOLVES A CLASH OF INTERESTS AND PURPOSES.

The student who has this understanding can:

1.1 recognize that conflict is conscious or unconscious competition in which competitors
become self conscious rivals, opponents, or enemies.

1.2 cite examples of conflict which exists within an individual's own personality
1.3 cite examples of conflict which exists between individuals in the same or different groups
1.4 cite examples of conflict which exists between the individual and the group

2. THAT CONFLICTS IN HUMAN RELATIONS RESULT FROM THE FACT THAT MAN IS A SOCIAL CREATURE EVER SEEK-
ING TO SATISFY HIS BASIC NEEDS OR DRIVES.

The student who has this understanding can

2.1 recognize and give examples of conflict which results from organic drives
2.2 cite examples of conflict vt.ich result from habits formed relative to these drives
2.3 cite examples of conflicts which result from acquired or learned vlaues
2.4 recognize elements of conflict which exists in all situations (sports, labor management,

race, religion, politics, social, and nationalism). but may be entirely within the
mind with no apparent ortward expression
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3. THAT CONFLICT MAY BE BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS, BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE GRCUP, OR BETWEEN
GROUPS.

The student who has this understanding can:

3.1 cite examples of the numarous causes of conflict.
3.2 recognize that conflict emerges as soon as two or more persons or groups demonstrate an

interest in the same object. This can develop into cooperation or more serious conflict.

4. THAT CONFLICT IN HUMAN RELATIONS MAY EXPRESS ITSELF SYMBOLICALLY; PEACEFULLY, THROUGH DISCUSSION
OR ADJUDICATION; OR VIOLENTLY.

The student who has this understanding can:

4.1 recognize that open or obvious contest or conflict may be a symbol of deeper conflict.
4.2 give examples of the symbolic expressions of conflict. For example: The race for the moon

is a conflict in which the moon is a symbol; prestige in the cold war is the real goal.

5. THAT DETERMINING THE BEST MEANS OF RESOLVIN3 CONFLICT IN HUMAN AFFAIRS IS ESSENTIAL TO THE
SURVIVAL OF HUMAN SOCIETY.

The student who has this understanding can:

5.1 cite examples of peaceful resolution of conflict.
5.2 cite examples of violent conflict resolution.
5.3 discuss the importance to mankind of choosing the best means of resolving conflict.

SKILLS OR ABILITIES:

1. ABILITY TO LOCATE SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT CONFLICT SITUATIONS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION.

The student who has this ability can:

1.1 use the library can: catalogue, the Reader's Guide, bibliographies, and similar ^ids in
locating sources of information.

1.2 use such basic sources of information as alranacs, atlases, and encylopedias.
1.3 1:se the table of contents, glossary, and index of reference works.



2. ABILITY TO USE CRITICAL AND REFLECTIVE THINKING IN THE AREA OF HUMAN CONFLICTS.

The student who has this ability can:

2.1 recognize o.nd state a problem in the area of human conflict.
2.2 analyze the factors which cause the conflict to exist.
2.3 propose a solution or alternate solutions to the resolution of conflict situations.

3. ABILITY TO PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY IN GROUP SITUATIONS.

The student who has this ability can:

3.1 use democratic procedures when planning and working in group situations.
3.2 assume responsibility as a group member for his share In the attainment of the group goals.
3.3 in group discussions, formal or informal, follow the rule of order or of politeness

indicated by the nature of the discussion.

4. PREPARE WELL ORGANIZED ORAL OR WRITTEN PRESENTATIONS.

The student who has this ability can:

4.1 prepare an outline of the presentation he plans to make based on the material he has
collected and evaluated.

4.2 select and use graphic materials when needed to clarify his presentation.
4.3 use standard English in making his presentation.
4.4 base his conclusions on evidence.

ATTITUDES:

1. OF RESPECT FOR RULES GOVERNINU CCMPETITIVE SITUATIONS.

The student who has this attitude will:

1.1 voluntarily abide by the rules in competitive games and in similar activities.
1.2 assume responsibility for the completion of school assignments on his own.
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2. OF WILLINGNESS TC ENGAGE IN SELF-APPRAISAL WHEN CONFRONTED WITH A HOSTILE OR CONFLICT SITUATION.

The student who has cis attitude will:

2.1 attempt to identify the underlying causes of his hostile feelings.
2.2 attempt to determine the motives or feelings of others who may be involved in the conflict.

3. OF FAITH IN THE EFFICACY OF PEACEFUL METHODS ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION.

The student who has this attitude will:

3.1 accept arbitration and accomoeation as desirable means of conflict resolution.
3.2 support organizations and institutions which attempt to prevent conflict by providing

ways for its peaceful resolution.
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TOPIC OUTLINE UNIT III

I. Recognition of conflict

A. Conscious competition

1. Grades
2. Sports

B. Conflict, a process-situation

1. With nature
2. Among people

II. Sources, expressions, and reeolutionr of conflict

A. Conflict with habitat

1. Needs
a. Air

b. Food
c. Shelter
d. Water
e. Protection
f. Reproduction

2. Rivalry among man, animals, end nature

B. Conflict among people

1. Daily living
a. With peers

(1) Scape-goeting
(2) Herd instinct (group influence)
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b. With adults
(1) Going to bed
(2) Obeying rules
(3) Importance of honesty (Tell

tales for fun vs. attempts
to deceive)

(4) Mr. In-Between (pressure
to grow up but also pressure
to stay young)

c. With peers and adults
(1) Misunderstanding the action

of others
(2) Differing beliefs
(3) Lack of information (fear of

the unknown , i.e., hospital)

2. Within an individual
a. Organic or basic drives

(1) Survival
(2 Security
(3 Growth
(4 Recognition
(5 Response

b. Habit formation
(1) Meals
(2) Housekeeping
(3) Oversleeping

c. Acquired or learned values
(1) Respect for adults
(2) Patriotism
(3) Laws (Shoplifting, smoking,

and drinking)
(4) Education

(5) Mores



d. Existence of elements of conflict
within the mind vithno apparent
outward expression.
(1) Race
(2) Social

(3) Sports
(4) Nationalistic

3. Involving objectives
a. Tangible

(1) Interest in the same object
(2) Territory
(3) Economic

b. Intangible
(1) Power
(2) Generation gap

C. Resolution of conflict

1. Defense mee.lonisms
a. Scape-goating
b. Projection
c. Rationalization
d. Fantasy
e. Compensation
f. Sublimation
g. Displacement
h. Day-dreaming

2. Social Control
a. Taboos
b. Mores
c. Olstoms
d. Laws

3. Culturally approved and disapproved neans
a. Approved means

(1) Moratorium
(2) Sit-in

(3) Compromise and adjustment
(4) Cooperation
(',1 Boycott
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b. Disapproved means
(1) War
(2) Gang fights
(3) Cheating

4. Change in society
a. Meaningful change
b. Sources of change

(1) Contact between cultures
(2) Interaction of new ideas or

material goods
(3) Innovation

c. Rate of change

III. Symbolism

A. Facade (communication

B. Individual symbols of

1. Evidence of inner
a. Crying
b. Suicide
c. Drugs

d. Apathy
e. Depression
f. Sloppy dress
g. Tension

by symbols)

conflic

conflict

2. Evidence of outer conflict
a. Clenched fist
b. Name-calling
c. Angry voice
a. Spitting on soneone
E. Booing, jeering
f. Obscene gestures
g. Fighting
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C. Group symblls of conflict

I. Emblems
a. tsar medals

b. Skull end bones, swastika
c. Flags

2. Dress
a. Military uniforms
b. Black leather ,ackets
c. Hippie dress

3. Contests
a. ti.on race

b. Arms race
c. Propaganda
d. Olympics
e. Spying

4. Peaceful expressions
a. Debates discussion
b. Moratorium
c. Strike
d. Sit-in
e. Boycott

5. Violent expression
a. War
b. Spontaneous fights
c. Sabotare

Pueblo Incident
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BASIC READING - STUMM

UNIT III INITITATORY ACTIVITIES

SUPPLEMENTARY BEADING - TEACHER
McNeill, Elton B., Litton THE NATURE OF

HUMAN CONFLICT. Angell, R.C. "The
Sociology of Human Conflict", pp. 91-115.

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. In our culture competition is regarded

ae being socially desirable.
2. Competition may became conflict.
3. Rules are necessary to insure competition

without conflict.
4. Campchition and/or conflict are a part

of everyday living.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES
1. To recognize and seek a resolution to a

social problem.
2. To participate in group action.

ATTITUDES
7147fir.ngneas to abide by the rules.
2. Willingness to accept the enforcement of

the rules.

3. Willingness to engage in self-appraisal.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

COMPETITION AND CONFLICT

For the Teacher:
1. Competition is a form of conflict where parties (competitors) are vying (competing) for a

prize which is not under the control of either and where efforts are parallel rather than
offensive and defensive.

2. Competition is continuous ani impersonal. Conflict is intermittent and personal.
3. Competition becomes conflict when the competitors identify each other and try to impair

(hinder) each others efforts toward the common goal.
4. To keep conflict to a minimum and to retain the social value of competition, standards are

set in morality and law to achieve fairnesp in the struggle.
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For the Student:

Write on the chalkboard the words COMPET/TION AND CONFLICT, and some questions about each word.
Direct the students to record he questions in their nuteboolcs to be answered after the discussion.
Discuss questions such as the following:

1. COMPETITION

1.1 What is competition? (Friendly rivalry).
1.2 Who competes? (Examples: athletes, students, lawyers, gar station owners or

storekeepers).
1.3 What are thereafter? (Victory, grades, winning cases, and more business).
1.4 Are competitors efforts parallel, or are they defensive and offensive? (Parallel).
1.5 How do the competitors know what they may or may not do? (Rules, laws, moral standards).
1.6 When does competition occur? (Continually).
1.7 In competition impersonal or personal? (Impersonal).

2. CONFLICT

2.1 What is conflict? (Personal-when competitors identify each other and seek actively to
thwart each other's purposes, to prevent satisfaction of each other's interests, even
unto injury or destruction).

2.2 Is competition the same as conflict? (No, a milder form of rivalry).
2.3 Where does conflict occur? (Within an individual-right and wrong, honesty; between

individuals in the same or different groups -- beliefs and opinions differ in religion;
between groups- -war).

2.4 How can conflict be kept to a minimum? (Standards are set in morality and law to achieve
fairness in the struggle: rewards, punishment, referees).

3. Ask, "What is the difference between competition and conWsp" (Competition is an impersonal
contest between rivals who follow the rules of the contest; conflict is a personal contest
between rivals who may or may not follow the rules and may lead to injury or destruction).

Tell the fless: "You are now ready to play the game."

3.1 Let the strdente choose two teams.
3.2 Teams stand on opposite side of room.
3.3 Hand each team a ball, box, waste paper basket, or any two idantical items. Tell the

teams that you, the teacher, will keep score and cannot direct them after the game has
started.
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3.4 Put the name of one person from each team on the chalkboard (this becomes the name of
the team).

3.5 Quickly count to three and say "GC!"

At first the students will ask, "what do we do?" Ignore them. Put points under each team's
name at random. Chaos sets in. In a short time announce, "one minute to go and the score is
tied." End the game with one team having more points than the other. (They will think they
won). Then announce that the team with the least points wins.

Calm the uproar and, one at a time, write the following on the chalkboard, discussing each
before adding the next:

3.6 Was the game, as played competition? (There were parties (teams) vying for a prize
(winning the game) in parallel efforts.

3.7 Did the teams or individuals try to hinder one another? (Individuals trying to steal
the other teams ball).

1.8 When did conflict enter into the competitive situation? (Interference).
3.9 Why did conflict enter into the game? (Lack of rules defining the game and regulating

the conduct of the competitors).
3.10 What should be done to insure competition and keep conflict to a minimum in playing

the game? (Draw up rules, have an umpire or judge).

As a class project 'raw up a set of rules for playing the game. A committee could be appointed
to do this. Discuss the rules and make sure that everyone understands them. Announce 4._

you will be umpire and time keener. Replay the game. Elicit answers to the following
questions and list the answers on the board.

3.11 S,ltat were the differences tet,,,een yesterday's and today's game?
a. The prize (winning) was clearly defined.
b. There were definite rules (laws) which everyone had to follow.
c. Hindering or interfer!n7 with competitors was prohibited.
d. There was ccmpetition vithout conflict.

3.32 What were the differences in your feelings? Toward self? Toward teary mates Toward
the c4.her tram?

3.13 Tit each student to wri e down an example of what he considers to be a competitive
situation and an example of one in which conflict is ix,olved. Have these reproduced

o written on the chalkboard. Ask each student to decide whether he agrees or disagrees
with each statement as bein' a correct example. Discuss those examples v:Ith which
there is the greatest divergence of opinion.
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4. Have the students place these questions in their notebooks. These will be the goals of
this unit. Discuss these in generate terms using the classroom as a springboard. Elicit
answers to the following questions which show conflict as a process-situation:

4.1 What does the term conflict mean?
4.2 What are the causes of conflict?
4.3 Where does conflict exist?
4.4 In what way is conflict expressed?
4.5 How can we resolve conflict?

5. For the purposes of recognizing conflict and that it is a process,situatien, continually
happening, ask the students to answer the following questions:

5.1 When did you have your last arsuement?
1.2.1 Was it within yourself?
1.2.2 With peers or adults?

5.2 Have you had this arguement before, or will you have it again?
5.3 Why did you wear the clothes you wore toda ?

(Conflict with nature and people .

1 1



UNIT III DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY #1

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Goldschmidt, Walter. WAYS OF MANKIND
Ehrlich, Paul. POPULATION BOMB
WORLD ALMANAC

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING
Film: OUR CROWDED ENVIROMENT
Filmstrips: MAN'S NATURAL ENVIROMENT: CRISIS

THROUGH ABUSE, Part I, G.A.
Recordings: CMIAHOMA "Farmer and the Cowboy",

Capitol
WAYS OF MANKIND, "Survival", #3
NAEB
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BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. All life has certain physical needs for survival.
2. Nature, animals, and man are in constant conflict

with one another.
3. Man, alone, can resolve these conflicts through

technology.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
17-TAIPITty to recognize conflict as a struggle

for survival.
2. Chart and graph construction.

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to support organizations and

institutions which protect nature's balance.
2. Appreciation of the struggle of all life for

survival.

Before starting Student Suggested Activities introduce and discuss with the class the purpose of these
activities (to broaden and deepen his understanding of conflict) and the use of the STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY
found at the end of Unit III. Have hi 1,egin his background reading.
NOTE: The first part of this bibliography contains annotations in order that the student Tay be aware of

the different ray bibliographies ray be compiled. Due to the a'sount of space needed for annotating
only a samplinc, has been done.
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:UGOECTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

This exercise is designed to shoe that all animals (man included) face similar problems of
survival and that their attempted solution of these problems is a ma;or cause of conflict.

1.1 The chart end the headings across the top should be placed on the chalkboard and each student
provided lAth a blank copy of the chart containing these headings. (See pagelll for a completed chart.)

1.2 The teacher shold explain that the horizontal arrovs (4---.) indicate that nature, animals,
and man sre in conflict with one another and that the vertical ( ) arrows indicate that animals are
in conflict vith other animals and that man is in conflict vith his fellow man.

1.3 A 3 class exercise, ccnnlete the headings for the vertical column under NEEDS of animals and
men. Regardless as to the order in which they are volunteered, they should be placed on the
chart as they appear on the completed chart, that is, from the top down AIR, FOOD, etc.

1.4 To clarify the process of completing the chart, fill in the horizontal categories for AIR.
Ask questions such as:
1.4.1 How does NATURE or ANIMAL or MAN cause conflict in the need for air?
1.4.2 How is this conflict for air expressed? (Notice that the expression is the same for animals and

1.4.3 What are some ways in which this conflict for air is resolved? (Notice that some ways of
resolving this conflict are shared by man and animals, others are unique with man.)

When this exercise is completed and the students have entered the findings on their individual
charts, proceed to complete the categories following each of the other NEEDS. Point out that
the three questions used above with the NEED for AIR can be used with each of the other NEEDS.

1.5 To stimualte the thinking of the class, vary your approach to filling in the chart.
1.5.1 After questions are understood, small groups of 4 or 5 people should meet and compete

with each other to see Which group can find the best and the most ideas for "Food".
The chairman should present in oral and written form the thinking of the group. The

winner's ideas will be placed on everyone's chart.
1.5.2 Place a large chart on the bulletin board and fill in each need. Assign a different

need to each group; fill in chart with magic marker as each chairman reports the findings
to the class. NOTE: "Shelter" and"Protection' are confusing to the class; therefore,
it in suggested that protection be done by the teacher with the class.

1.5.3 After the chart is filled in have students bring in current articles, cartoons, and
pictures relating to each square.

1.5.4 Research your own community to fill in the chart.
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1.5.5 Using chart for research purposes, have the students working in pairs clioore any
!lea which concerns environmental control and research it for an oral :r .itten

report. Be sure to make plans with your school librarian for the protect. Moving
how 'L.:, use the Readel's Guide is important.

1.6 When the chart is completed the teacher should point out or have the students Point out that
1.6.1 Ean is the ma; or source of conflict both for himself other animals.
1.6.2 Expression of conflict is pretty much the same for all animals, and any difference

is probably a natter o' degree. For example, animals rry not cough, but do something
similar.

1.6.3 In the resolution of c nflict van clearly has the sdvantaGe due to hie intelligence.
He shares many ways of resolving confli4ts with' lower animals, but he surpasses them
with his technologies] knowledge.

1.6.4 Generally speaking, all animals fit into nature and its balance, but ran alone ia
motly responsible for its imbalance. Thus man, and only man, can correct this
imbalance and insure his survival and the survival of all animals when and if he
'understands himself, his role in nature, and the causes, expressi ns, and resolutions
of conflit.

2. Sic the film OUR CRWDED ENVIROWENT or the filmstrip, MAN'S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT: CRISIC THROUGH
ABUSE.
Ask the class:
2.1 Vlat can you du to help clean up our environment?
2.2 Whet actions can our class take to help further th clean-up of our environment?

3. Play section 43, 'Sitrvival" fro' the recording VAYS OF 196MIND. Alloy students to follnw tLe

script in (Chapter 3) iiAYf OF 7Ali'XIND as the record plays, liken the story ! nvcr sak
questions:

th!ngs ere rentA7ned in this rtiry that are necessary far survival:
(Food water, shelter, protection)

3.2 WInt °Car thins ccn you think of that van ;:ralli need for survival?

3 2
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Give each student a blank chart on which to graph the population growth of the world and the United
States. The appropriate statistics appear on the chart. The graph line for the world should
start with 1E80 and that for the United States with 1810. (.lee page 112.)

After the graph is completed discuss the reasons for the comparatively slow growth in the world's
total population until about 1650 and for the rapid growth since that date. Discuss the problems
this rapid growth causes.

:1.1 jive the students these statistics on U.S. and World population in 1810 and 1970. Direct them
t prezent these statistics on a bar graph.

1810 1970
World 8751000'" 4,000,000,000
U.S. 7,200,000 (1; of world's) 200,000,000 (5% of world's population)

4.2 Present class with these statistics on the individual consumption of United States
citizens. Source: POPULATION BOMB, p. 49.

In his seventy years of life each American uses:
26,000,000 gallons of water

21,000 gallons of gasoline
10,000 pounds of meat
28,000 pounds of dairy products

In addition he spends:
$5,000 to $8,000 for school buildings

6,300 for clothing
7,000 for furniture

Write this statement on the chalkboard: "Ehrlich states that the United States in the near
future will use 80% of the world's resources."
Use these or similar questions to stimulate discussion:
4.2.1 What conflicts will arise if the United States with only 5% of the world's population

uses 807, of the world's resources?
4.2.2 What might happen if the entire world tried to equal our standards of consumption?
4.2.3 Mat could under-privileged people do to equal our consualer standards?

1 2 to



NEEDS

SOURCES OF CONFLICT EXPRESSION

NATURE e"+ ANIMAL
+
T

MAN

14

ANIMAL AND MAN

AIR Dust
Fires

Pollution
(allergies)

Pollution

1

Coughing
Suffering
Disease
Shortened life
Death

FOOD Floods
Droughts
Fires
Wind
Climatic change
Disease
Erosion

Competition
Destruction of food
-rats
-locusts
-birds
-ants
Over-population

Competition
Destruction or food
-water pollution
-bad farming
-land clearance
-contamination
-fire
Sprays, DDT
Over-population
Prolonged life

Hunger
Suffering
Disease
Mental damage
Violence - War
Death
Migration

WATER Floods
Droughts
Wind
Disease
Erosion
Climate

Competition
Beavers
Over-population
Over-grazing

Competition
Over-population
Water rights
Deforestation
Greed
Pollution

Thrist
Suffering
Violence - War
Death - drowning
Migration
Storage (dams)

SHELTER Natural disasters
(earthquakes,

avalanches)

Competition
Destruction
-termites
-stampedes
Over-population

Competition
Destruction-nature
Over-population
Housing shortage
War - Destruction
Urban renewal
Highways

Illness - colds
Suffering
Violence - War
Migration
Death
Over-crowding
Slums

PROTECTION Natural disease Spreads disease
Survival of fittest

Spreads disease
Survival of fittest
Mistrust, hate,
fear, prejudice

Suffering
Sickness (rabies)
Violence - War
Death

REPRODUCTION Harsh climate Balance of nature

1 2 6

Birth control
DDT, Fallout
Forced extinction

Deformitios
Declining numbers
Suffering



EXPRESSION RESOLUTION OF CONFLICT 111

MAN ANIMAL AND MAN A.NIMAL AND MAN MAN

ollution Coughing Adaptation-evolutionary Adaptation-technological
Suffering Migration -gas mask
Disease Extinction -eye wash (Murine)
Shortened life -pollution control
Death -co-operation

Ecology
ompetition Hunger Adaptation-evolutiongwy Adaptation- technological
Fstruction of food Suffering Migration -false teeth
water pollution Disease Co-operation -intravenous feeding
had farming Mental damage Extinction -vitamins
land clearance Violence - War Storage -birth control
pontamination Death Body fat -improved farmingt land & sea
fire

prays, DDT
ver-population
rolonged life

Migration Changed diet -conservation
-decontamination
Trade
Ecology

ompetition Thrist Adaptation-evolutionary Adaptation-technological
ier-population Suffering Migration -birth control
ater rights Violence -War Co-operation -pollution control
?forestation Death - drowning Extinction -darns, pipes, reservoirs
reed Migration New foods -decontamination
pllution Storage (dams) Storage (dams) -conservation

-water pills
Ecology

kmpetition Illness - colds Adaptation-evolutionary Adaptation-tecnnologica
kstruction-nature Suffering Migration -clothing
per-population Violence - War Co-operation -heating, cooling devices
>using shortage Migration Extinction -birth control
it - Destruction Death Urban planning
"ban renewal Over-crowding Ecology
Ughways Slums

>reads disease Suffering Adaptation-evolutionary Adaptation-technological
irvival :4 fittest Sickness (rabies) Migration -drugs - immunisation
strust, hate, Violence - War Co-operation -organ transplants
'ear, prejudice Death Extinction .41-1110 r

Hiding -weapons

.rth control Deformities Adaptation - evolutionary Understand nature, self, man
)T, Fallout Declining numbers Migration
red extinction Suffering Extinction

Co-operation 127
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1

POPULATION GROWTH-W3RLD AND UNITED STATF,S

WORLD POPULATION estimates based Oh Ehrlich's POPULATION BOMB (p. 18)

1,000,000 B.C. 2,500,000
6,000 B.C. 5,000,000

1650 A.D. 500.0001000

1850 A.D. 1,000,000,000
1930 A.D. 2,000,000,000
1970 A.D. 4,000,000,000
2000 A.D. 8,000,000,000 - Projected by U.N.

U.S. POPULATION official U.S. Census from the

The 1970 WORLD ALMANAU (Rounded off)

1810 - 7,200,000
100 19eRononn

1860 - 31,400,000
1890 - 62,900,000
1920 - 105,700,000
1960 - 179,300,000
1970 - 200,000,000 EST.
2000 - 400,000,000 EST.

12

Note to teacher:
Students chart should
not have the graph lines

4

1680 1700

WORLD

UNITED STATES

1750 1800 1850 1900
4

1950
I

2000



UNIT III DEVELOPMMiT ACTIVITY 12

BASIC READING - STUDENT
National Education Associstion UNFINISHED

STORIES
A LONG DAY IN THE FRIGHTFUL LIFE,

Time, March 7, 1969.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING
Film: WHAT WILL KEVIN DO? Doubleday, 6 min.

WHAT WILL PATTY DO? Doubleday, G min.
WHAT WILL KEN DO? Doubleday, 6 min.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. We face conflicts in daily living.
2. These conflicts can exist within ourselves,

between individuals, between individuals
and groups, and between groups.

3. Individual differences in persoollity, interes
goals, and perceptions insure conflict.

4. Conflict is a process-situation.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES
1. Critical thinking
2. Critical reading
3. Panel participation
4. Paragraph construction

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to engage in self
2. Willingness to understand and

another's perception.
3. Willingness to make personnel adaptations neede

to lessen conflict.

appraisal.
tolerate

1.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Mice a poll of the class in vhich each student responds anonymously on four separate sheets of paper to
the following:

1.1 On one sheet direct each student to write down one inner conflict that he regards as most importan
i.e., cigarettes, drugs, grades, stealing, respect, cheating lying. Explain that there extmplcs
are manifestations of various attitudinal classifications such as honesty, cleanliness, cruelty,
laziness, or other areas, in which they may have trouble in making up their rinds or choosing a
course of action. (inner conflict)

12, 9



1.2 On the second sheet direct each student to suggest one person with whom they have the most
problems. Here it can be with a friend; an enemy, a person the like, a member of their family,
etc. Do not use the perrion's name. (individual vs. individual)

1.3 On the third sheet have the student write the one group that causes him the most problems. Here
it can be a ;eer group or clique, their schooli club, neighborhood friends, teams, teachers as
a group, etc. Do not use proper names. (individual vs. group)

1.4 On the fourth sheet ask each student to indicate what he considers to be his biggest or most
serious conflict in school. Here it can be the dress code, busy work, boring classes, rules,
regulations, group hostitity, grades, sports. (individual vs. institution)

1.5 When poll is finished divide the room into four groups (one for each of the four categories in
poll) and have them tabulate the results and report to class.

1.6 Teacher can write on the blackboard the conflicts in each category that received '.he most votes.
For example which conflicts received the most responses for the "inner conflict" "individual vs
individual category", "individual vs group", and "individual vs. institution" category.

1.7 Next have each student choose one conflict end explain in one paragraph why this conflict concerns
him most, why it is a problem, etc.

1.8 Teacher could read paragraphs (anonymously) to class and let the class vote for a winner in each
category. Discuss the winning paragraphs. What makes these paragraphs good? (Style, content,
feeling, exploration).

2. The object of this lesson is to show how perceptions of the same event (a Rock Festival) can vary
and lead to conflict. (See next page "THREE POINTS OF VIEW OF A ROCK FESTIVAL")

2.1 Have the students read each account of the rock festival separately and write down the type of
person who could have written this: youth or adult; conservative or liberal; etc.

2.2 Compare interpretations and discuss why it is so obvious who wrote each account.
2.3 Discuss how these perceptions could lead to hard-feelings, arguments, and conflict.
2.4 Pick an event that has occurred in your school or community and assign different roles to

students and report this event.
Examples of roles: Different student typea--grades, fret, hippie, straight, hood, etc.

Teacher types--liberal, conservative, etc.
Police--big city, small town, etc.
Principal--liberal, conservative, etc.
Clergy -- liberal, conservative, etc.

13
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THREE POINTS OF VIEW
OF A ROCK FESTIVAL

STADIUM CONCERT

GREENLAKE, MARCH 2---About 2,000 young
people attended a rock concert at Municipal
Stadium last night. The rock group, "Iron-
sides," played for more than three tours.
Officials, worried there might be trouble,
were relieved when no incidents were reported.

HIPPIES HAVE A BRAWL

GREEN LAKE, MARCH 2---About 2,000 sloppily
dressed hippies swarmed into Municipal
Stadium last night. Screaming and yelling,
they all but drowned out noises of the rock
group, "Ironsides," for more than three
hours. Police were on call in case of trouble.

THE SOUNDS WERE TOGETHER

GREEN LAKE, MARCH 2About 2,000 fans at

in at Municipal Stadium last night. They
grooved to the beautiful sounds of the
sensational rocs:-music group, "Ironzides,"
for three hours. Hardly anyone was up-
tight, and the Lusic was really together.

131
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3. Stow one of the UNFINISHED STORY films listed on page 113 , or read one of the NEA Unfinished Stories.
In a subsequent discussion have the students identify the problem involved. Suggested questions
for further discussion:

3.1 Is this typical situation? Could it happen to you? Has it?
ny_did it occur? Could it have been prevented?

3.3 What kind of a conflict is this? Is this a personal conflict or does it involve others?
3.4 How do you think it will end? Hoy would you resolve it?

Have each stJrnt write n resolution for the unfinished story.
teac:cr shop read these aloud to the class. Assign a nupber for each and have the students
it a one 1.,J ten rating. The top three are the winners. Their authors should be identified

for the class.

4. The idea of this exercise is to show how different labels or words cell mean different ideas to different
people. This difference in interpretation can and does lead to conflict.

Suggest the following, words and ask the students to assume the roles ;liven with theft.

For example:
An elderly adult may see the word teen-ager
and thi^k of a rebellious hood, or at least
of an undisciplined ;South.

A young boy ray Fee the word teen-ager
and think of an older boy who has entered sore
rysterious, grown-up Yorld of cars and dating.

A teen-pier may tee the word teen-n3er and
think of someone who is more or less in
the tame bag, a person who shares the same
general tastes and outlooks.

An Irish farmer ray see the word teen-ager
and have no clear piotere et all of the word's
meaning. In his re.ote village, young people
aren't set apart at a Eeparete group and there
is no teen-age culture. Co the word has no strong
connotation for hir.
(How migHta ran, a :souse, and a dog view

the word "cet'?)

132

Words Rules
a. DEMOCRACY: As seen by a U.S. senator.

By a Red Chinese leader.
b. POLICRIAN: As seen by e grocery store owner.

By a black youth.
c. HIPPIE: As seen by a teen-age girl.

By a grandmother.
d. POLITICIAN: As seen by a city mayor.

By a young prisoner in jail.
e. BUSINESS: As seen by a company president.

By a laborer.
f. HOT ROD: As seen by L. teen-age boy.

By an elderly woman.
R. EDUCATION: As seen by a parent. By a student.

:AR: As seen by a Marine colonel.
By a Vietnamese peasant.

i. PATRIOTISM: As seen by a conscientious objector.
By a Boy Scout.

i. COMUNICM: As seen by an American worker.
By a Soviet worker.
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5. Each student is to read the Time reprint, 'A Long Day in the FrightfUl Life."

5.1 Have each student list briefly every conflict or problem he finds. Determine which student can
find the most. The teacher might point out that the article contains obvious conflicts, and also
symbols of conflict. (Example: sleeping pill)

5.2 Discuss the expressions of conflict the students found.
5.2.1 In what year or decade could these conflicts be possible?
5.2.2 Zs any_of this possible now?

5.2.3
5.3 Discuss crime as a souue of confl ct.

5.3.1 What are the causes of crime?
5.3.2 Is the criminal alone responsible, or does society share the blame?
5.3.3 Did aver- reaction to, or fear of crime cause conflicts for individuals in this story?

5.4 Ncw discuss the possible resolutions of the conflicts in the story.
5.4.1 How could we prevent an existence like Mr. Bryant's?
5.4.2 How could we resolve the conflicts in this story?

Examples: A inowledge of self: mot vatione, rational vs. irrational thinking,
human qualities. h knowledge of mores, values, and culture. A knowledge of crime:
its causes, prevention, and elimination).

The above questions could by usefully applied to any discussion of conflict found in the readings or newspapers.

1 3 3
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UNIT III DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY #3

BASIC READING - STUDENT
"WHAT IS 7HE LAW FOR JUVENILES" (Public

Service of Detroit News)
YOU AND THE LAW" (Westchester Citizens Committee and

Natural Council on Crime & Deliquency, N.Y.)
Reprint: (Committee on Public ReAtions of State

Bar of Michigan)

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING
Films: POLITICS: HIGH COST OF CONVICTIONS, IFB ,

J min.
POLICE AND THE COMUNITY, Dibie-Dash, 24 min

Color. 1969.
STORY OF A POLICEMAN, Wolper min.

Filmstrip: EXPLORING MORAL VALUES, #1, "Prejudice",
Warren-Schloat

Recording: THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY, Edward Everett Hale
Nerrated by Edward G. Robinson, Caedmon
Record.

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. Conflict exists within every individual.
2. Conflict arises when organic drives,

habit formations, or learned values
interact in a competitive manner.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
1. Role-playing
2. Self-examination
3. Paragraph construction
4. Drawing conclusions

5. Research

ATTITUDES
7-71Errngness to examine personal motives.
2. Willingness to determine motives or

feelings of others.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. This exercise is designed to dramatize confusion or conflict within the mind of an individual
confronted with a situation which requires him to make a decision involving customs or mores.
A student site facing the class. He represents the individual confronted with the situation.
Behind him should stand two individuals who represent positive or thoughts. (Thoughts that
represent behavior accepted or expected by home and society). The other represents negative
or - thoughts. (Thoughts that represent behavior that is radical, non-conforming, not generally
accepted by homii or society). One might sear a sign ", THOUGHTS", the other "- THOUGHTS".
Issues or situations which call for a decision should be written on slips of paper and Placed
in a receptacle. The seated person draws one of the slips and reads it aloud. As he reads, it
should be written on the chalkboard. As this is done, "4 THOUGHTS and "- THOUGHTS" each presents
orally a possible reaction to it. These should be written on the chalkboard on each side of the
issue or situation. This exercise could be impromptu or pre-planned. Probably at first it

should be pre-planned. An exa,ple of air issue and resprdins thoughts follows:

1 3 II
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For Example:
ISSUE - "The chess code is discarded."

Thought 1. "I'm going to wear jeans, tennis shoes, wild clothes, hippie stuff."

Thought 2. Can I leave the house like that?" "i"

Thought 3. No ore has the right to tell me how to dress." "-"
Note: If + THOUGHT speaks first,

Thought 4. "My parents foot the bill, so maybe they do." "+" - THOUGHT speaks in
refutation and vice versa.

Thought 5. Will I have the nerve?' "+"

Thought 6. "What will my friends say?" "+"

Thought 7. "I'll gross everybody out or blow their minds." " "

Thought 8. "I hate school anyway." "-."

Thought 9. "I might get a bad grade." "+"

Thought 10. "I'm tired of conforming." "+" or "-"

Other issues: Cigarettes, drugs, homework or T.V., conformity or non-conformity, etc.

When each skit is finished teacher should have the students analyze the thoughts written on the chalkboard
and point out possible conflicts. Teacher should point out how these conflicts stem from basic drives.
habit formation, and learned values.

For example: Basic drives-security, re:ognition, and response needed from peer F,roup, parent, teacher:.
Growth-allowed own choice like an adult.
Habit Formation

-conditioned to normal dress in school
- conditioned to authority

Learned values
- taught .7i:at is right in dress

-taught to respect authority
-taught to value peer's opinions
-taught to be !odfst and practical
- taught that yo,; act the way press

1 3 5



Teacher c o.1 les% the students to the conclusion that these zkits are examples of conflict within
tie individcal. Tlis conflict does involve others in the indivirlucl's mini, but this is mental
interaction, and riot physical. These thmghts, of course, can lean to conflict with other individuals,
or groups.

Teacher should have students volunteer conflict situations in which they may have been involved in
school, home, or community. Vary the situations.

Give the foll,'ing nueEtionaire to the students. Announce that the responses will be anonymous. Compile
the results ani discos them with class:

1. Your teacher overlooks an error you made on a test. YES NO
'0ou1d yoc keep quiet about it?

2. You notice that a sales clerk charges you only .3.98 for
a $4.2E record. Would you leave without telling her?

3. Your frierd asks to copy your homeworrk because he went
to a party the night before. Would you let him?

4. You are riding some one else's bike and you put a small
dent in it. Would you keep quiet and hope he doesn't notice?

5. Nearly half the class cheats on math tests. Would you
cheat so as not to be et a disadvantage?

6. You wear a new suit or dress once and deride you don't
like it. Would you return it and say you hadn't worn it?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES_ NO__

YES NO

7. Do you feel it's not as bad to take things from a large YES NO
supermarket as 7t is from the small, local grocery store?

8. You happen to see the coming -cid-term exalw on the teacher's
desk. No one else is around. Would you read it?

9. You spent all night studying but didn't have time to do your
algebra homework. Would you copy a friend's?

10. Would you use the same written report fbr.two different
classes?

1 :;

YES No

YES NO

YES NO



Suggested discussion questions:
2.1 Cheating is an unacceptable value in our society. What makes people respond differently

lb these situations? (Inner conflict, basic drives, habits, and values in conflict)
2.2 Discuss each question and rationalizations of students. Are some situations more serious

than others? Is all dishonesty bad or is it necessary some times?
2.3 What pressures in school or in lifa will cause people with the basic value of honesty to

respond dishonestly?
2.4 Discuss dishonesty end cheating in all facets of life.

For example: Income tax, using office supplies at home, government, employment, school, etc.

3. This exercise is designed to show the student that during their lives all individuals have to take stand
on many issues.

3.1 Show Film.- "POLITICS: HIGH COST OF CONVICTIONS"

After the filming ask questions:
3.1.1 Why must the individuals make moral decisions during their lives?
3.1.2 1At do some people try to "take the middle of the road"?
3.1.3 What interests were in conflict in decision making by the individual it the film?

3.2 Have each student research five famous men or women, and report the way in which they stood for
their convictions.

3.3 Pretend you are a politician. Keep in mind that you want to be re-elected. Take one of thb
major issues of the day (race, war, pollution...) and write a paragraph on what stand you
would take and why.

3.4 Show filmstrip 'Prejudice", EXPLORING MORAL VALUES. Develop the understandings ar in 3U.above.

4. Place the following quotations on the chalkboard.
"Laws make it possible for us all to live together in harmony: thus we may avoid some conflicts."
"Laws are the rules by which the game of life - in - a - society is played".

4.1 State that inexperienced and thoughtless young people occasionally become involved in seriolis situa
because they have reckless1:; ignored the rights of others. This may be their first encounter
with a major conflict.

How do we avoid such conflicts?
We must become aware of the laws which govern our actions first

Using the booklets listed in basic Readings answer these questions.
4.1.1 What is crime?
4.1.2 What is larcency and a misdemeanor?
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4.1.3 What is disorderly conduct?
4.1.4 Whii are the consquences of a criminal record?
4.1.5 WILdo we need laws?
4.1.6 What are some examples of a felc,y?

4,2 State that bometimes an individual may have a conflict vith the law because he doesn't
know the law, or because he willfully violates it. Ask -
4.2.1 Did you ever break. the law?
4.2.2 Did you realize it was a lel::
4.2.3 Why have laws. anyway?
4.2.4 Do lawsjarfn2I, or create certain conflicts between you and other ilidividuals?

Try to explain your answers from your reading it the two booklets listed above.
4.3 The teacher should construct a role-playing situation in which a small crime has been

committed in the classroom. The purpose of this activity is to discover why many
students are reluctant to identify the guilty party.
4.3.1 What conflicts occurred in your mind?
4.3.2 Hov did you handle these conflicts? How should you handle these conflicts?

5. Show the film: STORY OF A PDITCEMAN. Discusr the following ideas:

5.1 Has your impression of a loliceman changed because of this film? Explain.
5.2 Could you arrest a member of your own familE? Brother? Mot F?

5.3 If you were the police chiefs would you have Emoted the policeman to sergeant? WhV
5.4 Were the policemen brutal? (No)

5.5 What is police brutality? (over physical reaction of a policeman or any unreasonable
use of force")---

;.6 The slogan of the Santa Anna police is "Be Good or be Gone". What does this mean?
5.7 If anyone wishes to report on the mafia, it might make an interesting report.

6. Show the POLICE AND THE COMMUNITY and discuss these questions.

6.1 If you were a policeman which would seem more important to you, the protection of an
individuals liberty or the detection of a crime?

6.a Clgrra you think is the general opinion of our polite department in our community?
6.3 Why_ils a 'iceman the easiest authority figure to identify? (niform, badge)
6.4 3.a13iioo eemerrieerney are the law, sore feel they represent tfie law. Which is the

proper attitude toward their profession?
6.5 This %tour& be an opportune tine to have a policeman visit the class or have the class take

a field trip to the local police station.
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7. Discuss the foilowin6 Germs with the class: patriotism, American ideals, editorials, and
feature nrticles. Have the students read the story, The Man Without a Country" or listen
to the recording. Elicit from students their ideas concerning the nature of the conflict and
its causes in the story.

7.1 How was the conflict resolved?
7.2 Was Nolan's story kept from the press?
7.3 What part did Morgan represent in the trial?
7.4 What was Nolar's sentence? Was it in your opinion, fair or harsh? Explain.

7.5 In keeping Nolan constantly in view of the men on the ship, was the idea to give the men on
board a constant reminder of the -punishment or to impress Nolan of his unpatriotic attitude?
How was Nolan involved?

7.6 What was the purpose of the dance on hoard ship? How was Nolan treated 11 the men?
7.7 Why should this story, be told to Americans?
7.8 In what way did the reading, "The Lay of the Last Minstrel" change Nolan?
7.9 What qualities of character in Nolan were strengthenr.4 by his long exile?
7.10 Do you think a man like Nolan, after what he went through in exile, could indeed have

"loved" his countryas no other man has? Why?

Each student should imagine himself a newspaper reporter at the time of Phillip Nolan's death. His
ssignment is to write an editorial or feature article about Nolan's life, making the assignment
brief but colorful.
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UNIT III DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY 14

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Cumming4yark and John, 'THE SON" and 'THE

FATHER", YOUTH, March, 1970,
Kerner, Report of the National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders
Reprint: "1 YEAR STFIK:, 2 YEAR BOYCOTT-SHOWWY.

1-(-8 S.eport reprint July 14,

Laurents. A., WEST SIDE STORY (Play)
OUR SOIL IS A CAMPUS RADICAL. Header's

Digest reprint April, 1969.
Smiley, rar:orie, REBELS AND REGULARS.

'.1"11144ENTAi.Y RE/DING - TEAC17T

BACKGROU6D VIEWING AND LISTENING
Films: THE HAT, Sterling, 20 in.

FORGOTTEN AMERICAN, Colurtia, 25 min.
I JUST DON'T DIG HIM. IFB, 10 min.
WHERE WERE YOU DURING THE BATTLE OF

THE BULGE, KID, IFP, 25 min.
Recording: WEST SIDE STORY. GolLmbia,
Game: PFHERWI04 1%P, A.G.A.

BASIC W@ERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. Conflict ray arise out of territorial

and econmic rivalries.
2. Conflict may be venerated by pover and

renerstion strvgles.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
1. Vocabulary buil-I'm,:
2. Library Research

ATTITUDES
1. ';illir.-71ers to '( underlying causes

(Econoric, TerriL,rial. Power, Gener-
ati.on) of hosttle :eelingL.

2. Willingness to deal with the causes
rather than the symptoms of hostility.

3. Willingness to see the benefits of peace-
ful resolution and the tragedy of violent
resolution or nonresolvtion.

SUGGESTED SIUDEnT ACITIVITIFS

1. Strdents should read 'Ovr Son is a Carpus Radical. Since there are nee words they should continue
their glossary and be familiar with the words before they read. The teacher ray point them out.

1. Expression of conflict: What can we tell about Peter fron. his dress, attitude, voices cat
callings? Are these a cover up for a conflict within Peter',



1.2 What type of conflict is this Peter vs. himself?
Peter vs. parents? (generation gap)
Pete:- vs. society?
Idigrgimi vs. realism?

1.3 net are the sources of conflict in Pite0 Is he naive: Immature? Wes he too sheltered?
Did he grasp the magnitude of world kroblems? Did he want qui-lc solutions? Were his parents
blind 2.12.4?

1.4 Resoluvdon of conflict: Was Peter's conflict resolved?
What can lead to the resolution?
What harmisiftheioresolution?

1.5 Discuss: Peter's job, responsibility, understanding of world problems, maturing.
Peter's communication with parents.
Parents wininguess to understand.
Parents understanding their role.
Parents concern with problems outeide of the home.

New words: Radical, ghetto. bigotry, racism, apathy, media, utopia.

2. Read the play WEST SIDE STORY and bring out the following points:

2.1 Power Struggle - (Leadership Struggle within the group).
Jets ("European Americans") vs. Sharks ("Puerto-Rican Americans")

2.2 Territorial hounds - ("turf")
2.3 Economic problems - (tenements, slums, poverty, homeland vs. new land).
2.4 Generetion gap - (1st. generation vs. 2nd. generation).
2.5 Ideal (Dream) - vs. Reality (Symbolism of Statue of Liberty).

3. Read the play THUNDER ON SYCAMORE STREET by Reginald Rose in REBELS AND REGULARS end develop the
following points:

3.1 Per Struggle - Within three families in the community (Blake f< Arthur Bayer.
Morrison's vs. rest of street) within white community.

j.2 Territorial Struggle - neighborhood tries to forcibly remove ex-conflict.
3.3 Economic - lowering property values due to image of ex-convict.
3.4 Generation Gad - teginning of hero-image lose of father's prestige in son's eyes.
3.5 Ideal vs. Reality - whcn a man has paid his debt to society, he should be accepted by society.

but, in reality he is not so accepted.
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Teac!er nay use any current issue or event that exemplifies the economic causes of conflict.

4.1 The "Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders" may be used as
backgrovnd reading. (See poverty in the Report index)

4.2 Examples of economic conflict: Students can research to determine causes of these
conflicts.

4.2.1 Grape Strike (Calif.) - wages, bargaining postition, working conditions.
4.2.2 vblic Erployees - postal, teachers, police end others.
4.2.3 Appalachia
4.2.4 American Indians
4.2.5 Mexican - Americans
4.2.6 Ghetto Negro

4,3 Research into these areas of conflict should include an understanding of the following;

4.3.1 Physical damage - malnutrition, brain damage.
4.3.2 Psychological - loss of pride, worth dignity.
4.3.3 Economic riorities - local, state, Federal budgets.
4.3.4 Stereotyp ng, scalegoating, demagoguery.
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5. Give each student a copy of the following bar graph showing Median Money
Income of families, by years of school completed and color of the head
of the household. (1967)
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5. (con't)
Instruct the students to take the chart home and, as a family project, answer the following:

5.1 When you saw this chart what impressed you least? Most
5.2 Why is there such a discrepancy between white and nonwhite family income at a given

level of education?
5.3 What des of conflict might arise because of this discrepancy?

Examples: Rise in unionism by (building trades) nonwhites.
Demands for equal economic opportunity.
Demands for improved education in ghetto or nonwhite schools.
Demands to subsidize black business. Demands for black separation.
Increase in rioting, looting, burning, theft and crime.

6. Show the film"THE HATS. This film depicts man's struggle over territory and the conflict that
arises. Note the animals who move freely. Do they also maintain their territom?

7. Two poems, a young poet gets a Patraight" answer...from his father THE SON, THE FATHER), may
be read and discussed to point out the "generation gap".

7.1 What does the son mean by "living hell"? Is he over-reacting?
7.2 How is the father sterotyping? Is demonstrating unpatriotic, or "communistic"?
7.3 Both poems reflect over-exaggeration and a hardened attitude. How can these views

be bridged?

Discuss: Dangers of sterntyping, generalizing, failure to see other's point of view,
lack of communication, and failure to comvomise.

A YOUNG POET GETS A "STRAIGRT" ANSWER FROM HIS FATHER

One day Mark Cummings, 16, wrote a poem about the war and left it on
the top of the TV set in his family's home at Bryan's Road, Md., a
small suburban community domriver from Washington, D.C. His father,
John, found the poem and reacted by writing a poem in reply. Both
poems appeared later ir, the Washington Daily News. With permission
we reprint them here as an example of a father and son in conflict,
but still in communication.
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THE SON:

Give your son to Uncle Sam
To have him turned into a man.
He'll be a man so big and strong.
But he won't be with us very long.

Uncle Sam wants a war,
Then your son is yours no more.
You should be proud to know he died,
While fighting for his country pride.

Sam says it is a dreadful shame,
That now your son is just a name,
But take a look at Army files,
And soe a list that stretches miles.

He was a brave man says the letter,
And as a soldier there was no better,
But nothing said about tomorrow,
And how many mothers share your sorrow.

Eighteen years you raised your son,
Then Uncle Sam gave him a gun.
Then came a bullet that bore his Lame,
Your life will never be the same.

To all the people he left behind,
He's just a memory in their mind,
But we know that he is well,
Cause he's escaped this hell.

Mark Bennett Cummings

THE FATHER:

Burn your draft card, curl your hair,
Tell them you're not going anywhere,
Fight the system, curse the day
The draft board sent a card your way.

Carry signs, oppose th. war,
Let the whole woild know you're sore,
Pop some H, inhale some weed,
Pay the establishment no heed.

Play the guitar, dress up in rags,
Admire girls that look like hags,
Be anti-social, scream "unfair",
Put some flowers in your hair.

Denounce your country, defile your flag,
Let your patriotiaL sag,
Scream and holler, rant and rave,
And be a communistic slave.

To you, my son, all I can say,
I hope your happy in your way.
I fought and served my country well
To save for you your "living hell".

John Nelson Cummilgs

Published in YOUTH Magazine, Varch le)70

Reprinted with the kind permission
of the authors.
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8. Show film: I JUST DON'T DIG HIM or WHERE WERE YOU DURING THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE, KID?
Discuss the generation gap and the conflict between parents and son arising civoe values.

9. Play the game GENERATION GAP, and as a culminating activity answer the following:

9.1 What issues did you trade off? WM? What issues did_you stay firm on? al?
9.2 Did you find that teenagers had power in disobedience?
9.3 Did you find that parents threats and punishments detered disobedience?
9.4 What effects would continued disobedience of parental rules have on a teenager?
9.5 Why is compromise important for both teenagers and parents?

10. Show film: FORGOTTEN AMERICANS.

10.1 What conflicts do the American Indians face?
10.2 Identity crisis - Who am I? (Indian? Caucasian? Both?)
10.3 Generation gap (Older Indian accepts life - younger rejects old way and can't

cope with the new).
10.4 Reservation life (U.S. assimilation)
10.5 Acceptance of white man's values. (Comeptitive vs. co-operative)
10.8 Economic lack of jobs, poor housing, poor health, poor land.
10.7 Education - boarding school.
10.8 Government vs. self-management.
)1:49 White man's ignorance and lack of respect for another man's life.
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UNIT III DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES i1/5

BASIC READING - STUDENT
Cuban, Larry. THE NEGRO IN AMERICA,

Chapter 13.

DETROIT'S FEALISTIC RESYONSE TO ROTS.
Reader's Digest, Dec.. 1168.

DRUG :ACTS. AT&T
LUDLOW: A LESSON IN I:JTKRATION

Reader's Digest, Sept., 1968.
Marshall, Leon, et al. UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF

AND YOUR WORLD.
Picozzi, Raymond, ed. PLAYS TO ENJOY.

"What Goes On Inside a Kil's Head"
U.S. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL

DISORDERS. Report.
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

Pamphlets: Narcotics, LSD, Marihuana,
The Up and Down Drugs

SUPPLXENTARY READING - TEACHER
Branca, Albert A. PSYCHOLOGY: THE SCIENCE OF

BEHAVIOR.
Gaylen, et al. OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER

BACKGROUN./ VIEWING AND LISTENING
FiLAs: INSIGHT OR INSANITY, Bailey, 18 min.

MARIHUANA, Bailey, 27 min.
THINKING ABOUT DRINKING? Higgins, 15 min.

Filmstrip: THE BLACK RABBI'S VS. THE WHITE RABBITS

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. To resolve a conflict one must exc.mine

its origins.
2. The individual has many ways to resolve

his conflicts.
3. society sets up controls to prevent and

resolve conflicts.
4. Social controls evolve with society.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
1. Critical ti7117017g
2. Critical reading
3. Library research
4. Vocabulary

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to resolve his conflicts meaningfully.
2. 1illingness to accept democratic social

control.
3. Willingness to accept the rate of change il

a democratic society.

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Teacher can vrite the word "resolution" on the board. question the class as to it's meaning.

1.1 what is ti,e difference between "resolution" and "solution"? (SoMion - a per7snent end to the
conflict; resolution - temporary harmony, ever-changing.

1.2 Let's lock at individual conflict and individual mesas of resolution. Teac'.-ler rev vent to reviev
the characters in INHERIT THE. WIND, VEST SIDE STORY, OUR SON'S A CAMPUS RADICAL, end THUNIER ON
SYCAIIORE STREET, (See chart, next page)

For emple, how did the following characters resolve their conflict; Identify their conflict
and what vas TOTie or could have been done to resolve that conflict.
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alT: INDIVIDUAL AND CONFLICT

CHARACTER PLAY OR
STORY

CONFLICT RESOLUTION OPTIONAL
RESOLUTION

BERTRAM CATES INHERIT THE WIND
Right to teach

evolution when against
the law.

Court case

Obey the law.
Teach it on

the side.
Go to another

state.
Work to change

law.

PETER
OUR SON IS A
CAMPUS RADICAL

IdeaMsm vs. reality
parental conflict

Open communication
Greater understanding

Social work

Leave home
Leave society
Become a mili-

tant radical

JOE BLAKE
ARTHUR HAYES

THUNDER ON
SYCAMORE STREET

Social rejection
of ex-con

He made a responsible
and respected decision
at end of play - stayed
in white neighborhood.

Desert family.
Make a wiser

investment.
Run and hide.

TONY WEST SIDE STORY New life vs. Old
self vs. Friends

Helped hie old friend,
Riff.

Attempted to stop
gang fight.

Ron off with
Maria.

Call police.
Move.
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2. The purpose of this discussion is to show how individuals resolve many conflicts. It is concerned
with defense mechanisms. Teacher may use any psychology text for more examples.

2.1 When you flunk a test, what do you tell youraelf2 Your family?
What do you do? What does your family do?

'teacher's fault" scapegoating

"teacher hates me"
"I don't core"
"It's not important"

rationalisation

excel at sports
music, art compensation

kick your dog
beat lip kid brother displacement

engage in
day dreaming.

fantasy

temper tentror
over low grades

regression

1 9
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9.2 are defense mechanisms necessary?
They prevent us fron facing reality or the truth.
They help us to maintain our egos, pride, self-worth.
Some ve recognize and sore are built-in so that we are unaware of them.

2.3 Why should we be aware of our defense mechanisms?
Facing the truth, although difficult, may lead tc resolution of conflict.
Over-use of defense mechanisms indicates a severe emotional behavior, and could
lead to anti-social behavior. Example: A person who always takes his hostility
out on others and scapegoats.
Self-examination of motives and actions is necessary to ease conflict.

2.4 Class could read the play "INSIDE A KID'S HEAD" by Robert E. Lee.
2.4.1 What is his defense ilechanism? (fantasy)
2.4.2 Why is this necessary for him? (self-respect)
2.4.3 is this his only means of resolution?

2.5 If the individual can resolve conflict through a defense mechanism, is this not
possible for groups such as nations? Here the teacher may want to discuss various
conflicts in the world such as the Arab-israeli conflict, the cold war.
For example:

2.5.1 Displacement - stoning American Embassy - fantasy - self-righteousness
hostility projection - enemy is the aggressor - not us.

2.5.2 Discuss examples of scapegoating:
Hitler using the Jews as scapegoats.
Arabs using Israel as scapegoats.
John Birchers using clmmanists as scapegoats.
Communists using Fascists and vice versa as scapegoats.
"Whites" using "Blacks" as scapegoats.
"Blacks" using "Whites" as scapegoats.
Midwest using Wall Stvset as scapegoats.
Agnew using T.V. media as scapegoats.
Unions using management es scapegoats and vice versa.

3. To resolve an individual conflict one must face it.
3.1 Row can an individual rh ideally refute to face his problems?

alcholism, suicide.
3.2 Is the problem removed by these escapisms?
3.3 Does it compound the problem?
3.4 Wily can these resolutions be harmful?
3.5 How can we help alcoholics and drtzLulers?
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Here the teacher can develop an exercise on drugs, or alcoholism. For example:
3.6 The students may research the 4 major categories of drugs amphetamines-barbiturates-

hallucinogens, and hard narcotics. Following is a possible chart. (See page 136.)
See DRUG FACTS and U.S. P.H.S. pamphlets.

3.7 When a chart is completed and fully discvssed, divide the room up into teams. Have a team
member from each team go to the blackboard and face the wall. Teacher will make a statement
from one bo: of the chart. The student will turn to the class an hold up the letter A, B,
H, N, depending on the answer.
If correct that team gets a point. Every team member takes a turn. Do to overlapping
answers (example: same penalty for some) several answers may be acceptable,
Card A (Amphetamines)
Card B (Barbiturates)
Card H (Hallucinogens)
Card N (Hard Narcotics) want to divide card H into card M for MarijuanaTeacher may

and an LSD.
3.8 Show any of the following films:

''THINKING ABOUT DRINKING"
"MARIJUANA"
"LSD INSIGHT OR INSANITY'

4. This is an exercise on how Social Lelia
4.1 Live students questionnaire.

4.1.1 Would you marry your sister?
4.1.2 Would you eat dog meat?
4.1.3 Would you digA,p your Mother's grave?
4.1.4 Would you veer white socks to school?
4.1.5 Woulcyloleaseiltietti with your hands?
4.1.6 Would you hit your parents if they got on your
4.1.7 Would you swim nude at a public bathing house?
4.1.8 Would you write an obscenity on our house?
4.1.9 Would you keep Toney you saw someone drop?
4.1.10 Vould you break the law if you knew you could get away with it?

4.2 Write words TABOOS, CUSTOMS, MOPES, LAWS, on the board. Define words.
differerr..es in their meanings? Use reprint from UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF
to develop these ideas.

4.3 Look at questionnaire. Decide which Ere TABOOS (4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3)
CUSTOMS (4.1.4, 4.1.5, 4.1.6) MORES (1.1.7, 4.1.8, 4.1.9) LAWS (4.1.10)

4.4 Teacher can point out in highly developed societies zany taboos, costo-s, end
become written law. For example it is a taboo to marry your sister and it it
It is a custom to respect your flag and this it also legal.

4.5 If there were no punisaments would you answer ant of the T.estions
1?noJN-IT E Mtn sate2(116.1eAgymal lEV/

evolve to reduce conflict.

nerves?

Whet are the
AND YOUR WORLD
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mores have
also illegal.

differert17?
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AMPnTAVT117q

No,e to tesc:,er: FtvlenCs chart sho-ld
roJe. only title and headings,

HARD NARCOTICS
fnannt MORPHINE uvoinrli,...... ,,,..... ......,, tvr-Li,. rJvncrimu.., HEROIN

Goof Belle Bennie: Mary Jane Acid HI*
:;ICKAYES Goofers Speed Pot Cites T r

Barbs Dexies Cress St,gar White Stuff
Pep Pills Tea T're Big D Morph°
Football Joints Livrk Horse

Treat mental ill- Reduce worry,
nerE Co:Abet depression tension, hunger,
Control hi,- Contro) appetite thirst

:,ITICAL7'711 blood pressure NONE Psychiatry Hepatitis
end epilepsy )verriose kills
Relieve tenseness

Slows heartbeat Speeds :.eartbeat Debatable: like Recurring effects Reduce worry.
rate Headaches alcohol, depends Birth defects tension, hunger,
Lowers blood Diarrhea on individual Danger to genes thirst

EFFECTS pressure Mouth dryness Drowsy Suicide Hepatitis
User may appear Feeling wide Cheerful or sad Helplessness Overdose kills
drunk awake, confident Talkative Panic
Arouses anger After high feel- Murder
Overdose results log, unhappiness
in coma, death Overdose: muddled

thinking. insanity

PHYSICAL
ADDICTION Yes No No Yea

PSYCHOLOGICAL
ADDICTION Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

$10,000.00 fine s:).000.0c; line $20,000.00 finMTOTCM13-
PENALTIES 1 - 3 years 1 - 3 years 2 - 40 years 1 - 3 years 2 - 20 years

Capsules Infections Smoking Fills Sniffing Infecting
Pills Pills Eating Cookies Skin popping

WAYS TAKEN Capsules
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4.6 The teacher snould now make sure students understand that the purpose of TABOOS, CUSTOMS,
MORES, and LAWS is to give an individual guidelines for being accepted in his culture and
also to reduce conflict in it.

TABOO - A forbidden act thought to be harmful to the individual or group.
Breaking a taboo will result in a self-inflicting punishment, the guilty person may
eventually become nick, have bad luck, or even die. Many taboos evolve into written
laws. Examples of taboos in tht U.S. ere esti% dog meat or incest.

CUSTOMS - A way of thinking or acting that is common to the members of a culture group. A
peNion who does not comply will usually be ridiculed. Examples of customs: dress and
manners.

MORES - Those customs that are essential to the individual's and group's welfare. To break the
mores is always serious and considered immoral. Examples of mores: abandonment of child-
ren, values, beliefs, morals.

LAWS - Written rules and regulation to control society. Examplet, of lave: stealing, tresspassing,
littering.

5. Resolution:
To resolve conflicts that caused riots, It was necessary to engage in compromise, adjustment and
cooperation. Put the following vocabulary terms and words on chalkboard. Define and discuss each word.

5.1 (Discriminated, ghettos, insurrection, militant, prejudice, privation, voicelessness threnody,
hard-core unemployed. Teacher may add more from article.)

5.2 Let students reed "DETROIT'S REALISTIC RESPONSE TO RIOT"
5.3 Describe accounts from REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS.
5.4 Ask these or similar questions.

5.4.1 What minor conflicts lead to Detroit's riot?
5.4.2 What hes Detroit tried to do to insure that another riot will not occur?
5.4.3 How else could Detroit correct some of the wrongs in the inter -city?

6. Integration is a source of conflict. It may be resolved voluntarily, legally, or through force.

6.1 Have the students read the two different accounts of integration. LCOL04, A LESSON IN
INTEGRATICN and Cuban, NEGRO IN AMENICA, Chapter 13. Discuss t.:,e differences in the two

approaches.
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6.1.1 How did Ludlow and its location differ from Little Rock?
6.1.2 What are the two types of integration described in these accounts?

6.1.3 In what way was the white response the same?
6.1.4 What prevented disaster in Ludlow?
6.1.5 Wet made integration work in LIdlow, and in Little Rock?
6.1.6 What fears contribute to conflict over integration?

6.2 Discur recent Supreme Court rulings and the outcome of inte:Iration in some cities discussed
in the news. Discuzs alternatives to forced integration such as fleeing farther to the
subu.rbs, or private schools.
Annaince to t!e class that next term their city and school will be integrated. Have the
students write a paragraph or two on what they think the outcoe of such a decision would be.
Questions a teacher mi,ht ask to get them thinking.
6.3.1 What would your personal reaction be? Your parents? Your City.?
6.3.2 Would there be hostility or violence?
6.3.3 How would this decision be enforced? What obstacles would it meet?
6.3.4 What could done to make sure the problem is settled peacefula?
6.3.5 What would test for the community to do, knowing that integration was inevitable?
6.3.6 What would probably cause over-reaction in the community?

6.4 Show filmttrip: "TEE WITTE RABBITS vs TYE TIAN( RABBITS." Discuss.

. This activity is designed to show how and why meaningful change in society occurs.

7.1 have some students research the history of traffic laws and safety rules.
(Give these students 3 Gr 4 days then go to 7.2)

7.2 Have students ask parents what type of regulations they can remember from their first
days of driving. Suggest hints such as age, speed, type of equipment, type of traffic
signals, and other driving rules.

7.3 Get present driving regulations from local police and compare them with pest regualtions.
7.4 Why have regulations changed so much? (Protecting others; increalled speed with new inventions;

Ralph Nader)
7.5 Discuss rate of change. Have students who have researched traffic end safety rules report

and develop the concept that the rate of change increases from the interaction of ideas
and innovation.

7.6 Discuss the idea that change for the sake of change (new models each year) are change es
a meaningful thing are different.
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BASIC READING - STUDENT

UNIT II DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITY pc,

BASIC UNDERSTANI)/NGS

IGKATLEDGE

1. Symbols are the 'basis of all communication
2, Obvious contests or conflicts are sym-

bolic expressions of deeper conflicts.
3. Symbolic expressions of conflict may be

peaceful or violent.
4. Individuals and Groups manifest attitudes

through syabolic reactions.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER
Lowe, David, KU KLUX KLAN: THE INVISIELE

EMPIRE
BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

Filar: TEE QUESTION. McGraw-Hill, 10 min.
THE DOT AND THE LINE. FilnE Inc., 15 nin.

Filmstrip: K.K.K.: OUR ANTI-SOCIAL KLUB. LEP

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
1. Use of Dictionary.

Increased vocabulary,

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to recognize and examine

symbols.

2. Willingness to see actions as symbols of
conflict.

3. Willingness to see the purposes and the
dangers of emotionalism as attached to
symbols.

h. Willingness to realize that symbols may ')e
a facade for some deeper conflict.

139

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Heforl snowing film THS QUESTION the teacher should pvt a blank chart (see next page) on the board
with headlines of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, SOCIAL. Discuss the meaning of the words POLITICAL, ECONOMIC
and SOCIAL. Make sure the students undeistand the meanings of these words. Then stow the film.
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POLITICAL

f414BOIS

ECONOMIC SOCIAL

M3..
+.4,

fs
....

ID

Ampt,,.
4 6

1 /

1.1

POLITICAL ECONOMIC SOCIAL

Republican Corporation Service
Party Trade Mark Club

National Dollar Star of
Flag Sign David

Communist Copyrighted International

fmblerd Red Cross

Dmocratic Percentage Fraternal
Party Organization

NOTE: 'The symbols on this chart are suggestions
only.

After the film has been shown have the students put symbols on their charts.
Using the students' 'leas, make a composite chart on the chalkboard. Discuss the
the nature of the symbols used. Ideas for the symbols can be from the film or
from the students' experiences.

1.2 Why do we have symbols?
1.3 Does symbol mean the same thing to all people
1.4 t Ivens when different meanings are derived from the same symbol?
1.5 Point out that the American flag is used as a symbol differently by different groups.

1.5.1 How is the symbolic use of it a source of conflict?
1.5.2 iWCiraTunt reactions. emotions L and feelings are evoked by its use as a symbol?
1.5.3 a res.ct should be shown it/ EhL7
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2. The teacher should ask the students how ve can tell when an individual or group is upset, angry,
involved in rivalry and conflict. List responses on the board as the information is volunteered.
(See Unit Outline)

2.1 First discuss and list "individual" expressions or symbols of conflict. Students might want
to act these out.
Teacher can point out that same Ections are self-oriented and self-directed(suieide, drinking,
drugs), while others involve other people (name-calling, booing, fighting) (see outline)
These are all symbolic expressions of conflict.

2.2 Next discuss and list "group" symbols of conflict. (See chert on next page)
2.2.1 What emblem: show conflict?
2.2.2 What dress shows conflict?
2.2.3 What contests are symbols of conflict? (Competition)
2.2.4 Wceihatareeaessionsofconflict?
r!.2.5 What are vio en express ons of con iw

2.3 In this exercise the teacher might want to compare two groups that are in conflict, or do the
groups individually. (See chart on next page)

3. Show filmstrip K.K.K. and ask these questions:

3.1 What obvious symbols did you see in the filmstrip?
3.2 What conflicts are these symbols expressions of?
3.3 Why are these symbols of group conflict?

4. Have the students find examples of symbols in the newspaper. These may be status symbols, or symbolic
actions. Ark the student to dig beneath the obvious conflict and determine the deeper conflict
involved.

5. Show the film THE DOT ,.!d) THE LINE. Elicit answers to the following questions.

5.1 Why did the circle admire the squiggle? (gay, carefree, uninhibited, joyful)
5.2 What did she think about the line? (dull, conventional, smothered)
5.3 What values did the line represent? (depeniability, dignity, forcrfulness, love, confidence,

aetermination, self-control, concentration)
5.4 With what fantasy did the line indulge himself? (dare devil, leader of world affairs, law

;MT-Trcent agent, potent force in world of art, international sportsman)
5.5 Do you ever indulge in fantasy? 1222ry

5.6 Whatneativevem_s (sloth, anarchy, undisciplined, indeter-
ate actions and ideas

5.7 What values did the circle represent? (beauty, perfection)
5.8 What is the moral in the statement "To the victor W.ona the pmolls"? The forceful person who

has direction and determination is auccusaful.
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L... GROUP CONFLICT

GREASE FRAM DOVES HAWES U.S.A. U.S.S.R.
BLACK

K.K.K. PANTHERS

EMBLEMS
&

GESTURES

Chain Peace
Iron Cross Symbol
Swatika Peace

Sign

Peace American
Symbol Flag

Bumper
Sticker
(Love it
or leave
it)

--- Flags ---

--- Medals ---
--- Shoulder ---

Patches
--- Salutes ---

Cross Wooden Idols
Hoods Raised Fist

Clenched
Fiat

DRESS

Black Mod Dress
Leather Loafers
Jackets

Levis
Boots

Mod or Hard Hats
Hippie Uniforms
Dress

--- Uniforms ---
-

Robes African Drees
"Natural"
Hairdo

COMPETITION

Poor Grades Good
Unathletic Grades

Athletic
Yes Extra Po

Curricular
Activities

, --- Foreign ---

Policy
--- Elections ---

--- Seek to ---
influence
others

--- Arms Race ---

--- Espionage ---
--. Space Race ---

--- Cold War --
--.. Olympics - --

--- Rallies ---
--- Campaigns ---
--- Literature - --

PEACEFUL
EXPRESSION

"Mouth Off" Clubs
Form Gangs Athletic

Ccapeti-
tion

--- Demonstrations -..-
--- Debates ....

--- Moratoriums ---
--- Propaganda ---

--- Foreign Aid - --
--- Prr.pagandA ---

--- U.N. ---
--Summit Hastings--
-... Treaties - --

- -- Demonstrations.--
--- "Hot Line" ...

--- Rallies ---

--- Campaigns ---

VIOLENT
EXPRESSION

--- Gang War --- --- Clashes -...

- -- Destruction ---
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.... War ---

--- Ali to ...

Belligerents

. Murder - --

... Brutality ---



BASIC READING - STUDENT
Am. Soc. Assn. THE KID WHO HAD A

THING FOR LINCOLNS, "Ken". p.9

SUPFLIMEMARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

UNIT III CULMINATING ACTIVITIES

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
1. Conflict has a source, an expression, and a

resolution.
2. Conflicts may Lave singuar or multiple sources,

expressicns, and resolutlone.
3. Conflicts may be within the individual, between

individuals, between individuals and the group,
between groups, or it may involve all of these.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
1. Analyzing social studies material.
2. C-tical thinking

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to recognise and resolve personal

conflicts.
2. Willingness to respect rules that govern

uurpetitive situations.

SUGGEST STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Rend "Ken" in THE KID WHO HAD A THING FOR LINCOLNS. Choose a conflict from the article and write
a one sentence analysis for each of the following points:

1.1 The conflict
1.2 The source of conflict
1.3 The expression of conflict
1.4 The resolution of conflict
Discuss the results in class.

2. Use a cartoon which shows a conflict and analyze it from the following points:

2.1 The
2.2 The
2.3 The

2.4 The

conflict
source of conflict
expression of conflict

resolution of conflict

Discuss in class.
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BASIC READING - STUDENT

SUPPLEMENTARY READING - TEACHER

BACKGROUND VIEWING AND LISTENING

UNIT III EVALUATING ACTIVITIES

BASIC UNDERSTANDINGS

KNOWLEDGE
I. Conflict has an origin, an expression, and a

resolution.
2. Conflicts may have singular or multiple

origins, expressions, and resolutions.
3. Conflicts may be within the individual,

within the group, between groups, or they
may involve all of these.

ABILITIES AND SKILLS
i. Critical Thinking

ATTITUDES
1. Willingness to respect rules that govern

competitive situations.
2. Willingness to engage in self-appraisal when

confronted with a conflict.
3. Willingness to resolve conflicts peacefully.

Use any or all of the

SUGGESTED STUDENT ACTIVITIES

following ideas and analyze each one according to the following poirte:

The conflict
The source of conflict
The expression of conflict
The resolution of conflict

1. Develop a cartoon showing conflict. Analyze it.

2. Have each student analyze a current song such as "The Eve of Destruction." by Barry McGuire.

1GO
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3. Write and present a skit which shows conflict. Have each member of the class analyze it.

4. Analyze some art object such as Picasso's painting "Cuernica".

5. Pan a series of individual or very small group field trips. Each student is to be accompanied by an
adult with wtom he can later discuss the experience. This is to be a combination interview and
observation. They may visit a person or attend a meeting. EMemples:

Social worker Council meeting Newspaper editor
Probation offPler School board meeting TV newscaster
Police chief Courtroom Radio newscaster
Mayor Complaint department Ethnic groups
Judge Recreation centers Zoo
Racial groups Synonon A. A.

Before the trip discuss with the class the things they might look for an4 list or note these. This listing
or questions should help sharpen each persons perception end interpretation of whet he might see and hear.
Such things as: location, facilities, dress, attitude toward occupation, attitude toward you, ability
to communicate - language.

1 6 1



UNIT III BIBLIOGRAPHY

BOOKS, PERIODICALS AND PAMPHLETS

Anon. "Our Son is a Campus Radical". READER"3
DIGEST, Vol. 94 (Aprils 1969), pp.71-75.
(Reprints Available)

Parents of the "Carpus Radical" began
to probe the influences that had turned
their son into a hostile young mili-
tant. What they discovered cacaed them
to re-ermine their own life values
and social involvement.

Rink, Joseph P. ''Ludlow: A Lesson on Inte-
gration", REAM'S DIGEST, Sol. 93 (Sept-.
ember, 1968), pp. 193-98. (Reprints
available)

NNW the embattled Residents of a
suburban community, drawing on intelli-
gence, understanding and patience,
created a stable, high quality, bi-
racial neighborhood."

Brame, Albert A. PITENDLOGY: TEE SCIENCE OF
PINAVIOR. Boston: Ally,: And Bacon, 1968.

This book presents a well-rounded
treatment of general psychology.
*tertian of historical importance
are included to show the logical dev-
elopment of psychology. Were possible,
applications of psychological prin-
ciiles are discuesel and highlighted
by example.. Includes a teacher's
masa,
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Cuban, Larry. THE NEGRO IN AMERI1A. Probleas
in American History Series. Glenview,
Illinous: Scott, Foresman, 1964.

This volume of the "Scott Foreman Prob-
lems in American History" series is an
effort to enlarge the student's under-
standing of the Negro' role in American
history. The fifteen problems in the volume
trace the path of the Negro frog the auction
block to tie brink of first -class citisen-
ship.

Comings, Mark and John. The Son and the Father",
YOUTH, Vol. 21 (March, 1970), p. 10.

These poems deal with the generation
gap. A son presents his point of vier, and his
father responds with his. Poems show over -
generalisation and stereotyping -- factors
which laid to conflict.

DRUG FACTS. American Telephone and Telegraph C o., '..070.

An uncopyrigtted, twelve page booklet prqared
by VI AT&T Medical Division. May be dup-
licated without prior permission. Defines
drums, signs .-Jf drug misuse, and gives
description, identification, methods of use,
and slang terms for twenty-two narcotics,
stimulants, depressants, and hallocinigenq.

Ehrlich, Paul R. THE tOPUALTION BOMB. Paper. New
York: Ballantire, 1968.

Dr. Ehrlich describes the "DimenJions of the
crisis population in all its aspects --air,
food, water, birth control, our total
environment.-and provides a realistic evalua-
tion of the remaining options."



4-Year Strike, 2-Year Boycott: Shcrniowe, U.S. NEWS
AND WORLD REPORT, Vol. LXVII (July ,4, 1969),
pp. 83-84.

The strike of the grape pickers in California
did not work. However, the union strategy
of boycott appears to be getting results
for the Mexiccn Americans in their long
dispute with growers.

Gavin, Ruth Wood. OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER.
Boston: D.C. Heath Co.1 1953.

A study of contempory problems from the
sociologice0 point of view. Young people
need to learn to analyze the problems of
society in terms of how they affect human
beings, and by using the basic principles
of sociology, psychology and mental
hygiene they will learn to live more
intelligently.

Hale, Edward LVerett. THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY.
New York: Franklin Watts', 1967.

Philip Nolan, a young officer of the
United States army, is tried for the
Aaron Burr conspiracy. During the
court trial he exc'.aims that he never
wants to hear of the United States again.
The court grants his wish and sentences
him to live out his life on a naval vessel
and never hear news of his country again.
The story recounts the mental torments of
the countryless prisoner.

Nou.;hton, Norris, ed. ROMEO AND JULIET. William
Shakespeare; WEST SIDE STORY. Arthur Laments.
Paper. New York: Dell, 1965.

WEST SIDE STORY is based on Shakespeare's
ROVE° AND JULIET. The feu between two
New York teenage gangs shatters th: rotrantic
dreams of two young lovers. Vividly brings
into focus a contempory social problem.
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Lawson, I;obert. WATCHWOhDG OF LIBERTY.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1957.

"Here are the cords of great Ameri,
cans in war and in peace --more than
fifty of the famous quotations which
highlight memorable moments in our
American history from the days of
the Pilgrims."

Picozzi, Raymond, ed. PLAYS TO ENJOY 'Inside
a Head". Literary Heritage Series.
New York: Macmillan, 1967.

A radio script which takes a group
of people on a guMed tour through
the busy brain of twelve year -old
Ritchie Price. This wonderful and
amusing fantasy trip will command
the interest of almost every student.

The Little Strike That Grew to La Cause,
TIME, Vol. 94 (July 4, 1969), pp. 16-21.

The table grape has not only becfnme
the symbol of the four-year-old
strike of California's predominately
Mexican-American farm workers, but has
focused attention on the social dis-
crirdnation and second-class citizen-
ship of these people. Taking their
clues from the blacks, the Mexican-
Americans are now demanding their
place in American society.

"A Long Day in a Frightful Life", TIME (March
7, 1969), p. 26.

A fictional account in the day of a
fictional future citizen of a composite
U.S. city, based on security measures
already c>isting to fight crime.



Lowe, David. KU KLUX KLAN: THE INVISIBLE MIRE.
New York: Norton, 1967.

This book is badad on the Emmy-Award win-
ning documentary, KU KLUX KLAN: THE IN:-

VISIBLE EMPIRE, written and produced by
David Lowe for CBS Reports. In text and
photographs it brings to the resder the
bi,,try, the venomous hatred, the motiva-
tion of the KKK members and the Govern-
ment's attempt to uncover and curb the
Klan's activities.

McNeil, Elton B., ed. THE NATURE OF HUMAN CONFLICT.
Engl ..rood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Han, 1965.

A noted psychologist, Elton B. McNeil,
has collected a roster of the most im-
posing social science spokesman, and
togetLler they examine the contribution
of each social science in comprehending
bowman has become his own worst enemy in
the race for survival. Through the cen-
tral theme of war and international re-
lations, it is believed thp.t a greater
perception into the nature of man nay be
achieved.

National Education Association. UNFINISHED
STORIES. Washington, D.C.: National Educa-
tion Association of the United States, 1968.

These unfinished stories serve the dual
purpose of focusing pupil's attention on
ethical problems typical of those young
people encounter and providing material
which captures student's interest encour-
aging them to express themselves thought-
fully and forcefully.

Selby, rarl. "Detroit's Realistic Response to
Riot". READER'S DIGEST, Vol. 93 (Decerat!er,
19(8), pp. 189-96. (Reprints available)

Torn by insurrection and violence,
Detroit put its most responsible leaders- -
black and white--to work, to analyze
and remedy the root cause. They focused
their personal attention on the problems
of the city's ghetto. This may set the
pattern for our country's best hope for
peace in the cities.

Smiley, Marjorie B., John J. Marcatante and
Jacquiline Tilles, REBELS AND REGULARS.
Macmillan Gateway English Series. New York:
Macmillan, 1967.

Short stories about people who must
decide whether to go along with:Ithe majority
or to stand alone with the minority.
Identification with the situations are easy
for students because they have faced
similar decisions and wil' continue to
face them throughout.life.

United States Department of Health, Education, add
Welfare, PUBLIC YZAITH SERVICE PUBLICATIONS.
Washington: 1969.

Short pamphlets with questions add answers
on drugs.
#1827 Narcotics: Some questions and Answers
1828 LSD: Sane Questions and Answers
1829 Marijuana: Some Questions and Answers
1830 The Up and Down Drugs: Amphetamines

and Barbiturates



United States National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS. Paper. New
York: Bantam Books, 1968.

This report of the Commission established
July, 1967 by President Johnson to in-
vestigate the causes of civil unrest
in that year discusses what happened, why
it happened and what can be done to
ameliorate social conditions so as to
prevent a recurrence.

WHAT IS THE LAW FOR UUVENILES? Detroit, Michi-
gan: Published as a Public Service of the
Detroit News.

"Me purpose of this booklet is to pro-
vide a better knowledge and understanding
of the laws which affect young people
and to emphasize the importance of law
enforcement and civic responsibility.
It has been edited by teenagers in co-
operation with metropolitan Detroit
la-enforcement officials, parents and
teachers.

Westchester Citizens Committee of the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency. YOU
AND THE LAW. New York: National Council
on Crime and Del:nquency. (Reprinted as
a Public Service for all Michigar, Schools
by Committee on Public Relations of the
State Bar of Michigan)

Provides young y.zctple with a better
knowledge and undlrsts ding of the laws
which affect them. Emphasis is placed
on the importance of law enforcement
and eivic responsibility.
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FILMS

DOT AND THE LINE, THE. Wilmette, Illinois:
Films Inc. 15 minutes. Color.

A humorous animated mathematical
fable showing the importance of con-
trolled behavior.

FORD=NAMICAN, THE. New York: Columbia
Broadcasting System. (Distributed by
Carousel Films, Inc., New York) Color.
25 minutes.

Documents the impoverished condition
of the American Irdians--their minimal
food and Musing, their inadequate
educational facilities, their limited
employment opportunities and continued
exploitation by the white man. Explore

the damaging loss of.identity and
self-respect.

HAT, THE. Sterling. Color. 20 minutes.
A subtle approach to the problem of
lines which separate men. Artificial
boundaries that separate people are
ruthlessly studied for their impli-
cation;. An international first-
prize animated film.

I JUST DON'T 1014. CLIzego: Intcrt.ationed

Film Bureau, Inc. 10 minutes.
tniy do parenti and teen-agers fail
to communicate and why do teen-
agers to often relate to others
rather ttan their parents? A con-
flict film open for discussion.
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LSD - IrCSIGHT OR INSANITY. Los Angeles: Bailey
Far. Associates. 18 minui.es.

PreLents known facts and danger:. of LSD.

:ARIJUARA. Los Angeles: Bailey Film Asso2iates.
27 minutes.

A disturbing and revealing study of
marijuana and its effects on peol,le.

CV. 'JRU1DED ENVIROIDEENT. h1 cyclopedia

Eritannica Educational Corp., 1969. Color.
10 winutes.

Presents the problems of population
growth and pollution by contrasting
America of 1900 with America today. Also
points out the problem of overpopulation
and technological progress on a world-
wide scale. Stresses the importance of
ecological management.

POLICE AND THE COMMUNITY. Hollywood, California:
Dibi-Dash Productions. Color. 24 minutes.

The first part of the film portrays
the ways in which law enforcement and
police procedures may be the cause of
conflict among minoritieam juveniles
and citizens.

POLITICS: THE HIGH COST OF CONVICTION. Chicago:

International Film bureau. Color. 5 minutes.
An open-ended film for discussion. An
influential businessman is asked to
endorse a candidate whose qualifications
are outstanding. He refaces and gives

his reasons. hre they valid?

fltUES110N, 111E. New fork: McGraw-Hill. Col,:r.

10 minutes.
An animated film. Through symbols tne

uesti.',n" tries to find the meaning of

life from a politician, a clergo,un, a
business man, a do-tor and ot::ecz. No

one satisfies its question. A geed film
for class discussion.

IGG

STORY OF A POLICEMAN, THE. Los Angeles: Wolper
Productions. B & W. 25 minutes.

Reveals how Police CLIef Edward Allan
strengthened the police force in Santa
Ana, California, a city which prior to
1955 had one of the highest unsolved crime
rates in the United States.

THINKING ABOUT DRINKING. Los Lngeles: Higgins.
15 minutes.

Presents alcoholic content of variour
drinks, their effects on the human body,
how the nervous systems and mental controls
are changed and the dangers and hazards
of drinking. A very simple and clear
presentation.

UNFINISHED STORIES. Garden City, New York: Doubleday,
1968. Color. 6 minutes each.

Unfinished Story: What Will Carl Do?
What Will Kevin Do?
What Will Patty Do?
What Will Pete Do?
What Will Rarbara Do?
What Will Ken Do?

"Avoiding both abstract theorizing and pat
solutions, films of UNFINISHED STORY present
the issues in the most effective way possible- -
in the form of realistic exreriences familiar
to every child. In each episode, averaging
about six minutes in length, a thought-
provoking problem is explored. Each film
ends by throwing the ball to the youngster,
asking, in effect, "What would you do in a
case like that?" The conflict of s,t1f-
interest versus ethical behavior males the
decision difficult because the right thin
to do may be the unpopular thing to do, or
it may get a friend in trouble."



WHERE WERE YOU DURING THE BAT7LE OF 1HE BULGE, KID?
Pasadena, California: ,1:e Independent Film
Froducers. 25 minutes.

Film title really unrelated to film content.
Depicts classic struggle between adult
world and youth an,: conflicting standards
of 'aloe. Presents "Generation gap" in a
forocful manner.

FI/16TRIPS

BLACK RABBITS AND ',RITE RAPBITS: fN ALLEGORY.
Pleasantville, N. Y.: Warren Schloat
Productions, Inc. Color.

A thought-provoking allegory about two
communities, one composed of black rabbits
rid the other of white rabbits. Both
ve separately and happily until the

wL.te rabbits eccide tx, enslave the black.
This filmstrip will prompt class discussion
of such topics as the Golden Rule, the
importance cf skim color, native intelli-
gence and cultural hi&tory to racial pre-
judice and altern.tives available to the
black and white communities in 0.4-
country today.

EXPLORING MORAL VALUES. Pleasantville, I. Y.;
Warren Scdloat Productions, Inc. Color.

A series ol' 15 color filmstrips pre-
senting 44 critical situations
demand decisive act:on. Each situation
involves the student ir. loarning,about
prejudice, honesty, autTority and personal
values.

16?

IIIE KKK: OUR ANTI-SOCIAL Wi ?. St. Paul,
Minnesota: Life Educational Publica-
tionc.

These filmstrips deal with the rise,
spread, goals, atrocities perpetrated

the Klan and the Government's
effoAc to curt it's political influ-
ence and violent persecution of Cath-
olics, Jo.:s and Negroes.

MAN'S NATURAL ElIVIRCUMiT: CRISIS THROLGH
ABUSE. Pleasantville, N. Y.: Guidance
Associates. Color.

Ftvt I examines toe causes of pc111-
tics: and its effect on man's environ-
ment, human and animal life. Part II
points out efforts of educational
institutions and private citizens in
combating the problem of pollution.

RZCORLINGS

THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY. Edward Everett Hale.
New York: Cacdom Fecords, In.

.;icry read by Edvard O. Fobincon.

OKLAWA. T-Achdrd Rodge;s and Oscar Fammer-
stein. Los Angeles: Capitol Records.

Son7:- from tkc scund tract of the
.10tion ni t Ire.

WEST SIDE STWY. LOG Angeles: Columbia
Records.

Songs from the original. sound track
or tho motion picture.
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WAYS OF WIYIND: rHIRTEEN DilkAAS OF PEOPLES OF BiE
1,:ORI,L) AND HOW THEY LIVE. Naticnal Association
of Radio Broadcasters, University of Illinois.
Urbana, Illinois.

From a series of radio broadcasts an album
of seven, double-sided, LP recordings. The

scripts are to be found in WAYS OF MANKIND,
Goldschnidt, aAtor. See Unit II Bibliograp4,
page 82.

1.:ULAPION GAME

GENERAHON GAP. Academia Games Associates. Publishei
by Wsst.:rn Publishinc Co. Nos York, 1969.

Isle game involves a teen-agr and a parent
in rye problems. Each game contains nsterials
enough for six players (three teams). The

materials are reuseable.
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STUDErT BILI0P1APHY

Is it pescilah to live wi,-nut :enfli t? It is vol.:, unlikely.

,minexists on eoth withcat eneokultering some element of ccnfiict. For plants and ani.sals, confilct is
ncutly physicala ,atter o:' slf4.;.val. Plants may have tc fight for ncurish.ient and wates in dry, i:t-
poverished soil, ane onit, t.:o nest hardy plahts survive. Animals will filth other ari:tals for foot crf
territory with woi ch tc .r: tam t.eir physical needs.

Man, however, is muc:- :lore comp:ex. Of course, he t o, cones in conflict with nature to survive and
maintain his well hoing, as the stogy of ev.lution has chofm, tut tcaay his ,reatest -chflicts are primar-
ily mental. irst, man has :.onflirtu within himself. He most make decisihns-wOLt friends are best for

what to study, rat t:t u:.ouse. c, who:. te marry. Pecau:ie e is a reasoning he
will have inner conflict:. If iheats. on an exar. maintain hLi :elf-respect? Will he hurt
parents bemuse he is ashf.dec c j.-ftrluce trtom tu 'ir frienfs? Car he honestly c2aim to be a cenuaien-
tious ch:cmos to t.c war in ci.uv tn :1717ir. tr,

Nan is a social neifi; an ,ust meo4 associt'ionc. orcr. ore are fact;. rey wi]i
cA:ir within :troops. One or several members of a cl,ih or organization nay oppose the actions of the r,ist
of the membership herniae of isagreemest on policies. Some solution must be found to keep the club
Wnole groups oppose te ro u 1;c:ause of differenees in philosophies. Comrunistic principles for
examplo, conr.,iit with ,:eno.m.ati principles and eangerous situations devalo:i. is a result wars may
erupt between the believers of either philosophy, or at best a etate of cold war must be agreed upon.

These conflicts wit) mhich man must copewith nature, with self, with his inner conscience, within
groups, or with one group against another--are always present, and the individual must find a way to
resolve them in a manner that will permit him to lead a satisfying life uithout hurting others.

ads bibliography has bear. designed to provie..e a backgrownd for rerc,Initing .Ztuatiors of conflict.
It inc, uCes 1-iccraphfeu, ::c:atorta prose. mlich lout f_ilus,..ot...2 the e.,.?e:.1.2nces c:

ran as hs irs -o :ercivn hic mcni_Ahts in a niucc.: c.. appropriate co him.

,ha fi:rt lar. or 'dblicrnapy contains annotations (shoo parograpr. provilin.t
tioji anr: note:, i dd tc,ors) in truer t:at you nay be ti

to
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CONFLICT NIJI SELF: INNEA CONFLICT.

Anderson, Marian. MY LORD, WHAT A
Viking, 1956.

An autobiographical a.count of a 1;egross
endowed with one of the most magniflomt
voices of this century. Describes huf
victory ever adversity.

Dell, Margaret. RIDE OUT THE STORM.
Morrow, 1951.

A young girl leaves Alaska ant has to
adjust her life to livinC in Califarnia.
She is sent to a church school faal of
giggling Girls an, faces many adjustment
problems, ieeluding a student with a
Eradge.

Bell, Margaret. AMR FOR A TALL vaITE SAIL.
Morrow, 1948.

Loneliness and danger characterize life
on the Alaskan frcntier in tre 1U30's.
Florence spends the summer away from her
parents chile she cooks for her Lrot:ers
at a fish saltery. Tragedy an1 Jong'aess
coupled with Lard or:: teach her cbol,.
becoming a responsible person.

Benary-Isbert, Margot. 1E ARK Harcourt, 153,
A German fiewily disIo.!ated after :;!orlu

War II finds a new home ana accepts JAI.°
withoat bitte_r.ccs gr,,:a- ,ohTace.

Benary-Isbcrt, Margot. Haim: FA;'!. HaT:ourt, 1954.
Svvel to THE AN:.

PonEam, Frank. LL!A,:.432: Dutton.

A story of r.(7, gangs as told frc e

point o. 12 n .

is sn p;Gbatio: . Sr. ,aer rot tr,
J.5 &lust v!

l e a

Bonham, Fran?. ICiffY. Dutton,
Charles Matthes lives in "Lotcwn",
but leaves home with his uncle in order
to seek his fortune. His teachers feel Ee as

great ability but Charles' parents feel e
Negro should rot reach for higher roals.
Depicts a conflict in values.

Boulle, Pierre. F2IDGE 07ER THE RIVER WAI.
Vanguard, 1954.

Colonel Nicholson is captured vith his
battalion by the Japanese and fights to
continue building a railroad bridge in Sl3M.
To aid the morale of his men he is aidirig
the ercmy this creating personal conflicts
among his men. A distortion in values is
shown.

Braithwaite, E. R. TO SIR, WITH LOVE. Prentice, 1968.
A Negro social worker forced to take a
position in a ghetto school to support him-
self, indirectly fulfills himself both
occupationally and spiritually through the
rapport he esttblisheE with the students.

Clapp, Patricia. CO]:fSTAW:E. Lothrop, 1968.
Apprehchsion about her new life follows
Cons'ance as she rails on the Mayflower into
a new life. Under3tanding and maturity help h-c
to grow up.

Clar, Mary S. TE 'ROA PEAC0a. Vikirg, 1966.
Intelligence and perseverance coupled with
skill in housekeeping helped Joanna Sprague
adjust when she was sold as a bond servant ir.
America as a result of her father dying aboa2
ship in 1650. ?laced in a strict Puritan
home she beame known as to "iron pease .



Costain, Thomas. THE SILVER MALICE'. Doubleday,

1952.
Basil is a craftsman in silverwork. He
is rescued from slavery inorder to
design a case which will hold the cup
Jesus used at the Last supper. He is
pursued and persecuted as he velicates
himself to his task.

Crane, Stephen. THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE. lhodd,

1957.
Henry Fleming longed to be a war hero but
lost the opportunity when his nerve snapped
at the Battle of Chancellersville. How
he overcomes his fear is depicted in this
novel.

Daly, Maureen. SEVENTED.21 SUMR. Ladd, 1943.
After going to an all girls' school, Angie's
life changes when she meets and falls in
love with a young boy. Her love becomes
a vehicle for her maturity, when she
recognizes the differerces in teir aspira-
tirgls and character.

DuJarain, Ro,,amond. CLASS RI-1;3. Lfppinott, 1951.
?'obey is seventeen and Pints advantages
and disadvantages in rearm:; a bo;!'s ring.

DuJardin, Fosamond. POUIL% DATE. '..,ippiLsott, 1951.

Pam and Penny are tvir.s - Par is vivacious
and Penny learns to cast her own s'-aeow
as she makes a life of her

DaJardin, Rosamond. PRACALLI jEK;.

Lippinott,
:cloy finds that her age In ,e a help,
she faces compli2ations ft. ,:er feeling about

her parents, sisters, ar.0 'r:ow she

salves the proL_e.s of being a teen-agcr arc
exdlorec.
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Fritz, Jean. EARLY "'"iNFDER. Coward,
McCann, 1967.

Daniel has to make a crucial decision
about his political loyalties - to
be a Tory cr a Rebel -- a decision
which affects his entire life.

Gates, Doris. BLUE Y1IJA74. Viking, 1945.
A migrant girl finds security and
comfort fro a "blue willow" plate
as her migrant family keeps moving
about. Evenually the plate helps
her restore a warm family relation-
ship between its members.

Gibson, Althea. I ALNAYS MUTED TO BE SOME-
BODY. Harper, 1956.

Tennis champion Althea Gibson fought
prejudice and a ghetto bachground to
become a recognized tennis champion.

Gipson, Frederick B. OLD YELLER, Harper, 1956.
With the help of Old Yeller who is a
him, u.gly .o'ar.6-dog, Travis shower his
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